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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
This study was originally inspired by my goal to make an artistic narrative about 
Johannesburg’s history. I believe that many contemporary politicised conflicts are 
as a result of insufficient or biased historical knowledge (Tosh and Lang, 2006; 
Flinn, 2007; Walkerdine, 2016; Potgieter, 2017). Johannesburg, the city I grew 
up in, contains numerous narratives of conflict, struggle, oppression, revolution, 
retribution and reconciliation. Not only has this significantly complicated the 
political climate inherited by all South Africans, but it also makes for good stories.  
However, a predictable problem emerged during the early stages of this study. I 
lacked the knowledge of a suitable history to research and communicate. As one 
may assume, any history that I ‘discovered’ through library and internet searches 
into lesser-known histories was not lesser-known, as it would mean that that 
history was already published. Fortunately, I was suggested to approach the now 
late Mudney Halim, on the bases that he might have a story for me. Mudney Halim 
was a senior researcher at the University of Johannesburg’s (UJ) associated Centre 
for Education Rights and Transformation (CERT). He had been working on the 
social upliftment of area called Westbury and believed that its community stood 
to benefit if its poorly recorded, yet fascinating and relevant heritage could be 
communicated back to the community and out to society at large. In particular, 
he wanted the story of the late Florrie Daniels to be told, as she was identified as 
of the area’s most influential community leaders and anti-apartheid activists 
(Halim, 2017). 
Westbury is situated just west of the UJ’s Aucklandpark campus. For various 
reasons, much of its rich anti-apartheid resistance history was not made publicly 
accessible. This has alienated much of their positive heritage from the 
community’s youth and society outside of the community (Nieftagodien, 2010; 
Dannhauser, 2018; Halim, 2018). In place of this history, the area’s narrative has 
had to compete with a series of predominantly negative stereotypes. This has 
resulted in a lack of local pride in their heritage (Halim, 2017).  
I was initially hesitant about pursuing his suggestion, as I found little to no 
references about Florrie Daniels. Thus, I was unable to judge its potential or 
relevance other than Mudney Halim’s hearsay. However, after I had the 
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opportunity confirm the relevance of Florrie Daniels’ story with a few of Westbury’s 
older residents, I decided that it was the story I was looking for. Given that there 
was little published material about Florrie Daniels at the time, I determined that 
it was a relatively unpublished and unknown history. Furthermore, it appeared 
that Westbury’s and Florrie Daniels’ activities significantly contributed to South 
Africa’s heritage. Thus, the distributing story could potentially improve a broader 
social understanding of South Africa’s current socio-political status (Westbury 
community knowledge holders, 2018). Through my conversation with Halim, I also 
learnt that even if this heritage was not well published, it was well documented in 
Florrie Daniels’ private archive (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg 
Special Collections, no date; Halim, 2018). There also appeared to be several 
individuals who were willing to assist me in the uncovering of this narrative. 
Additionally, from the details I had gathered through conversation, Florrie Daniels’ 
story appeared to have what I thought would make an entertaining and exciting 
story arch (The Power of Storytelling: The Annual International Conference, 
Bucharest, 2018). These elements meant that this story met my desires and was 
accomplishable. This ultimately led to the production of Ma Florrie part one 
(Bollweg, 2019) and the planned production of Ma Florrie part two, which will 
conclude the narrative after the completion of this study.  
The main goal and advantage behind the production of this narrative and study 
only became apparent once I had already started to produce it. These were that 
Westbury’s community wanted to have their story told, and were willing to involve 
themselves in the process (Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018). This 
was later identified as central to study and grew in importance as my theoretical 
knowledge and interactions with the community increased. 
Two theoretical advantages behind this study’s community involvement became 
apparent. The first was that if a community actively participates in their own 
upliftment and heritage memorialisation, the resulting product or social strategy 
is hypothetically more relevant to that community’s concerns and is additionally 
better maintained. If a community’s memorialisation is seen to be the work of an 
external agency, local community leaders and potential leaders will not be as 
proud of this heritage, and will not make future initiatives to improve their 
community on the basis that external agencies have and will again improve their 
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circumstances for them. Other than the fact that this threatens to transform the 
community into one that relies on charity, it also hamstrings the positive potential 
of the area’s local development. This is because, without motivated local 
leadership, community development cannot accurately predict what that 
community’s needs are without local information and domestic interactions. 
Additionally, any infrastructural or social community development which lacks 
local leadership may also lack local maintenance, thus crippling its sustainability 
(Switzer and Adhikari, 2000; Marschall, 2004; Zeilig, 2014; Harvey, 2015).  
For this reason, the study was made in close collaboration with community 
knowledge holders through a research method known as narrative inquiry. 
Narrative inquiry is unique in that the information acquired to produce and 
distribute Ma Florrie part one was determined by community knowledge holders. 
While this made the research’s process and direction unpredictable, it empowered 
the community to determine the outcome of this study and its accompanying 
narrative (Boje, 2001; Mills, 2003; Clandinin and Huber, 2010). Additionally, this 
study would not have been possible without local initiative and participation. 
The  second theoretical advantage identified was that if a positive narrative about 
a community’s heritage was distributed into the community, and out to society at 
large, that community’s pride in their past accomplishments could increase. The 
advantage behind this is that if an individual, and a community by extension, are 
proud of their heritage it can increase their self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is a measure 
of how much someone believes they can achieve, and an increased self-efficacy 
correlates with an increase in goal making and achieving, an increase in financial 
income, an increase in life expectancy and a decrease in certain socially influenced 
psychological disorders. Overall, it can contribute to an increase in a community’s 
ability to self-improve and overcome contemporary problems based on the 
knowledge that they were able to overcome worse problems in the past (Bandura, 
1977; Hook et al., 2016). In the case of marginalised and previously 
disadvantaged communities like Westbury, historical narratives like the one 
produced in this study can be used to encourage local, and thus sustainable, self-
upliftment (Tosh and Lang, 2006).  
Additionally, as the narrative produced in this study is about Westbury’s 
historically successful self-upliftment, contemporary generations can use the 
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problem-solving strategies from the historical narrative. Given that the narrative 
behind Ma Florrie addresses historical concerns that still afflict contemporary 
communities, it can also be used as a guide by other communities to address their 
separate social and municipal problems (Schutz and Sandy, 2011; Mullet, Akerson 
and Turman, 2013).  
However, for this study to succeed, it could not just rely on how involved the 
community was in its production. Its narrative also needed to be highly accessible 
(Naidu, 2004; Nieftagodien, 2010). For this reason, Ma Florrie was envisioned as 
a comic. This was because the medium’s unique physical and intellectual 
accessibility allows narratives to be distributed in varying formats with different 
financial and ergonomic qualities (Cope and Kalantzis, 2000; Chute, 2008). Its 
unique ability to communicate through a combined message of text and image 
also allows the medium to be intellectually accessible. This means that individuals 
with vastly different educational backgrounds and intellectual abilities can equally 
enjoy and learn through the medium according to its layers of interpretable 
information (Mitchell, W, J, 1994; Frascara, 2004; Christensen, 2006; Connors, 
2012; Harvey, 2015; Sundberg, 2017).   
The intention behind this was to break away from gallery styled fine art 
productions and text-based academic research articles. These practices, although 
academically beneficial, often alienate individuals who exist outside of the art 
industry or academia. Had the study followed this more traditional direction, it is 
unlikely to have interested or benefited Westbury’s community (Connors, 2012; 
Meskin and Cook, 2012; Leigh, 2013). Furthermore, the comic medium appealed 
to my preferred style of artistic storytelling and was encouraged by several of 
Westbury’s community knowledge holders, and in particular, by Mudney Halim.  
It must be noted though, that one other alternative medium for Ma Florrie to have 
been produced in would have been film-based media. While this may also have 
been popular, especially with youths, I lacked the expertise to produce high quality 
film media. However, the textual and visual foundations present in a comic mean 
that it can still be translated into a live action or animated narrative with relative 
ease. Thus further emphasising the accessibility of the comic medium (Zecca, 
2015:37).  
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This study seeks to determine how a historical comic could be made and 
potentially used to positively develop the social and historical awareness and pride 
of a marginalised community. It is the result of discursive research into why 
individual communities need their history to be recorded and made accessible to 
all sectors of society, and how a process of narrative inquiry in collaboration with 
community members can achieve this. The study provides theory on visual 
analysis and communication to explain how and why comics are effective at 
communicating ideas between many different people and communities. It is based 
on the concept that a community’s comic-based stories can communicate ideas 
and facts between different people more effectively than pure text or image-based 
media. The research further expanded into how the authors of March (Lewis, Aydin 
and Powell, 2016) and Palestine (Sacco, 2007) researched and produced their 
successful comics about marginalised histories. The finals stage of this study 
investigates how I manipulated visual communication techniques to enhance the 
quality and interpretability of Ma Florrie part one, and how I distributed the 
narrative in a style that fulfilled its underlying ambition to be physically and 
intellectually accessibility. The intention behind this is to activate historical 
memory for social change, highlighting the importance of such change for the 
broader community.  
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CHAPTER 2: WESTBURY IN CONTEXT 
2.1 The origins of Westbury and its problems 
Westbury, like many other low-income areas in South Africa (SA), has a 
substantial amount of contemporary issues. Many of these problems can be linked 
to apartheid-era injustices and apartheid’s urban engineering. However, this 
blanket statement is an unsatisfactory generalisation for many of Westbury’s 
situation and location-specific origins of conflict. If there is any hope of reversing 
Westbury’s more pressing matters, one needs to develop a keen understanding of 
why they exist in the first place.  
The first aspect to note though is that Westbury could have, and in my opinion, 
should have been in a more severe state of social deprivation than it is today. This 
might have been the case had historical community leaders, like Florrie Daniels, 
remained idle. One must not forget that we are surrounded by seemingly 
forgettable social and physical infrastructure that only exists because of successful 
social struggles (Schutz and Sandy, 2011:13). In that same breath, I must note 
that history’s more successful social struggles were led by individuals who were 
personally familiar with the problems that plagued their community's. Foreigners, 
no matter how genuine their motivations are, are incapable of generating and 
executing realistic strategies to combat local issues (Schutz and Sandy, 2011:36). 
Therefore, the best method to improve a community is to empower its leadership 
(Schutz and Sandy, 2011:23). However, this is easier said than done as local 
community members need to be made aware of how to instigate social change 
(Schutz and Sandy, 2011:15). This is where the production of an accessible comic 
about Westbury’s historical role model, Florrie Daniels, can be used. 
As the message behind this comic is firmly rooted in Westbury’s history, an 
awareness of its historical trials is necessary to understand why their current 
issues exist, and how they can be addressed. A familiarity of the area’s history is 
also required to understand both the research process behind the production of 
Ma Florrie part one (Bollweg 2019) and why the comic’s narrative is significant to 
the area’s contemporary community. Thus, this chapter shall briefly break down 
a history of Westbury’s social conflicts.  
Westbury is less than five kilometres west of the South African Broadcasting 
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Corporation (SABC), and less than four kilometres from UJ’s Auckland Park 
campus. The area was initially called Western Native Township, which was 
established as a non-white, or black township in 1919 (Western Areas, 
Johannesburg 1951, 2012). It historically lay on the western and poorest edge of 
Sophia Town. Between the years of 1954 and 1959, the township’s Bantu 
population was forcefully evicted and replaced with additional Coloured families. 
These families came from Johannesburg’s mixed-race areas, which were being 
rapidly dismantled by apartheid's aggressive enforcement of the Group Areas Act 
(Dannhauser, 2018:316). The township was renamed Western Coloured Township 
in 1960 and was eventually changed to Westbury during its redevelopment in the 
late 1980s (Payne, 1987:2; Halim, 2018:2).  
Following this period of forced removals, Westbury suffered from an increasing 
lack of adequate housing as the number of people forced into the area exceeded 
the number of houses. The houses themselves were mostly made up of small and 
dilapidated two-bedroom dwellings. The only exceptions were that individual 
homeowners had been able to build on extra rooms (Brindley, 1976:9; Campbell, 
2017). Furthermore, there was no electricity in the area until its redevelopment 
in the 1980s.  
The most significant cause for this overcrowding was apartheid’s Group Areas Act, 
which limited inhabitation and influx according to race (Jansen et al., 2017). 
Following the implementation of the Group Areas Act in 1950, this lack of available 
housing for forcefully relocated black populations would remain a national 
pandemic until its abolishment in 1991 (Johnson-Castle, 2014).  
Westbury’s original houses had been built decades before the forced removals. As 
a result, most of them were dilapidated long before being given to their new 
Coloured occupants. They did have garden space though, which theoretically 
allowed families to build on extra rooms. However, if they sought to do so, 
occupants had to register their plans through the often-corrupt Coloured 
Management Committee (CMC). Families were often required to bribe CMC officials 
to avoid irregular rent or being denied a building permit. Families were also 
required to provide the CMC with official building plans, an administrative task 
that low-income families could not financially afford. As a result, many built on 
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illegally and risked being fined or forced to demolish their new rooms1 (Daniels, 
1986:102; Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018). Florrie Daniels’ house 
Moguerane street in Western Coloured Township can be seen in Figure 1. She was 
fortunate enough to secure the necessary permit to expand the size of her house. 
Figure 1 – Florrie Daniels’ 1680 Moguerane house in Westbury before 
redevelopment in 1985. Florrie Daniels Community Archive. Date 
unknown. (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special 
Collections, no date) 
Although Westbury’s residents had guaranteed that the area would be re-
developed after their forced removals to the area, it took the state nearly twenty 
years to convincingly act on that promise (Campbell, 2017; Jansen et al., 2017). 
In the late 1970s, 600 single room flats and 120 small houses were built on the 
northern side of Westbury. These constructions saw the introduction of electrical 
circuits to the area. However, the apartments were too small for families, and their 
rent was too high for individual occupants with low incomes. The few houses that 
had been built were adequate but far too few (Brindley, 1976:70; Daniels, 
1986:102; Penniken, 2017).  
 
1 This could be avoided by building over the weekend when CMC inspectors were not present (Campbell, 2017; 
Matthew, 2017). 
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Westbury’s high rate of poverty further compounded the area’s social problems 
(Brindley, 1976:70). Under apartheid, blacks received lower wages. However, 
racial discrimination in apartheid SA’s workplace was particularly cruel to Coloured 
communities. Jobs that required high skills were usually reserved for white 
employees, while unskilled jobs were reserved for Bantu, not Coloured blacks 
(Bond and Saul, 2014:40). As Westbury had always been a low-income residential 
area, it meant that a higher percentage of the adult population lacked the personal 
capital to secure education for skilled employment, and had to compete with larger 
black populations for unskilled employment.2 As a result, many families were 
burdened by adults who were unable to find jobs or financially contribute to their 
households (Brindley, 1976:52; Penniken, 2017). Other than the negative 
domestic and social problems this cause, these circumstances meant that many 
of Westbury’s families were at risk of being evicted for falling behind on rent 
(Sithole, 2017; Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018). 
Like most black residential areas, Westbury and its neighbouring Coloured areas 
Bosmont, Claremont, Montclair, and Newclare lay on the outskirts of Johannesburg 
city. A contemporary map of the area highlighting the borders of Westbury can be 
seen in Figure 2. Westbury was also sandwiched between the N1 Highway, and 
two main roads called Main road, and Perth road and was surrounded by a metal 
palisade fence, which was only removed after the Group Areas Act was abolished. 
These barriers cut Westbury’s residents off from the other Coloured communities 
and easy pedestrian access to white suburban neighbourhoods and industrial 
regions. Additionally, if Westbury’s residents ever wanted to participate in civil 
disobedience, which they eventually did, the area could be besieged by the local 
police station by placing armoured vehicles outside of the Westbury’s two 
entrances. Apartheid architects had designed the space to be isolated and easy to 
control (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, 
no date; Jansen et al., 2017; Penniken, 2017). 
Furthermore, as Westbury was for blacks, it received minimal infrastructural 
development under apartheid. This underdevelopment resulted in severe health 
and safety infringements, inadequate education facilities, limited care for the 
 
2 From the 1970s onwards, South Africa’s was also becoming dependant on skilled labour as the country's 
economy was shifting from the harvesting of raw materials to the manufacturing of goods and use of 
specialised services (Greenstein, 2019:14). 
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elderly and youth, and no productive centres of entertainment. If Westbury’s 
residents had a higher average income, they might have been able to address 
these issues without the support of state funding, but this was not possible (The 
Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; 
Jansen et al., 2017; Penniken, 2017).  
Figure 2 – Contemporary image showing Westbury in Western 
Johannesburg, Google Maps, 2019 (Google maps, 2019) 
Westbury may have suffered from severe municipal miss-management, a lack of 
prioritisation and an excess of violent subjugation. However, the most substantial 
trauma inflicted upon the community has more to do with the unintended 
consequences of municipal neglect and apartheid policy, than the state’s 
calculated attempts to exert control the area’s population. Because many parents 
in Westbury were forced to spend long hours away from home to secure an 
income, children were often left unattended for most of the day. Furthermore, 
Westbury’s infrastructure was not child-friendly. The only stimulating 
environments that existed at the time were places of worship and schools, and 
travelling outside of the area was often unaffordable as most of Westbury’s 
children lived in low-income homes (Jansen et al., 2017). Children usually had to 
seek out stimulation on the streets (Brindley, 1976:34; Dissel, 1997). As a result, 
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they were poorly socialised and at risk of getting involved in criminal behaviour to 
provide for and entertain themselves. 
To understand why a lack of care results in poor childhood socialisation and explain 
why a lack of socialisation results in criminal behaviour, we need to look into 
Hirsch’s Social Bonds (1968) and Coleman’s Social Capital (1998) theories. 
According to the Social Bonds theory, if a child forms positive emotional bonds 
within their family and community social groups, they are less likely to engage in 
criminal or anti-social behaviour out of the fear of disappointing those whom they 
have bonded with (Tatum, 2001:288; Hoffmann and Dufur, 2018:1527). If a child 
lacks adequate social bonds, they will have no reason not to engage in criminal 
behaviour and will search for acceptance into any social environment regardless 
of how negative it might be (Hoffmann and Dufur, 2018:1529). Coleman’s Social 
capital theory further explains that for children to learn how to avoid criminal 
behaviour, they need to be taught how to legally provide resources for themselves. 
They also need to be taught that unlawful behaviour is socially unacceptable. Such 
learning only takes place when the child is given enough emotional attention and 
education primarily from their family, and secondarily through social infrastructure 
(Hoffmann and Dufur, 2018:1527). Such childhood socialisation often did not take 
place in apartheid era households that required the parents to work long hours in 
distant locations.   
During apartheid, this social crisis was widespread throughout black communities. 
As a result, many black boys3 lived a meaningless existence devoid of healthy 
family or community responsibilities and traditions. Apartheid's labour laws and 
restrictions on black education meant that they had limited prospects of pursuing 
meaningful careers. What careers they did have access to required them to work 
long hours for low wages, ultimately removing their role as caregivers and 
hamstringing their duty as providers. To give themselves a meaningful existence 
with any prospects of controlling their fate, they either joined banned liberation 
movements or criminal gangs. Both options gave them a rite of passage into 
manhood and the potential of being able to provide for their families. So long as 
they were violent enemies of the state, they were able to find meaning, respect 
 
3 This is not to say that girls were affected less, but rather that poorly socialised boys are statistically more 
likely to express physical violence for a series of biological reason, regardless of the society they exist in 
(Staniloiu and Markowitsch, 2012:1033).  
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and, in the case of criminal gangs, wealth for the first time (Dissel, 1997; Global 
initiative against transnational organised crime, 2019:5).   
As Coloured communities like Westbury only became political in the 1970s, many 
more youths chose to join gangs over liberation movements (Adhikari, 2005:8). 
The 1976 Soweto riots against compulsory Afrikaans education further skewed the 
gang versus politics option faced by Coloured youths, as Afrikaans speaking 
Coloureds were not as negatively affected. Thus, at the time their motivation to 
join political movements were significantly lower when compared to that of blacks 
who were not Afrikaans speakers. Disempowered Coloured youths only started to 
choose politics over gangs in larger numbers during the 1980s, but by this time 
Coloured areas like Westbury already had a disproportionate reputation for 
gangsterism. However, gangsterism, unlike political activism, cannot empower the 
community or inspire social development. Instead, it becomes a source of internal 
violence and instability (Dissel, 1997).  
Additionally, apartheid’s racially motivated employment stereotypes for Coloured 
men appear to have contributed to their disenfranchisement. As many apartheid-
era careers were either for Bantu blacks or white men, many Coloured men found 
it harder to secure employment. However, it appears that Coloured women did 
not face this same employment marginalisation. As a result, many more Coloured 
men were financial burdens on their families than that of other racially segregated 
communities. This can become a source of shame for such individuals. To reverse 
this shame and become providers, ultimately proving their masculinity, many boys 
and men had little choice but to join violent gangs. Under these circumstances, 
gang-subculture typically embrace violent criminal acts, substance abuse, and 
risky sexual behaviour to force society to respect and fear them. This gives 
previously disenfranchised individuals an incredible sense of power, regardless of 
how much it harms their community’s. In turn, the power it provides to these 
individuals allows them to become local role models for younger boys, ultimately 
embedding a harmful social behaviour across several generations (Warby, 2015; 
Global initiative against transnational organised crime, 2019:5).  
In Westbury’s case, this intergenerational crisis of disenfranchised men appears 
to have further reinforced the area’s lack of childhood socialisation through its 
linked increase of substance-addicted and, therefore, neglectful and abusive 
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parents (Brindley, 1976:37). To further complicate this crisis, childhood trauma 
appears to correlate with an increased probability of addictive behaviour in adults 
(Khoury et al., 2010:1079; Culpepper, 2016:2). This further perpetuates an 
intergenerational cycle of anti-social behaviour. Furthermore, individuals who 
have high levels of negative emotions from childhood trauma, which is typically 
difficult to process because children do not understand why they were hurt, often 
attempt to numb their emotional pain through a mind-altering substance. Through 
the regular use of mind-numbing substances, these individuals often become 
addicted. (Culpepper, 2016:2; Waters, 2019). Thus, the combination of state 
facilitated oppression, disenfranchised and abusive parents and role models, 
substance abuse, and child neglect, which all exist for an amalgamation of 
reasons, contributed to a series of intergenerational social problems. These both 
suffocated Westbury’s ability to self-improve and made it ever so much more 
necessary.  
As one can imagine, these social, economic and political perils meant that 
Westbury was not an idyllic place to live. However, this chapter has so far only 
highlighted the area’s negative aspects and is by no means a fair interpretation of 
Westbury or its historic community. It also happened to be the birthplace of some 
of western Johannesburg's most prominent community and anti-apartheid 
activists who did not only instigate incredible positive change in their 
neighbourhoods but in SA as a whole. One such person was Florrie Daniels (Halim, 
2017).  
 
2.2 Biography of Florrie Daniels? 
Florrie Daniels was born in Randfontein on the 24th of June 1925. She moved to 
Western Coloured Township in 1961 after marrying her husband Sheddie Daniels. 
Ma Daniels, as she would come to be called, was passionate about helping those 
less fortunate than her (Speak Community Voice, Special Edition August 2015, 
2015; Halim, 2017). Her schooling did not extend past standard three, now known 
as grade five. However, she placed a high value on education. The fact that her 
son Elvis Daniels later became a Professor in Paediatrics attests to that. Her family 
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explained that to self-educate, she often asked her children and grandchildren to 
teach her what they had learned at the end of every school day. (Sithole, 2017). 
Florrie Daniels, who can be seen in Figure 3’s photograph (UJ CE bids farewell to 
honorary recipient and philanthropist, Florrie Daniels, 2015), was also an 
exceptional networker. The first large charity project she got involved in was 
Operation Winter Warm in 1958, where she organised the distribution of knitting 
supplies to women, and blankets, food and fuel to the poorest of Westbury’s 
community during winter months. However, she soon learned that to make a real 
change, people needed to be motivated and informed on how to change their own 
lives, instead of relying on charity.  
Figure 3 – Florrie Daniels speaking at the University of 
Johannesburg’s Women’s day event held in her honour on the 25th of 
August, 2015, a week before her passing. The University of 
Johannesburg. 2015 (UJ CE bids farewell to honorary recipient and 
philanthropist, Florrie Daniels, 2015) 
Florrie Daniels was mainly concerned with the welfare of children. In reaction to 
apartheid’s policies that forced parents to be away from home for most of the day 
she set up the Hamilton Memorial Crèche in 1977 and the Little Sunshine Nursery 
school in 1978. For the less fortunate parents who could not afford to send their 
children to these day-cares, she was able to organise funding through the 
Johannesburg City Council and Department of Social Services.  
Florrie Daniels was also an active member of the Girls’ Brigade. The Brigade is an 
internationally established, interdenominational Christian youth group that was 
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founded in Ireland in 1893. An undated photograph of Westbury’s Boys and Girls 
Brigade from the time of Florrie Daniels’ leadership can be seen in Figure 4 (The 
Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date). 
Florrie Daniels started the first Girls’ Brigade in the 1960s after her eldest son 
Andy began to attend the Boy’s Brigade. She believed in its potential for children 
to learn from its positive Christian ethos and militaristic use of discipline, which 
provided an alternative identity to children who might otherwise have joined 
gangs. Almost every child in her family joined its ranks. Florrie Daniels' 
enthusiasm for working with children, accompanied by her networking skills, 
enabled her to rise through its ranks. She eventually became the Girls’ Brigade 
President in SA, and in 2015 was recognised as its oldest international member. 
Under Florrie Daniels, the Girls’ and Boys’ Brigades provided a marching band to 
all of Westbury’s celebrations. 
Figure 4 – Westbury’s Brigade, Florrie Daniels Community Archive. 
Date unknown. (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg 
Special Collections, no date) 
Unfortunately, her private life was not without its setbacks. In 1974 she suffered 
temporary blindness from cataracts, and in 1975 her husband passed away. While 
blind, she was required to travel over 30 kilometres, taking two bus trips and 
waiting in long queues, for treatment twice a week for six months at St John’s Eye 
Hospital next to Baragwanath Hospital in Soweto. After this ordeal, she was 
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convinced that a St John’s branch needed to be set up in Western Johannesburg. 
She felt that no one from her community deserved to struggle as she had. After 
her sight returned, she petitioned to have a mobile clinic from Baragwanath's St 
John's Eye Hospital regularly visit Westbury. In 1984 the St John's Eye Hospital 
set up a permanent branch in Westbury’s clinic. By 1991, the branch had grown 
to the point where it needed to have a separate building built. 
In the late 1970s, Florrie Daniels became increasingly political. After exposure to 
the thinking of the BCM when her children entered university, she started to 
develop a greater understanding of apartheid’s inequality and how to combat it. 
She became a member of the ANC (African National Congress) in the late 1970s 
and was one of the founding members of the Westbury Residents Action 
Committee’s (WRAC) in 1981. Florrie Daniels concluded that many of Westbury 
and SA’s social problems were the result of apartheid’s system of division and 
oppression. She believed that the only way to remove apartheid and the 
consequences of its misinformed policies was to organise and mobilise ordinary 
people to demand democratic and ethical self-determination. Through this belief, 
she and members of WRAC were able to pressure the apartheid government into 
literally rebuilding Westbury’s residential and health infrastructure according to a 
compromise of the community’s recommendations. Her passive style of anti-
apartheid resistance could be summed up in a single quote; “Daai is ook deel van 
die struggle, maar ons het baie werk hier wat net so belangrik is.” She was 
reported to have said this while listening with members of WRAC’s youth to a fiery 
ANC speech over Radio Freedom, based in Lusaka, and translates as “The armed 
struggle is also part of the struggle, but we have much work to do here that is 
just as important.”  
In 1994, after the first democratic elections, Florrie Daniels worked in an ANC 
government position in Pretoria before retiring a year later. She had become 
frustrated with how disconnected her new leadership position was from 
grassroots-level challenges, and she was growing old. Florrie Daniels continued 
her involvement in the various infrastructures she helped establish across 
Westbury until her passing on the 31st of August, 2015.  
Florrie Daniels’ last living contribution was to lay the foundations for Westbury’s 
historiography. From about the late 1960s she kept a private archive of 
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newspapers, newsletters, reports, WRAC meeting minutes, and various print 
media that referenced significant and local events. She was also able to hide the 
archive and its politically sensitive material from Special Branch security police. 
Many other local archives of the time were not fortunate enough to survive after 
being discovered by apartheid’s Special Branch. This time capsule is currently 
fulfilling Ma Florrie’s ambition through a collaboration between UJ’s Special 
Collections Archive and the area's Legacy Project committee by enabling the 
memorialisation and distribution of Westbury’s positive history.  
Of Florrie Daniels’ political activities, her actions in WRAC are of particular interest. 
Although she was not the only leader in WRAC, Florrie Daniels managed to achieve 
her most impactful work through the organisation. It was WRAC that initiated the 
redevelopment of Westbury and it was through WRAC that Florrie Daniels left her 
mark on SA’s social and political history.  
 
2.3 The Western Residents Action Committee (WRAC) 
WRAC came into existence in the early 1980s to address Westbury’s increasingly 
severe housing crisis. Many families had started to build informal housing out of 
desperation, but this was continually being torn down by the authorities. By 1980 
the Johannesburg City Council’s housing department started the construction of 
its much-anticipated building of 312 family-sized houses built in a section of 
Westbury known as Pedestrian Court (Payne, 1987:4). These houses turned out 
to be a disappointment, as the City Council had cut construction requirements to 
reduce costs. These new houses were poorly designed and too small. Their 
electrical layout was illogical as it relied on a single light switch and plug for an 
entire house, and although the houses came with baths, they had no geysers. The 
toilet was positioned between the already small kitchen and dining room, which 
meant that there was little privacy. Only the kitchen had a ceiling, which 
condemned their occupants to freeze in winter and boil in summer. The 
unplastered walls, and roofs were built with cheap materials that rapidly 
deteriorated, making them prone to leaks and drafts (Daniels, 1986:102; 
Campbell, 2017; Matthew, 2017). Furthermore, no consideration had been taken 
for the number of occupants per house. Many of the families moved into Pedestrian 
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Court did not have enough living space. There was also no garden space, and thus 
no way to build on additional rooms. Most of the families who were moved into 
Pedestrian Court also had tenant families from their previous homes. Most of these 
tenant families were left homeless after their move. For most people moved into 
Pedestrian Court, it was a substantial downgrade from their original derelict but 
larger homes. The most valid complaint though was that the Johannesburg City 
Council did not consult the community before or during its construction (The 
Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date).   
Although the Johannesburg City Council was in charge of Pedestrian Court’s 
construction, it was initially assumed by Westbury’s residents that the CMC 
represented the community’s concerns.4 When Westbury’s residents attempted to 
complain about the inadequacy of Pedestrian Court’s houses, they found that the 
CMC had little sympathy for their plight. Many of the CMC’s officials believed that 
the area’s residents were supposed to be grateful for the new houses, regardless 
of their quality. The truth, however, was that the CMC did not have any influence 
over the City Council’s decisions. They were only an administrative department in 
charge of enforcing the state’s judgments (The Legacy Project and University of 
Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Hoosain, 2016:6). It became clear that 
the CMC would not be able to represent the community’s concerns in future 
developments.   
After the construction of Westbury’s Pedestrian Court, many of the area’s 
residents realised that the township was at risk of being demolished and 
redeveloped according to the state’s interests, instead of the community’s 
interests. In 1981 Florrie Daniels, alongside several other community leaders, 
decided to establish the Western Residents Action Committee (WRAC) to represent 
the municipal concerns of ordinary individuals (The Legacy Project and University 
of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Campbell, 2017; Halim, 2017).  
WRAC originally had two goals. The first goal was to establish an organisation 
capable of providing residents facing eviction with free legal advice and support. 
 
4 In 1977 Management Committees (MC)s were established in urban townships as advisory and administrative 
bodies to represent the concerns of black communities. By 1984 they were largely redundant and received 
little to no local support because of their roles as apartheid policy enforcers and their inability to influence the 
state’s municipal decision making (Hoosain, 2016:6). 
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A photograph of the sign WRAC set up outside of temporary volunteers’ homes to 
advertise that legal support can be seen in Figure 5. The second goal was to inform 
the community that WRAC existed to protect their property rights, and should be 
supported to ensure that they presented a united front when listing their demands 
to the Johannesburg City Council (The Legacy Project and University of 
Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Campbell, 2017; Halim, 2017).  
Figure 5 – The sign that stood outside of WRAC’s advice centre in the 
1980s, Johannesburg, 2018. (Photographed by author) 
WRAC would later redevelop the area’s health facilities and re-design Westbury’s 
housing infrastructure. In 1984 Elvis Daniels, Florrie Daniels’ son and a recently 
graduated Paediatric doctor, organised a mass health screening and vaccination 
of all children in and around Westbury. Florrie Daniels believed that this needed 
to be done based on how many malnourished and unvaccinated children she had 
seen through her work at the Hamilton Memorial Creche (Brindley, 1976:83; 
Halim, 2017). For four days medical students from the University of the Western 
Cape (UWC), University of Durban Westville (UDW), and the University of 
Witwatersrand (Wits) used the event as a volunteer and training program  (Halim, 
2018:11). WRAC used their finding to convince the Department of Health that 
Westbury’s previously overwhelmed local clinic needed to an upgrade. WRAC also 
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recorded the health screening in a short documentary called More Health Less 
Rent (1984) and arranged for it to be broadcaster over SA’s national television. A 
still from that documentary can be seen in Figure 6 (Western Residents Action 
Committee, 1984). They would later reuse their findings to persuade the 
Johannesburg City Council to rebuild Westbury according to a compromise of 
WRAC’s recommendations in 1986 (Western Residents Action Committee, 1984; 
Payne, 1987:5; Halim, 2017). The decision by Westbury’s residents to establish 
an action committee, or civic, was not one in isolation though.  
Figure 6 – Still from More Health Less Rent video taken during WRAC’s health 
screening, Western Residents Action Committee, More Health Less Rent, 1984.  
(Western Residents Action Committee, 1984) 
In the early 1980s, representational community civics were rising organically 
throughout SA in reaction to rising municipal problems (The Legacy Project and 
University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Halim, 2017). As the 
phenomena grew in popularity, WRAC’s leadership concluded that it would be a 
waste of potential to operate in isolation. By 1982, WRAC united several 
neighbouring civics and community organisations into the Co-ordinated Residents 
Action Committee (CRAC). The alliance consisted of the Soweto Civic Association 
(SCA), the Eldorado Park Action Committee (EPAC), the Federation of Residents 
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Association (FRA), the Benoni Student Movement (BSM), and the Reiger Park 
Action Committee (RPAC) (Halim, 2018:10). WRAC worked under CRAC to 
challenge more substantial municipal disputes that did not solely affect Westbury 
(Penniken, 2017). In 1982, CRAC’s first significant campaign was to convince the 
Johannesburg City Council to successfully reverse a substantial rent increase for 
Johannesburg’s residents living in state-owned dwellings. A newspaper clipping of 
a photograph taken during the 1982 CRAC protests can be seen in Figure 7 (The 
Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date). 
WRAC also used the increased manpower present during this campaign to further 
their interests by reiterating Westbury’s housing crisis. However, the conflict and 
resolution of Westbury’s housing crisis between the Johannesburg City Council and 
WRAC did not include members of CRAC, as the issue was seen as specific to 
Westbury (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, 
no date). 
Figure 7 – CRAC’s protest outside of Johannesburg’s Housing Department. 
Florrie Daniels community Archive. 1982. (The Legacy Project and University of 
Johannesburg Special Collections, no date) 
WRAC would continue to work with CRAC until the collapse of apartheid rule in 
1991. In 1983 CRAC would alliance aligned itself with the United Democratic Front 
(UDF), a powerful anti-apartheid organisation. CRAC, and by extension WRAC, 
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became reliable distributors of the UDF’s anti-apartheid literature, ideas and 
strategies. Many members of WRAC’s younger leaders often infiltrated civics 
throughout the then Transvaal province and assist them with the development of 
their municipal upliftment and anti-apartheid strategies (The Legacy Project and 
University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Jansen et al., 2017; 
Penniken, 2017).  
 
2.4 The Influence of the Black Consciousness Movement (BCM) on Florrie Daniels 
and WRAC 
The Black Consciousness Movement (BCM) appears to have been one of the 
leading reasons as to why Westbury’s residents were motivated to establish 
WRAC. The BCM’s ideas started to take root in Westbury, and other Coloured areas 
in and around Johannesburg in the 1970s.  The late Mudney Halim, who was a 
senior researcher in UJ’s Centre for Education Rights and Transformation (CERT) 
until his passing in May of 2019, was part of WRAC's youth wing in the 1980s. He 
explained that WRAC’s concepts of self-upliftment and self-determination were 
directly influenced by BCM literature (Halim, 2017). However, when WRAC 
existed, the BCM and their associated organisations no longer existed.  
To understand why the BCM was so influential, and what happened to them, we 
need to look at their origins. The BCM, under the leadership of Steve Biko, became 
popular amongst black intellectuals following the banning of several anti-apartheid 
political parties in 1960.5 The apartheid government banned these political parties 
shortly after the Sharpeville massacre, which saw sixty-nine members of the Pan 
 
5 It is important to note that to a contemporary reader, the title “Black” Consciousness can be misleading. Unlike 
some contemporary interpretations of the term “black,” it did not only refer to Bantu blacks but rather to 
everyone who was not white. Pre-democratic South Africa would often demarcate geographic spaces, buildings 
or institutions as “whites only.” “Non-white” was, therefore, the administrative term for everyone else. The BCM 
believed that if they called themselves the “Non-White” Consciousness Movement, it would state their cultural 
and racial existence as something that lacked what whites had. It is also important to note that before 
apartheid's racial sub-classifications became culturally embedded, most non-whites in South Africa were 
generally referred to as “blacks.” This is why the BCM’s became very popular in places like Westbury, as their 
ideas celebrate all cultures and identities of colour (Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:181). However, as apartheid's 
social architecture began to embed itself into the minds of all South Africans, the BCM’s name would accidentally 
alienate non-Bantu “blacks” (Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:203; Adhikari, 2005:46). 
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African Congress (PAC) shot dead by police during a protest against apartheid’s 
passbook laws6. The apartheid government was frustrated with how many people 
anti-apartheid political parties had been able to mobilise in protest and were 
fearful of reprisals following the massacre (Naidu, 2004:4; Potenza and Resha, 
2005:7; States of Emergency in South Africa : the 1960s and 1980s, 2012).  
As many black South Africans had previously supported several of these anti-
apartheid political parties, they were left without organisations that represented 
their interests. For those devoted few, several of these now-banned political 
parties established themselves in exile or formed military wings, like the ANC. 
Given that this required one to leave the country, or face relentless persecution 
by SA’s police, it was not a popular option. Instead, many turned to BCM (Switzer 
and Adhikari, 2000:175).  
What made the BCM so popular, was its attempt to contradict colonial ideologies 
of Eurocentric white supremacy by celebrating black cultures and aesthetics. It 
called for people of colour to be proud of their appearance and heritage. This was 
particularly popular amongst the county’s black middle class. After years of 
cultural and racial discrimination under white supremacy, SA’s people flooded to 
this message like wandering survivors to desert oasis. The BCM initially achieved 
this by publishing anti-colonial material and positive analyses of contemporary 
black cultures in BCM associated literary and political journals. For this reason, the 
BCM was initially only accessible to intellectuals and university students (Switzer 
and Adhikari, 2000:176).  
The BCM was more philosophical than political though. Its goal was to encourage 
a cultural revolution inspired by philosophy. Franz Fanon was particularly popular 
amongst their ranks for his argument that oppressed and colonised people must 
liberate themselves instead of being freed by their oppressors turned benevolent 
overlords. Fanon explained that the reason for this was that if people did not self-
improve or liberate themselves, they would remain servile to their past captors 
turned liberators. Under these circumstances, the liberated would forever remain 
in a state of nervous identity as they simultaneously hated and loved their past 
oppressors. It also meant that those liberated would forever rely on their liberators 
 
6 During apartheid rule, the passbook, or “dompas” always had to be carried by Bantu blacks when traveling 
outside of their segregated residential areas. Those who broke this law faced prison sentences (Naidu, 2004:4). 
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for everything, as they would come to believe that they always were and are still 
incapable of uplifting themselves (Zeilig, 2014:49).7 The social impact that this 
message had on SA’s black communities was tremendous. The BCM’s message 
that individual communities needed to be responsible for their wellbeing appears 
to have a direct link to SA’s increase in the number of community-led residents 
groups, like WRAC, in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Dolamo, 2017).8  
As the BCM’s rhetoric was particularly popular and accessible to black intellectuals, 
the movement became increasingly associated with university students. This led 
to the establishment of the South Africa Student Organisation (SASO) in 1968 
(Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:177). SASO’s was initially established to frustrate the 
NP government’s attempts to segregate SA’s universities. However, in time, they 
became the BCM’s most influential advocate, spreading the movement's message 
as students from SASO became school teachers or entered other workplaces 
(Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:182). These SASO members would eventually inspire 
Johannesburg’s Coloured school protests on Republic Day in 1974 and would later 
inspire and lead the better known Soweto student uprisings of 1976 (Halim, 2017). 
It was SASO members, the university friends of Florrie Daniels’ children, who 
inspired her with Steve Biko’s and Franz Fanon’s ideas of self-determination and 
community self-upliftment.  
Sadly, the BCM and its affiliates did not last. After the Soweto riots on June 16th 
of 1976, the apartheid regime decided that the BCM was a political threat. In 1977 
the organisation and its affiliates were banned, and their leaders arrested. In the 
process, its leader, Steve Biko, was killed under interrogation while in police 
custody. However, the BCM’s ideas did not die, as ordinary South Africans 
embodied its ideas and gradually organised themselves in opposition to apartheid 
policies. This would eventually bring the regime to its knees by the late 1980s 
(Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:190; Dolamo, 2017). 
 
 
 
7 This is why the movement was often rejected direct support from white-run anti-apartheid organisations 
(Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:192). 
8 I personally believe that contemporary South Africa needs to hear a renaissance of this message.  
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2.5 Coloured identity under apartheid 
To understand why individuals like Florrie Daniels took to the BCM’s ideas so 
avidly, one needs to briefly look into the social hierarchy held by Coloureds in 
South African society during the beginning of apartheid. It appears that Coloured 
communities wanted to be viewed as equal to white ones. Additionally, they did 
not have a  history of military conflict with white communities either. Thus, they 
had no reason to see them as enemies but they were still jealous of their 
hierarchical status. As a result, it has been proposed that many individual 
Coloureds had a nervous identity crisis that grew in severity as SA’s law became 
increasingly racialised between 1948 and 1961. The BCM offered a positive 
alternative to this narrative, as it encouraged Coloured individuals to be proud of 
their culture, instead of jealous of another (Halim, 2017). 
Under apartheid, South African Coloureds had more rights than Bantu blacks but 
had fewer rights than whites. Coloureds were classified as anyone who originated 
from a mixture of cultures predominantly made up of Khoi nomads, a diaspora of 
slaves from East and West African and South-East Asian, and mixed-race identities 
with European lineages (Adhikari, 2005:2). They were not purely from apartheid’s 
perceived inferior black sub-Saharan Bantu ancestry, possibly had apartheid’s 
perceived superior European white ancestry, and probably had foreign Asian 
ancestry. They did not fit into apartheid’s exclusive racial policies. Thus, they were 
classified by defining who they were not and became marginalised by definition 
(Brindley, 1976:75). 
This marginalisation did not start with the NP government. Historically the first 
Coloured communities were as a result of cultural hybridisation between different 
people from lower economic classes around the Cape in the early 1800s. Coloured 
cultures did not originate from an organised tribe or nation9, so never had a 
recognised centre of leadership (Adhikari, 2005:13). Thus, Coloureds historically 
had little political influence and limited economic opportunities and land ownership  
because they lacked centralised leadership to negotiate on their behalf. 
 
9 The various ancestral cultures which Coloureds originated from were either geographically distant, or had 
been completely assimilated into the Cape’s dominant Eurocentric cultures (Diamond, 2005:397).  
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Additionally, under colonial rule the state’s resources focused on enriching white 
Eurocentric communities above all others (Adhikari, 2005:14).  
Many pre-apartheid Coloureds believed that their cultures and communities would 
eventually become accepted as equal to the perceived superior European ones. 
The origin of this lay in the political complacency that Coloured communities had 
been treated with. Additionally, many white politicians were no longer convinced 
that segregating parts of SA was politically or economically necessary in the 
1940s.10 Coloureds were coming closer to being recognised as equal to their white 
counterparts (Bond and Saul, 2014:42). 
Having never been perceived as a threat or an ally throughout SA’s martial and 
political struggles leading into the twentieth century, Coloured communities never 
received the additional oppression or respect dealt out to so many of SA’s other 
cultures. For these reasons, the pre-apartheid political leadership that existed in 
Coloured communities hoped that they might one day become accepted as equals 
to their white European counterparts, so long as they did not cause unnecessary 
conflict. The flaw in this ideology was that under Eurocentric colonial and later 
apartheid rule, superiority was determined by race, not cultural heritage. This 
resulted in a nervous identity crisis amongst Coloured communities. They wished 
to share the hierarchical superiority of white citizens but despised the system of 
racial segregation, which deemed them inferior (Adhikari, 2005:9). 
To exhassibated this issue, when the NP rose to power in 1948, previously 
amalgamated Coloured communities were divided by apartheid’s more draconian 
style of racial discrimination (Adhikari, 2005:4). The first apartheid laws to directly 
harm Coloureds were the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act of 1949 and the 
Immorality Act of 1950. These annulled marriages and forbade sexual relations 
between people from different races (Adhikari, 2005:4). The problem was that 
many Coloureds were the children of mixed-race relationships. As a result, many 
individuals were now seen as the result of illegal relationships. When paired with 
 
10 The NP narrowly won the 1948 elections by focusing on the plight of working-class Afrikaners in opposite to 
English economic dominance. It appears that the main reason for the NP’s determination to reduce the rights 
of black was to ensure that there was no employment competition for their mainly working class white 
Afrikaans voters (Bond and Saul, 2014:42).  
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the Group Areas Act, families with mixed heritages could no longer interact with 
family members who were categorised as different races (Brindley, 1976:76).  
What made this even more devastating through, was that the hybridised ethnicity 
of Coloureds resulted in varying skin tones, often within the same family. The 
unfortunate side effect was that many Coloureds believed that those with lighter 
skin tones were superior to those with darker skin. This led many individuals to 
celebrate what Eurocentric physical features they had. In rare cases, some with 
very Eurocentric features abandoned their families and registered themselves as 
white (Adhikari, 2005:10; Penniken, 2017). However, the most substantial harm 
took place within their own families (Brindley, 1976:77; Dannhauser, 2018:316).  
Throughout apartheid, Coloureds felt that they did not fit into its administrative 
system that consistently divided and marginalised them. Their hierarchical 
confusion, combined with race-based division inside their families, only reinforced 
their nervous identity crisis (Brindley, 1976). These internal conflicts may have 
driven Coloured individuals to the BCM’s ideas, but it also divided the community 
against itself and other black societies. These divisions became one of the main 
factors behind Coloured marginalisation after the collapse of apartheid (Adhikari, 
2005:12; Dannhauser, 2018:315). 
  
2.6 The politics of being Coloured in apartheid  
Before 1960, most of the few Coloured political parties were interested in 
loosening the state’s policies around racial segregation. They were never 
successful, and the NP government banned them alongside most black political 
parties after the Sharpeville massacre. A few Coloured political parties did support 
the apartheid government in order to gain influence within the framework of 
apartheid’s racialised hierarchies through (Adhikari, 2005:8). One of these 
collaborators was the Labour Party, who ran the CMC (The Legacy Project and 
University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date).  
By the 1970s the BCM’s ideas had started to thaw Coloured political apathy. This 
cultural revolution originally only existed in those who were fortunate enough to 
have access to universities.  Although, after the 1976 Soweto riots, there was an 
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explosion of anti-apartheid activity across all black communities. This expressed 
itself through the development of community civics that expressed the BCM’s 
philosophies of mental liberation from oppression through community driven self-
determination (Halim, 2017). 
The mass politicisation of Coloured communities was only noted in 1983 after the 
formation of the UDF (Adhikari, 2005:8). It was particularly appealing as it was 
the first genuinely non-racial political organisation. For this reason, many 
Coloureds felt that the UDM was the only option that did not call their nervous 
identity under apartheid into question (Penniken, 2017). This appeal was so much 
so that the UDF was launched in Mitchell’s Plain, a historically Coloured area 
(Seekings, 2000:1). It is important to note though, that the UDF received some 
of their most organised support in SA from Westbury’s region of Johannesburg. 
This can be linked to the activities of WRAC’s leadership in mobilising the CRAC 
alliance (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, 
no date). In time the UDF would unite all sectors of SA that held anti-apartheid 
sympathies, and for the first time SA’s Coloureds were at the forefront of political 
change (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, 
no date; Seekings, 2000:24; Penniken, 2017).  
 
2.7 The United Democratic Front (UDF) 
Florrie Daniels and WRAC’s leadership often acknowledged the UDF as a crucial 
ally in their struggle against apartheid (The Legacy Project and University of 
Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Westbury community knowledge 
holders, 2018). The organisation was able to unite a massive amalgamation of 
communities against apartheid, and ultimately brought the NP regime to its knees 
within a decade. Their origins, however, were comparably trivial. In 1981 the then 
president of SA, PW Botha, introduced the Tricameral Parliament to appease 
growing local and international pressure against apartheid. The plan was to racially 
divide parliament between sixty Indian, Coloured and white representatives. There 
was an outcry against this from all pro-democratic sections of society. Many 
realistically felt that the Coloured and Indian representatives would have limited 
power against the white representatives, not to mention that there would be no 
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Bantu representatives. Other than that, apartheid’s administrative structures were 
still unchanged. The Tricameral Parliament was a half-hearted attempt to appease 
anti-apartheid sentiment without actually changing any policy (Seekings, 2000:2).    
The UDF rose to oppose the Tricameral parliament in 1983 (Switzer and Adhikari, 
2000:223). Their first goal was to unite Indians and Coloureds in a boycott of the 
Tricameral elections in 1984. They believed that Indian and Coloured communities 
would be further divided if they cooperated with the apartheid government 
(Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:224). Their main objective, however, was to motivate 
the population of SA to strive for a non-racial, democratic and free nation devoid 
of apartheid policy (Seekings, 2000:111). The question though, was how could 
the UDF achieve that? 
By 1977 the BCM and its affiliates had been banned. The brutality used by 
apartheid police forces during the Soweto riots shocked large swaths of SA’s 
society (Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:211; Crais, Seekings and Christie, 2006:30). 
However, the BCM’s message had woken a giant in the hearts of ordinary South 
Africans. Most people were still unwilling or unable to leave their families and 
homes behind in pursuit of rebellious military service. Nevertheless, many were 
willing to express their displeasure in domestic arenas, and it was this passive yet 
politically aware majority that the UDF found most of their support (Seekings, 
2000:50). 
The UDF’s main advantage was that they were Charteris and preferred the use of 
non-violent protest.  Charterism was a political ideology outlined in Kliptown on 
the 26th of June 1955. It stated that every individual should have the right to vote, 
that everyone should receive equal rights regardless of their differences, that the 
nation’s wealth should be shared, that all should be equal in the law, that trade 
union should exist to ensure equal pay for equal work, that education should be 
free to access, that everyone should have full access to suitable housing and 
healthcare, and that SA should be free from and free all nations in order for them 
to self-govern (African National Congress, 1955; Potenza and Resha, 2005). This 
allowed the UDF to combine their support with the Charteris ANC, which was 
growing in support at the time. This turned out to be particularly advantageous 
for the ANC by the 1990s, as they were able to ride on much of the UDF’s success 
through this support; increasing how much the ANC was perceived to have 
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accomplished during the anti-apartheid struggle (Seekings, 2000:31; Halim, 
2017; Penniken, 2017).  
The UDF’s leadership believed that previous anti-apartheid organisations had 
failed because they had never won the loyalty of people with moderate political 
opinions across multiple groups of people. They attempted to gather support from 
everyone inside and outside of SA, so long as they did not support apartheid. This 
ranged from civics, churches, trade unions, banned political parties, student 
organisations, charity fundraisers and many more (Switzer and Adhikari, 
2000:335). 
The UDF, like most South Africans, believed that a military revolution to overthrow 
the government would have catastrophic consequences (Seekings, 2000:119). 
Therefore, they adopted a strategy of nonviolent protest based on its past success 
in the American Civil Rights Movement (CRM), and Gandhi's civil disobedience 
protests both in SA and India. They ranged from the large-scale distribution of 
posters and pamphlets, graffiti, mass signature signings, civil disobedience sit-ins, 
peaceful marches, and talks of varying sizes (Seekings, 2000:119). In the 
unfortunate possibility that the apartheid government acted aggressively, which 
they did, the UDF wanted sympathy and the moral high ground (Seekings, 
2000:111). 
To capitalise on their desire for mass involvement, the UDF embarked on a 
massive marketing campaign (Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:229). Unlike previous 
anti-apartheid organisations, the UDF was not shy about approaching commercial 
newspapers to spread their message (Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:226). They also 
approached civics and equipped them to spread mass media (Seekings, 2000:93). 
It was the UDF who sponsored WRAC’s printing press that allowed them to 
distribute thousands of pamphlets and newsletters (Sithole, 2017). In turn, these 
civics spread UDF media and established neighbouring pro-UDF civics (The Legacy 
Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Switzer and 
Adhikari, 2000:234).  
As a result of their willingness to engage with a wide and diverse spectrum of 
communities along with their aggressive marketing campaign, the UDF’s first goal 
to boycott the Tricameral elections was a resounding success. Less than ten per 
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cent of Indians and Coloureds voted. By the end of the campaign, the Tricameral 
elections had become a sideshow though. The UDF’s real impact lay in its ability 
to unite vast swaths of people under a single banner against apartheid. It now 
focused on uniting the entire country by networking across all townships and rural 
communities to gain the support of SA’s majority Bantu population (Seekings, 
2000:119). 
The only negative response the UDF received was from more extremist anti-
apartheid resistance groups. They called the UDF’s forms of protest too moderate 
to harm the apartheid government and criticised their support from Western 
nations that had previously taken part in colonisation (Seekings, 2000:119). Such 
criticisms came predominantly from groups like the Pan African Congress (PAC) 
and the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP), which were not Chartists and did not align 
with the UDF’s ideas (Seekings, 2000:37).  
However, extremist views had limited support when compared to more moderate 
political stances. The NP government was far better prepared to resist military 
actions against the regime than they were for passive resistance. In the end, the 
apartheid regime surrendered based on how many different people participated in 
strikes and international sanctions against them. These actions made apartheid 
economically impractical and made it unrealistic for the NP government to claim 
that it was defending itself against a military threat. Ultimately, UDF’s efforts 
delegitimised any economic or moral reasons for apartheid to exist (Seekings, 
2000:113; Greenstein, 2019:14). 
 
2.8 The 1985 – 1986 revolt 
The UDF did not manage to maintain their mass mobilisation of SA’s population in 
the open through. Even though the UDF was careful to never encourage violence, 
between 1984 and 1986 it was blamed for a series of popular revolts (Seekings, 
2000:120). These revolts started one month before the Tricameral election and 
primarily took place in an area known as the Vaal Triangle, around the present-
day Gauteng province. It came to be known as the Vaal Uprising (Switzer and 
Adhikari, 2000:224). In truth though, the revolts were barely political and were 
only vaguely associated with the UDF. In Westbury’s case, their participation in 
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the revolts was to do with their housing crisis and the government's lack of interest 
in seriously addressing it (Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018).  
The apartheid system had failed to develop the municipal infrastructure of black 
communities, and as a result, was losing control of them. The situation was made 
worse by the fact that the NP’s Community Councils, which were supposed to be 
managing black regions, were notoriously corrupt and did not represent the 
concerns of local communities (Campbell, 2017; Halim, 2017). By 1984 the lack 
of service delivery to these areas had pushed ordinary people into a state of 
desperation. They were impoverished, angry, and now with thanks to the UDF, 
increasingly organised. There do not appear to be any records of where the revolts 
originate. However, if Westbury can be used as an example, it appears that a 
number of communities initially expressed their displeasure in small and civilised 
demonstrations that grew in size and aggression as communication with 
neighbouring rebellious areas and police brutality increased (Seekings, 2000:121; 
Jansen et al., 2017; Penniken, 2017).  
The protests were almost entirely to do with the government's failure to provide 
basic service delivery, coupled with a series of nationwide rent increases for state-
owned housing. During the revolt, local communities were able to remove or make 
redundant every council that the NP government had established in the region’s 
black communities (Switzer and Adhikari, 2000:224). The apartheid government 
reacted violently, perceiving the riots to be more political than they were. It 
declared the first State of Emergency in 36 of the 260 national magisterial districts 
from 25 June 1985 to 5 March 1986. This enabled the government to increase 
press censorship and politically motivated police actions. In extreme cases, it also 
allowed them to replace local riot police forces with military occupations (States 
of Emergency in South Africa: the 1960s and 1980s, 2012). It was this heavy-
handedness that ultimately signalled the beginning of the end for apartheid. The 
violence employed by the apartheid government may have been relatively 
moderate compared to other authoritarian states throughout the world, but 
compared to South African and Western standards it was unnecessarily brutal.  
The NP lost much of what respect it had left nationally and internationally during 
this time (Seekings, 2000:286). In reaction to police brutality, the protests 
became blatantly political and increasingly violent. Many of the civics involved in 
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these protests were either organised or established by the UDF’s administrative 
system. As a result, they often produced and carried UDF media and slogans. This 
is why the UDF was blamed for the riots even though its national leadership was 
not involved.  
The second and nationwide State of Emergency was declared on 12 June 1986 as 
protests continued to spread throughout the county. The NP government banned 
the UDF and arrested its leadership whenever it found them (Seekings, 
2000:120). This paralysed the UDF’s ability to organise itself. Fortunately, it had 
already been able to establish enough organisational infrastructures between anti-
apartheid movements for organised resistance to continue. The UDF managed to 
operate in secret from there on until the repeal of the State of Emergency and 
their unbanning in 1990 (Seekings, 2000:124). 
 
2.9 WRAC’s housing battle  
The main catalyst for Westbury’s participation in the Vaal Uprising was the area’s 
unresolved housing crisis. This crisis had been growing for some time, and as the 
state increasingly ignored WRAC’s requests and demands, the situation became 
increasingly volatile.  
By the time that WRAC was established in 1981, Westbury’s housing crisis had 
barely been addressed (Matthew, 2017; Sithole, 2017). After Pedestrian Court 
was built, the City Council moved more people into Westbury from the 
neighbouring Eldorado Park, further ignoring the area’s overpopulation crisis 
(Daniels, 1986:102). This situation was aggravated in 1982 when the City Council 
attempted to increase the rent required for Johannesburg’s state-owned dwellings. 
A photograph of WRAC’s initial protest against the rent increase can be seen in 
Figure 8’s image (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special 
Collections, no date). As Westbury was a low-income area, the temporary rent 
increase caused a spike in the number of families and individuals being evicted for 
failure to pay rent. To ease this increase of homelessness, Westbury's local 
Apothalistic church established a tent city on its property (The Legacy Project and 
University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Matthew, 2017; Westbury 
community knowledge holders, 2018).  
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After CRAC successfully reversed the City Council’s decision to increase the 
surrounding area’s rent in their protests, it did not change the fact that Westbury 
already had homeless families. To resolve this, Westbury needed more houses. 
WRAC managed to capture the City Council’s attention during the rent protest. In 
fact, a photograph capturing WRAC’s Elvis Daniels’ vocal confrontation with the 
City Council’s Mr Wilsnacht during the rent protest can be seen in Figure 9 (The 
Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date). 
However, to save on building expenses, the City Council decided that instead of 
redeveloping Westbury, they would sell the area’s existing properties to 
individuals from the community. This, the City Council believed, would encourage 
the community to improve and redevelop the township themselves (Campbell, 
2017; Sithole, 2017). Little consideration had been made for the fact that that 
very few people in Westbury could afford to buy their own houses, not to mention 
that it still did not address the area’s lack of housing. This put Westbury’s 
redevelopment on hold until 1984 (The Legacy Project and University of 
Johannesburg Special Collections, no date). 
Figure 8 – WRAC’s protest outside of Westbury’s rent office. Florrie 
Daniels Community Archive. 1982. (The Legacy Project and University 
of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date) 
The decision to begin redeveloping Westbury in earnest was motivated by two 
events. The first motivator was the statistics gathered from WRAC’s mass health 
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screening in 1984. This proved that the area faced a growing humanitarian crisis 
and needed to be redeveloped (Western Residents Action Committee, 1984). The 
second and smaller motivation was that the City Council was contact bound to 
rebuild Westbury’s Apothalistic church, and could not do so while a tent city 
existed on its property (Campbell, 2017; Westbury community knowledge holders, 
2018). This motivated the City Council to start building the continuation of 
Westbury’s housing project in what would become the area’s Florida Court in 1985 
(The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date). 
Figure 9 – Elvis Daniels, Florrie Daniels’ son, arguing with Mr 
Wilsnacht from the Johannesburg City Council Housing Department. 
Florrie Daniels Community Archive. 1982. (The Legacy Project and 
University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date) 
Florida Court’s construction did not turn out to be what WRAC had hoped for. The 
first hurdle was that the City Council wanted to demolish existing houses before 
starting construction, instead of starting construction on the open veld next to 
Westbury’s existing houses (Campbell, 2017; Matthew, 2017; Sithole, 2017). 
Fortunately, WRAC was able to convince the City Council to do otherwise (The 
Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date). The 
next problem was that the City Council had not taken any of WRAC’s previous 
complaints about Pedestrian Court’s dwellings into account. Florrie Daniels, along 
with other WRAC leaders, found that the foundations for Florida Court’s new 
houses were only 135 square metres. Considering that Pedestrian Court’s already 
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small dwellings were 170 square metres, this meant that Westbury’s new houses 
would be far too small for the families that the City Council intended on moving 
into them.11 Florrie Daniels and WRAC approached the City Council again, but this 
time they were told that while WRAC’s recommendations were nice, they were too 
expensive (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, 
no date).12  
In turn, WRAC’s leadership decided that if they allowed the City Council to continue 
this construction project, they would have no control over how the rest of 
Westbury would be developed. WRAC held a mass community meeting on the 
thirty 31st of May, 1984, where it was decided that the construction site would be 
demolished. They believed that as the City Council was contractually obliged to 
build 350 houses they would eventually realise that building them according to 
the community’s demands would become cheaper than having to rebuild 
demolished constructions sites. Later that night, a large group of Westbury’s 
women filled in the site’s foundations and pushed over its walls while their cement 
was still wet. However, this did not stop the City Council from continuing the 
building project. So, WRAC organised their affiliated youth wing to demolish the 
building site during daylight hours. This marked Westbury’s first clash with riot 
police. However, it did get the Johannesburg City Council to pause the construction 
and approach WRAC for a meeting to discuss how Westbury’s future houses would 
be designed and built (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special 
Collections, no date; Daniels, 1986:102; Campbell, 2017; Jansen et al., 2017; 
Matthew, 2017; Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018). 
To assist with the redesigning of Westbury, WRAC approached the Architects 
Collective (Daniels, 1986:103). There they worked with Jeff Stacey,13 a member 
of Architects Against Apartheid, to redesign Westbury (The Legacy Project and 
University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Wilkinson, Dayabhai and 
 
11 Based on the size and number of rooms in each dwelling, many of the larger families being moved into these 
houses would have directly violated several of the Johannesburg City Council’s and the CMC’s by laws 
(Western Residents Action Committee, 1984; Halim, 2017) 
12 Initially they told WRAC that the small foundations were soil tests. When WRAC did not believe their lie, they 
admitted that they were not implementing WRAC’s suggestions (The Legacy Project and University of 
Johannesburg Special Collections, no date). 
13 Jeff Stacey was forced to go into exile during the 1986 to 1990 national State of Emergency for his 
involvement in the Architects Against Apartheid and his role in Westbury’s redevelopment (Wilkinson, 
Dayabhai and Greig, 1994; Halim, 2017). 
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Greig, 1994). WRAC’s original goal was to provide every family in Westbury with 
a series of home designs that all had garden space, car parking space, plastered 
walls with electricity and a geyser, and enough rooms to accommodate at least 
three bedrooms for boys, girls, and for parents (The Legacy Project and University 
of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Sithole, 2017; Westbury community 
knowledge holders, 2018). In a moment of goodwill, the City Council agreed to 
WRAC’s and the Architects Collective’s much-improved housing designs and 
decided to build twelve test houses (The Legacy Project and University of 
Johannesburg Special Collections, no date). 
Sadly, it turned out that the City Council had not intended to build those houses 
for Westbury’s residents. Instead, they would be used as residencies for the 
nearby Rand Afrikaans University (RAU), now the University of Johannesburg (UJ). 
It can be assumed that the City Council decided that they could change their mind 
without any repercussions because the June 1985 to March 1986 State of 
Emergency was in effect. When WRAC learnt that these twelve houses were not 
for the community, they decided not to react immediately. Instead, they organised 
a survey to determine which twelve families were most in need of these houses. 
As soon as the doors had locks, WRAC fitted keys and moved their chosen families 
in overnight. As these houses were now filled with fully settled occupants who 
were willing to pay rent, and conveniently had a local mob willing to defend their 
homes, the City Council accepted its new tenants (Matthew, 2017; Sithole, 2017; 
Daniels, 2018).  
After being somewhat humiliated by WRAC, the City Council got back to 
developing Florida Court. This took place shortly after the second and national 
State of Emergency had been declared in June 1986  (The Legacy Project and 
University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date). It was during this time 
that the Special Branch security police increased their espionage activities and 
started to raid the houses of WRAC members on suspicion that they were 
distributing anti-apartheid literature. Florrie Daniels was able to hide WRAC’s 
political literature from police raids in a hidden cellar (Penniken, 2017; Sithole, 
2017; Daniels, 2018). The existence of this cellar not only kept many of WRAC’s 
members out of prison, but it also saved the archived material that made this 
study possible.  
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However, once the actual building project re-started, the City Council once again 
used their original and inferior housing designs for Florida Court. In reaction, 
WRAC timed a massive protest to capture the maximum amount of media 
attention (Campbell, 2017; Jansen et al., 2017; Sithole, 2017). The then minister 
of housing, David Curry, was set to have a media covered visit of the construction 
site. The visit was supposed to demonstrate that opposed to public belief; the NP 
government was developing black municipalities. WRAC decided that the best way 
to express their concerns was to confront him with the entire community (The 
Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; 
Daniels, 1986:103; Payne, 1987:4). They arranged for Westbury’s youth to march 
up to the construction site from one side of Westbury, while Westbury’s adult 
population marched in from the other side; intending to meet in the middle at 
Florida Court (Jansen et al., 2017; Matthew, 2017; Penniken, 2017). When the 
minister saw the crowds, he sped off with no intention of speaking to them, 
earning his car a barrage of stones. In turn, riot police were called in to disperse 
the mob (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, 
no date; Daniels, 1986:103; Sithole, 2017). 
Given that there was a State of Emergency, and that the mob was extremely 
agitated, the police used live ammunition, and there was an unrecorded number 
of casualties. Several of WRAC’s leaders were also arrested (Daniels, 1986:103; 
Penniken, 2017; Fisher, 2018). However, the police were too few and were 
eventually were forced out of Westbury (Jansen et al., 2017). By this point, all 
semblance of order was lost, as the community stoned vehicles passing 
Westbury’s bordering main roads, and petrol-bombed a local CMC official’s home 
(The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; 
Payne, 1987:4; Sithole, 2017; Daniels, 2018). WRAC, much to Florrie Daniel’s 
despair, had lost control of the community who felt entitled to violence considering 
the City Council’s marginalisation of their concerns and the police’s use of live 
ammunition (Sithole, 2017).  
Later that afternoon or the following day,14 WRAC attempted to hold an emergency 
meeting amongst its leadership in Westbury’s community hall. However, the hall’s 
door was locked with a padlock and chain. WRAC attempted to have a meeting 
 
14 The reports vary.  
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outside of the hall but was informed by a suspiciously well timed police patrol that 
they needed to disperse or face arrest for an illegal gathering.15 Several of WRAC’s 
leaders, including Florrie Daniel’s son Elvis Daniels, attempted to argue and were 
promptly arrested. The following day the South African National Defence Force 
(SANDF) was called in to maintain control in place of the police. This marked a 
period of tense calm for three days before the community erupted into a renewed 
revolt. Reports of the riot are vague and difficult to substantiate, but it appears 
that Westbury’s youth engaged military personnel and armoured vehicles with 
stones and petrol bombs for over three weeks before the situation calmed down. 
This period was also marked by a small but unrecorded number of casualties 
(Jansen et al., 2017; Penniken, 2017).  
WRAC’s crippled leadership was unable to control these mobs. The community, in 
turn, refused to cooperate with the police, army, CMC, or Housing Department 
until WRAC’s leadership was released and new housing plans were developed. 
Many of Westbury’s residents had been reluctantly political until then. However, 
the extent of police brutality had awakened an increasingly anti-apartheid 
sentiment (Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018).  
While Westbury’s community rioted, what remained of WRAC’s leadership was 
hard at work through several meetings with the City Council, no one stood 
anything to gain while the township rioted. The City Council eventually agreed to 
a compromise on the redevelopment of Westbury, marking the first time that the 
state actively co-operated with WRAC (Daniels, 1986; Jansen et al., 2017; 
Penniken, 2017).  
Westbury was redeveloped between the end of 1986 and 1988, with WRAC’s 
leadership central to the decision making. The houses themselves were 
unfortunately not as large as the twelve test houses completed in 1986, but met 
most of WRAC’s design specification. Eight house designs were made in total, with 
each family being able to select their preferred housing design. Families were also 
given a choice of whom they could to live next door to. Furthermore, sections of 
Westbury were developed before its old houses were demolished, meaning that 
no family went homeless during the redevelopment. Westbury’s borders were also 
 
15 WRAC, like many other residents committees throughout SA at the time, did have a problem with police 
informants (Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018). 
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expanded into an undeveloped plot of land that neighboured the area, allowing 
the City Council to build enough houses for all of Westbury's registered families. 
The most significant change, though, was that these new houses did not belong 
to the state, but to Westbury’s residents (The Legacy Project and University of 
Johannesburg Special Collections, no date; Campbell, 2017; Sithole, 2017).  
There were a few adverse developments in Westbury’s reconstruction that were 
not considered at the time. The most noticeable change was that to build enough 
houses, the new homes had smaller gardens when compared to the old Western 
Native Township buildings that Westbury inherited after the 1950s forced removal. 
This meant that many of the area’s fondly remembered fruit trees did not survive 
old Western’s demolition. The second issue with Westbury’s redevelopment was 
that the township was built to encourage foot traffic by placing numerous vehicle 
obstacles, much to the unappreciation of car owners. For these reasons, WRAC 
did receive negative criticism for their part in the area’s redevelopment, even if 
the redevelopment itself significantly improved the community’s wellbeing (Halim, 
2017; Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018).  
 
2.10 The ending of an age 
After Westbury had been rebuilt by 1988, and Florrie Daniels moved into her new 
house at number 2011, Roberts Circle (Speak Community Voice, Special Edition 
August 2015, 2015:3). WRAC’s internal battle had been won, and it could turn its 
attention to other issues, such as establishing a permanent Saint John’s eye 
hospital in the area. Westbury’s community remain political though, with many of 
WRAC’s younger members getting involved in various political actions outside of 
Westbury (The Legacy Project and University of Johannesburg Special Collections, 
no date). WRAC’s members maintained close ties with their CRAC allies and 
continued to distribute anti-apartheid media. According to WRAC’s founding 
members, they contributed a draft on property rights for SA’s post-apartheid 
constitution and sent it to ANC leaders in exile16 (Jansen et al., 2017; Penniken, 
2017; Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018).  
 
16 I lacked the recourses and priority to prove this point, but it is still interesting to note.  
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By 1990, apartheid was being dismantled and all previously banned organisations 
and political parties were unbanned. Many felt that having sacrificed so much of 
their time and energy, and in some cases, their freedom, that SA’s inequality 
would fade into the past. Such a belief was widely held by the bankrupt and 
overstretched UDF, that later disbanded in 1991 based on the belief that all of 
their objectives had been achieved (Seekings, 2000:260). WRAC continued its 
activity in Westbury, but many of their members retired from activism and focused 
on building a better life for their families in a newly desegregated SA. This led 
most of their most qualified individuals to move into higher income residential 
areas as soon as they had the freedom to do so (Jansen et al., 2017; Penniken, 
2017; Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018). 
Following the ANC’s election victory in 1994, many South Africans involved in the 
struggle against apartheid sighed a breath of relief, believing that the country was 
now free of its inequalities (Halim, 2017; Penniken, 2017). However, a new age 
of problems seems to have sprung up instead. SA’s democratic regime inherited 
the intergenerational neglect of municipalities and negative social dynamics of 
apartheid, not to mention the bitter rivalries between historically invented racial 
groups. Moreover, now they had to unravel this Gordian knot while walking a tight 
rope over populism’s short term gains, and corruption causing nihilism in light of 
the country’s problematic social infrastructure (Bond and Saul, 2014:227). In 
hindsight, this was not an ideal time for Westbury to pass through a decline in 
available leadership (Halim, 2017; Penniken, 2017; Sithole, 2017). 
After the 1994 democratic elections, Westbury started to disappear off the nation’s 
political radar though. The last public reference to their political activates stated 
that after the 1994 elections the area had one last protest in reaction to their 
perceived lack of Coloured representation in SA’s new government (Marinovich 
and Silva, 2000:225). In later years Westbury became relatively silent on politics 
and increasingly marginalised until its resurgence during their widely reported 
2018 riots.  
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2.11 Coloured identity and Westbury today 
The role that Westbury played in the anti-apartheid struggle has become obscured 
in post-apartheid SA. The state may now recognise everyone as equal, but many 
impoverished minority communities on the outskirts of middle-class areas, such 
as Westbury, have been side-lined in light of seemingly larger national narratives 
(Walkerdine, 2016:704).   
When the ANC government was elected to power in 1994, many Coloureds felt 
that SA would be governed by non-racial policies and that they would be 
acknowledged for their past suffering and contribution to apartheid’s collapse 
(Jansen et al., 2017; Penniken, 2017; Fisher, 2018; Westbury community 
knowledge holders, 2018). Unfortunately, many individuals from Westbury feel 
that this did not happen. Instead, they believe that the ANC focused on Bantu 
communities above others to secure voters as opposed to developing all previously 
disadvantaged communities.17 Many felt that they had been denied employment 
and education opportunities and infrastructural development because they are not 
Bantu (Jansen et al., 2017; Matthew, 2017; Penniken, 2017; Sithole, 2017; 
Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018).  
According to Statistics SA, though, this sentiment is not an accurate record of 
Coloured economic prosperity. There are, however, no records for Westbury in 
particular. Since 1994 there has been a slight increase in the rate of 
unemployment amongst Coloureds compared to a slight decrease experienced by 
Bantus. However, the overall Bantu unemployment rate is still higher (Statistics 
SA, 2014:30; Statistics South Africa, 2018:211). Bantu individuals have also 
experienced the lowest rate of skills development since 1994 (Statistics SA, 
2014:23).18 
So why do Coloureds, particularly from Westbury’s community, feel so 
marginalised by government policy and the national narrative? It appears to me 
that their marginalisation is cultural instead of economic. Acknowledging their 
culture and history could have alleviated this. However, this has not happened as 
 
17 There are other opinions that state that the ANC has failed all poor communities in general (Bond and Saul, 
2014:227) 
18 That South Africans still live in racially categorised communities and residential areas demonstrates that the 
city planning behind apartheid’s Group Areas Act is still far from adequately addressed.     
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it did not benefit the ANC’s narrative of Bantu black nationalism, which has 
previously been perceived to legitimise their politically beneficial narrative (Halim, 
2017).     
Post-1994, the ANC government focused on re-writing much of SA’s history. This 
needed to be done because, under apartheid rule, the achievements of blacks 
were distorted or downplayed to justify Afrikaans nationalism (Grundlingh, 
1993:1). Re-writing SA’s history was the right thing to do, but in the process, 
many micro, or localised histories were disregarded. The ANC also sought to 
benefit politically as new custodians of SA’s post-apartheid historiography. By 
1993, a year before the country’s first democratic elections, the ANC was already 
reconfiguring historical narratives to benefit them above other political parties. 
Their leaders were being depicted as saints and martyrs, and their many blunders, 
contradictions, and historical class and gender-based inequalities were dismissed 
as irrelevant (Grundlingh, 1993:6). This is the unfortunate result of history being 
written by the victor (Foucault, 2006:30). 
However, Coloured communities, like Westbury, were closely aligned to the ANC 
(Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018). Organisations like WRAC and 
CRAC may not have been central to the ANC’s leadership,19 but this still does not 
explain why Coloured narratives like that of Westbury’s were not memorialised. A 
more likely issue appears to be that having a Coloured anti-apartheid narrative 
may have been seen inconvenient, as a myth of Coloured privilege had been 
invented during apartheid rule (Baines, 2005:257; Halim, 2017).  
The assumption of Coloured privilege might have been due to the propagation of 
misinterpreted apartheid rhetoric and policies. Under apartheid, Coloureds never 
had to carry the notorious passbooks required by Bantu citizens and Coloureds 
were allowed to participate in elections by 1983 (Seekings, 2000:2; Van Driel, 
2017). To many Bantu South Africans, this discredits the Coloured claim that they 
too suffered under apartheid and contributed to the anti-apartheid struggle.20 That 
 
19 Coloured contributions to the struggle are one of many marginalised narratives. Numerous other anti-
apartheid organisations have also been left out of the historical narrative for not supporting the ANC’s 
electoral rhetoric (Naidu, 2004:7).    
20 This is a divisive symptom prevalent in identity politics where one people group attempts to gain sympathy, 
and thus power, by claiming that they suffer the most when compared to other disadvantage groups of people 
(Bushnell and Wild, 2017:17).  
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Coloured communities suffered a heritage of slavery, colonisation, indoctrination, 
received farm wages in alcohol and experienced forced removals is often 
overlooked by contemporary political attitudes which still falsely believe that 
Coloureds benefited under apartheid and colonisation (Adhikari, 2005:5; Halim, 
2017; Van Driel, 2017; Dannhauser, 2018:317). The irony is that this is a 
historical perpetuation of an NP government strategy which sought to separated  
black population groups along racial and tribal lines to divide and control them 
(Adhikari, 2005:2; Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018).  
Coloureds have also been accidentally marginalised by the historiography of their 
language. In the 1930s, white supremist supporters of the NP regime and 
Afrikaans nationalism claimed that because Afrikaans was a Eurocentric dialect 
that developed in Africa, it meant that Afrikaners had the greatest claim to South 
African territory (Grundlingh, 1993:2). The irony is that the Boer republics from 
which contemporary white Afrikaners descended from historically spoke and wrote 
in Dutch and despised the use of Afrikaans in administrative matters. The reason 
for this was that Afrikaans originated as a lower-class creole language amongst 
culturally diverse mixed-race communities. Over time, Afrikaans replaced Dutch 
in Boer households through their interactions with these multi-cultural 
communities. After the Boer republics were colonised by the British Empire, 
English replaced Dutch as the official administrative language; causing the cultural 
significance of Dutch as a language to fade from the social memory of its Boer 
descendants (Mills, 2005; Halim, 2017; Grundlingh, 2019).  
By the 1976 Soweto uprising, the glorification of Afrikaans by the NP government 
and apartheid supporters had turned the language into a symbol of oppression for 
most South Africans. That Afrikaans also happened to be a mother tongue 
amongst Coloureds became problematic. It aggravated the nervous condition of 
Coloured individuals who opposed apartheid and socially delegitimised the 
Afrocentric origins of their culture and language in the eyes of other black African 
nationalists (Lombard, 2003:23; States of Emergency in South Africa : the 1960s 
and 1980s, 2012; Halim, 2017, 2018:5). The historically distasteful politics of 
Afrikaans nationalism and the existence of previously disadvantaged Afrikaans 
speaking Coloured populations complicate contemporary political rhetoric and can 
make it challenging to memorialise the place of Coloured communities in SA’s anti-
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apartheid history. This dismissal of apartheid inflicted trauma endured by Coloured 
communities, like Westbury, has resulted in their social marginalisation by non-
Coloured communities that do not know that communities like Westbury had a 
vital role to play in the collapse of apartheid (Van Driel, 2017; Dannhauser, 2018; 
Madia, 2018). 
In defence of the ANC, the majority of South Africans and ANC members only 
experienced the Bantu perspective of apartheid. In a time of racial segregation, 
they are less likely to have seen what Coloureds experienced. This lack of 
awareness implies that Coloured marginalisation could also stem from their 
minority population status. Regardless of the reason, the historical narratives of 
Coloured communities like that of Westbury still need to be communicated 
because their silence is marginalising their cultures and heritage (Halim, 2017).  
However, and this is very important to note, Westbury and its surrounding regions 
have not been municipally marginalised under SA’s democratic government, 
regardless of how much they have been culturally and historically marginalised.  
Examples of such municipal projects include the building of a Pedestrian bridge 
over Main street (Local Studio architecture and urban design, Westbury pedestrian 
bridge, 2016), the building of the Corridors of Freedom bus transit and cycling 
route that drastically improves the area’s access to transport through the city 
(University of the Witswatersrand, 2017), and included a massive upgrade of 
Westbury’s clinic (Halim, 2018:11). This needs to be stated because many 
disenfranchised individuals have claimed that they are municipally neglected 
because they are Coloured (Khoza, 2018). The real reason why Coloured areas 
are often neglected is that the ANC has so far been unable to deliver the full extent 
of their promises to all previously disadvantaged regions (Bond and Saul, 
2014:183). 
Removed from the broader generalisation of Coloureds though, Westbury’s 
community faces serious challenges. A combination of being a historically low 
income and disadvantaged area with high rates of substance abuse and a history 
of gangsterism has resulted in high levels of contemporary gang-related crime 
(Jansen et al., 2017). This history of Westbury’s gang culture is a sore point for 
many of the area’s community members, especially since it dramatically worsened 
following the 1994 elections (Sithole, 2017). Although Westbury’s redevelopment 
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massively improved the area’s standard of living, many of its residents were still 
unemployed, uneducated, and even if they had freedoms denied to them under 
apartheid, they were still economically disenfranchised. As gang culture already 
existed as a means of economic and cultural self-empowerment, improving the 
socio-economic conditions of Westbury also improved the well-being of the area’s 
criminal elements. Instead of decreasing the appetite for criminal activities, the 
end of apartheid's Group Areas Act gave the few criminals who lived in Westbury’s 
broader access to wealthier parts of the city; massively increasing what could be 
acquired through theft (Global initiative against transnational organised crime, 
2019:5).  
Additionally, there was a boom in SA's illegal drug trade, as the collapse of 
apartheid loosened the nation’s borders and trade routes. Internationally, there 
also happened to be an increase in available narcotics. Westbury’s gangs soon 
discovered that drugs are a lucrative illegal trade. A combination of these 
environmental circumstances, pared with the fact that SA’s new government was 
struggling to empower previously disadvantaged citizens at the rate that they 
promised, meant that gangsters were no longer associated with disenfranchised 
male youth identity and survival. Instead, they were now also associated with 
massive and quickly acquired wealth, which unfortunately turned them into local 
role models (Sithole, 2017; Global initiative against transnational organised crime, 
2019:6).  
However, it was a wealth and status that could easily be lost to competing gangs 
who fought over territory to peddle stolen goods and narcotics. Between 1994 and 
1999, Westbury experienced a series of extremely violent gang wars. It is odd to 
note though, that the gangs in this period only targeted rival gang members, and 
ordinary residents were only harmed when caught in crossfires (Jansen et al., 
2017; Global initiative against transnational organised crime, 2019:9). Regardless 
though, these gang wars had a detrimental effect on the community’s reputation. 
Many of the area’s residents were humiliated by their existence. It also drove 
many of Westbury’s better educated and wealthier individuals to leave the area, 
depriving the community of positive contemporary role models and leadership. 
These circumstances utterly disheartened Florrie Daniels, who regularly stated 
that the only way to permanently end this violence was to inspire a sense of pride 
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in the community’s youth through the memorialisation of the area’s positive role 
models and heritage. This, she believed, could inspire a cultural pride that valued 
positive achievements and shamed criminal acts (Halim, 2017; Sithole, 2017; 
Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018).  
Westbury’s first gang war ended in 2000 when its leaders organised a truce. 
Reports are conflicting, but it seems that the state initiated this truce by creating 
a diplomatic platform between incarcerated gang members. The years 2000 to 
2014 were marked by a time of relative peace in Westbury and its neighbouring 
regions. However, it appears that gang and drug-related violence increased 
between 2014 and 2018 (Jansen et al., 2017; Global initiative against 
transnational organised crime, 2019:10). It is interesting to note that the 
resurgence of Westbury's gangs spilt out from Eldorado Park, a neighbouring 
historically Coloured area. Eldorado Park experienced similar municipal problems 
to that of Westbury under apartheid, but never to the same extent. Unlike 
Westbury though, its resident group was never as organised or successful as 
WRAC. This meant that their apartheid-era inadequacies were never addressed, 
resulting in the same problems WRAC faced in the 1980s, only Eldorado Park faced 
them in the 2000s (Global initiative against transnational organised crime, 
2019:11). As a result, Eldorado Park’s gangsterism resurged to such an extent 
that individual gang territories expanded into the relatively peaceful Westbury 
(Global initiative against transnational organised crime, 2019:16). Unfortunately 
for the surrounding area’s residents, this generation of gangs was not reluctant 
about harming local residents (Global initiative against transnational organised 
crime, 2019:19).   
This more recent heritage of murderous gangs and drug lords are what Westbury 
and its neighbouring historically Coloured communities have become known for 
on SA’s news networks (Halim, 2017; Sithole, 2017; Global initiative against 
transnational organised crime, 2019:2). Sadly, their potentially proud heritage of 
anti-apartheid resistance and self-upliftment are difficult to access. This 
marginalisation of Westbury’s political heritage and negative representation of its 
cultures have detrimentally affected what the community thinks of itself, and thus 
thinks it is capable of achieving (Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018).  
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The community of Westbury and its neighbouring historically Coloured regions has 
a growing awareness of this marginalisation though. This has been marked by a 
series of protests and the gradually re-politicisation of the area. In 2017, the 
neighbouring Coloured community of Eldorado Park erupted in a series of protests 
highlighting their political marginalisation, ageing apartheid-era municipal 
infrastructure, and the inefficiency of police activity in the area.21 These initial 
protests were marked by an unfortunate spate of looting, but regardless of their 
negative consequences, their anger should still be noted (Global initiative against 
transnational organised crime, 2019:19). Westbury had its turn in 2018 between 
September and November. The only differences between the protests were that 
Westbury’s residents were more concerned with contemporary municipal neglect, 
as opposed to unaddressed apartheid-era neglect, and instead of blaming police 
incompetence, they blamed police corruption. Westbury’s residents decided to 
make themselves known to the rest of Johannesburg by blocking the area’s 
surrounding streets (Khoza, 2018; Madia, 2018; Global initiative against 
transnational organised crime, 2019:20). A photograph taken during Westbury’s 
2018 protests can be seen in Figure 10 (Modise, 2018). During these protests, 
two situations revealed themselves. This first being that Westbury feels politically 
and socially marginalised, and the second being that Westbury has severe social 
problems that have not been efficiently addressed.  
Given that Westbury’s currently accessible history is steeped in narratives of 
crime, the community’s older members are desperate for its more heroic members 
and actions to be remembered instead (Westbury community knowledge holders, 
2018). Like the BCM under apartheid, the intention behind my study is to create 
broader awareness of Westbury’s positive heritage. This may improve the pride of 
individuals within the community and inspire them to self-improve based on what 
their community historically achieved under harsher circumstances. This strategy 
could also theoretically capture the attentions of municipal powers to become 
personally aware and interested in Westbury’s narrative (Mynhart, 2011:21). 
 
21 There have been several police operations in the area, and they do appear to decrease gang activity. 
However, to date no permanent solutions have been found (Global initiative against transnational organised 
crime, 2019:18).  
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Figure 10 – Louise McAuliffe, Westbury residents protest on Monday, 
1 October, saying they have no confidence in the police, which they 
have accused of corruption and being on the payroll of drug lords. 
EWN. 2018. (Modise, 2018) 
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CHAPTER 3: COMMUNITY HERITAGE AND COMICS  
The goal behind this study was to produce a socially accessible comic about 
Westbury’s more positive heritage. Given that the area’s current accessible history 
is mostly about criminal activities, and barley mentions that the community 
actively fought against apartheid, there is little media coverage to prove that 
Westbury has a heritage to be proud of. This marginalisation of their narrative has 
resulted in many of Westbury’s contemporary community members having little 
to no pride in their local heritage.  
This chapter investigates why communities become marginalised in SA, the 
challenges that they are likely to face, and how this marginality can be reversed. 
I argue that communities like these can be de-marginalised by working closely 
with them to produce representational historical records that can be distributed 
as informative, entertaining, educational and highly accessible media. In the case 
of this project, comics were identified as the best form of media for such a 
distribution. These comics can theoretically create an awareness of past struggles 
and instil a sense of communal pride, replacing negative stereotypes with stories 
of a community’s greatest triumphs. Through this approach of attempted de-
marginalisation, I believe it may be possible to improve a community’s belief in 
their ability to achieve.  
 
3.1 Comparing South Africa’s macro-history and micro-history 
In 1994, the democratically elected African National Congress (ANC) decided to 
rewrite South Africa’s SA’s history from a more democratic perspective. As 
mentioned in Chapter Two: The origins of Westbury and its problems, this new 
interpretation of history was adapted for school history curriculums, historical 
memorials, and the ANC’s political rhetoric. The intention was to represent the 
heritage of SA’s historically subjugated majority population, as opposed to only 
the heritage of SA’s colonial Eurocentric minority (Grundlingh, 1993:2). In order 
to do this, they focused on distributing a macro-history of SA (Nieftagodien, 
2010:48).  
Macro-history is the grand narrative that focuses on the cause and effect behind 
significant events and the actions of well-known leaders. They are determined by 
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significant power struggles or events like wars, elections, natural disasters and 
trade agreements. These are difficult to ignore because they are either written 
into the legislature or leave scars across the landscape. This form of historiography 
often tells the past from a top-down perspective and prioritises the origins of a 
nation’s leadership. This is useful when listing events and changes that trigger 
national power shifts. However, macro-histories are also at risk of stating biased 
generalisations about ordinary groups of people and cannot adequately 
contextualise the emotional relevance of suffering or successes. When people only 
understand their history according to a series of famous dates and leaders, it 
becomes emotionally irrelevant. This provides political organisations with the 
opportunity to fill the gaps in collective emotional memories with bias rhetoric and 
identity politics in order to win support by distorting the emotional motivation 
behind historical circumstance (Tymon, 2006:20; Hartsock, 2007:258; Steele, 
2014:1). 
The analysis of macro-histories marginalises the contributions of smaller 
organisations, communities, and individuals who did not inherit authority. As a 
result, many communities and individuals in SA who contributed to the struggle 
against apartheid were never acknowledged (Nieftagodien, 2010:48). Such 
marginalisation has fuelled jealousies between nationally acknowledged and 
unacknowledged communities. As a result, reconciliatory efforts aimed at fostering 
trust between SA’s various groups of people have been hindered; polarising the 
nation’s politics along cultural and identity differences instead of policy differences 
(Naidu, 2004:43). 
The shared memories of individuals and a nation’s heritage are not made up of 
climactic macro-events and decisions. These are often just the contextual 
background of individual lived experiences. Nationalist political rhetorics misuse 
these patriotic representations and must be challenged. For without alternative 
micro and emotional histories, receivers of political rhetorics are unequipped to 
make informed decisions about political representation of the past. Contrary to 
macro-history records, a nation’s heritage is made up of numerous minute 
changes that shape the emotions of numerous individuals. It is the impact that 
these emotional memories have that determine the decisions behind significant 
events (Flinn, 2007:152). In Westbury, it was not a theoretical understanding of 
apartheid’s unequal legal framework that drove the community to rebel. Instead, 
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it was the combination of dehumanising poverty, poor living conditions, missing 
municipal priority, and the life-wasting drudgery of the Group Areas Act that 
unnecessarily restricted their freedom of movement between work, recreation and 
family. These conditions are what drove people to rebel. Macro-history may have 
recorded apartheid’s laws, and some of the anti-apartheid movements' more 
climactic moments of self-determination, but they can never record what people 
emotionally felt during apartheid. 
Such sharing of information can also potentially alleviate traumatic rivalries 
between different groups of people. By understanding what individuals 
emotionally experienced, an empathetic understanding between different 
communities and cultures can be established. People from different backgrounds 
typically develop negative stereotypes about each another out of ignorance. 
Sharing the emotional memories of a community can alleviate this and the societal 
conflicts it causes (Flinn, 2007:151; Walkerdine, 2016:699).    
Investigating micro-histories is the most feasible method for recording the 
heritage of marginalised groups. Micro-histories explore the lives and opinions of 
ordinary people (Tosh and Lang, 2006:320; Dannhauser, 2018:327). They are 
typically restricted to shorter periods which encompass a generation or two and 
often focus on specific geographic regions (Boje, 2001:46; Steele, 2014:1). These 
can appear insignificant when compared to the victories and defeats of national 
powers in macro-histories (Baines, 2005:357). However, they are the most 
reliable records by which to understand the emotional memories of ordinary 
people during these changes.  
Micro-histories, like that of Westbury’s, are needed in order to understand why 
the events commemorated in SA’s macro-histories took place. To ensure that 
reconciliation takes place, South Africans need to know why and how past 
atrocities occurred, instead of just what they were. Furthermore, if young South 
Africans know how apartheid happened, they are less likely to reinstate a similar 
regime in retribution (Potgieter, 2017:8).  
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3.2 The importance of community history to self-efficacy 
If a community’s history is not recorded and distributed back to the community, 
its heritage will be forgotten (Nieftagodien, 2010:54). Individuals often identify 
themselves based on the known accomplishments of their communities. This 
historical identity determines its collective self-efficacy.  
Self-efficacy is an individual’s belief in their ability to solve problems and persevere 
through challenges in order to achieve goals (Bandura, 1977). It is determined by 
how often and how well that individual, their family, community, and role models 
have succeeded according to an individual’s opinion (Bandura, 1977:201; Hook et 
al., 2016:108). A high self-efficacy is fundamental to become a high achieving 
individual (Hook et al., 2016:108). These same principles can be applied to the 
accumulated self-efficacy of individuals across a community (Tosh and Lang, 
2006:5; Hook et al., 2016:108).  
This is problematic for Westbury’s community.22 Accessible news media has 
labelled the area as notorious for its high crime rate, substance abuse, poverty, 
and many other social problems. If the only widely accessible information about a 
community is negative; the cultural resources available to them for the 
development of self-efficacy are severely limited. As a result, many of Westbury’s 
community members prefer to distance themselves from the community, or resign 
themselves to accepting that the community they live in, or once lived in, is 
condemned to irreversible social problems (Halim, 2017).  
Westbury’s anti-apartheid resistance and community activism have not yet been 
forgotten though. However, in an age where written history has largely replaced 
oral history, the past needs to be officially recorded to be remembered. Many of 
Westbury's anti-apartheid activists are growing old without their activities being 
formally recorded, and as a result, the area’s history is being lost. If their stories 
 
22 I would like to take state that Westbury’s community is in constant flux (Ivan, Daba-Buzoianu and Gray, 
2014:20). To label its residents as static is a misconception I would like to avoid. Like many poorer areas in 
South Africa, it is undeniable that many families and individuals often prefer to move out of the area into 
wealthier communities with lower crime rates. This was clear when interviewing community knowledge 
holders from Westbury, as many no longer live there. However, communities are typically understood 
according to the geographic space from which they exist in and originated from (Nieftagodien, 2010:45). This 
means that the term community includes those who previously lived in Westbury. Therefore, when I refer to 
the community of Westbury, I am referring to those who live and lived there, as they share the social 
repercussions of what people think about the area.   
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are not recorded, future generations are more likely to assume that their elders 
exaggerated their contribution to SA’s struggle against apartheid. It is easier to 
assume that Westbury’s community was as politically and socially apathetic under 
apartheid as it has been during democracy.23 Instead, Westbury’s role models 
have become the more publicised gangsters whose opportunistic criminal activities 
are not seen as apathetic. The area’s lack of recorded history combined with 
limited and negative accessible media harms its levels of self-efficacy (Halim, 
2017; Sithole, 2017). 
A high self-efficacy is vital for the improvement of a community. It correlates with 
an increased life expectancy, increased overall income, and increased amount of 
community-led self-upliftment. External involvement and infrastructural 
development can alleviate poverty and its associated problems but, cannot be 
sustained without community-driven solutions and participation (Tosh and Lang, 
2006:5; Zeilig, 2014:49). In order to sustainably improve Westbury, its self-
efficacy must be raised to facilitate local problem-solving (Estrella & Forinash, 
2007:382; Halim, 2017; Knowles & Cole, 2008;119; Ryan, 2017:234).   
The reason why making a community’s history and heritage accessible to that 
community improves their self-efficacy, is that it acknowledges what they have 
suffered and overcome, ultimately giving the community something to be proud 
of. Having a known and celebrated heritage also gives individuals a sense of 
belonging to their community, which they, in turn, feel the need to promote and 
improve (Marschall, 2004:81; Tosh and Lang, 2006:36; Harvey, 2015:346). A 
suitable example that demonstrates the positive impact of improving a 
community’s self-efficacy through historical awareness can be seen with the 
introduction of the Black Consciousness Movement's (BCM) literature and ideas 
into Westbury during the 1970s. The BCM was insistent that black people were 
both aware of and made to become proud of their heritage. This, in turn, led to 
the establishment of the Western Residents Action Committee (WRAC) that 
substantially contributed to the area’s self-improvement (Halim, 2017). 
Additionally, knowing a community’s history has different benefits for society as a 
whole, as it enables them to learn from that community’s problem-solving 
 
23 At least up until a recent increase in social activism and the 2018 riots.  
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strategies and apply them to similar negative situations (Mullet, Akerson and 
Turman, 2013:75).   
However, a lack of available historical knowledge does not just correlate with low 
levels of self-efficacy and local apathy. External ignorance about a community can 
be just as threatening. On a municipal level, their non-existence in the public’s 
consciousness can lead authorities to unknowingly make decisions which 
negatively impact the community’s livelihood (Tosh and Lang, 2006:2). In more 
nefarious circumstances, like exclusive nationalist or fascist-style regimes, if 
society does not have access to a community’s heritage, then the right for that 
community to exist is threatened. This makes such communities weak targets for 
politicians who manipulate social memory to gain popular support by using 
convenient alternative narratives (Flinn, 2007:151).   
Thus, having an officially acknowledged and recorded history and heritage 
provides communities with several advantages. These protect them against 
external threats and internal apathy and encourages them to self-improve. 
However, the challenge with regards to this is how does a community effectively 
communicate their heritage amongst themselves and to society as a whole.  
 
3.3 The power of stories  
Stories allow larger audiences to learn and enjoy history (Hartsock, 2007:257; 
Knowles and Cole, 2008:485). This appears to be because stories have always 
been humanity’s most efficient tool for the mass communication of ideas. They  
allow us to share and interpret emotions, concepts, facts and beliefs through an 
understanding of what others have experienced (Harari, 2011:27). Stories are 
what humanity have always used to teach morals and values. Stories have allowed 
us to convey ideas to satisfy our innate curiosities and to enact and dramatize 
events in our imaginations. Through stories, a community can express their 
remembered past, priorities and interpretive symbolism (Ivan, Daba-Buzoianu 
and Gray, 2014:166). The various mediums through which stories are told 
establish the foundations of what we call the arts; be it painting, music, or 
literature (Eisner, 2008:1).   
Most people construct their understanding of the world based on a series of 
memories in a narrative sequence. Through another person’s narrative or story, 
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we can assimilate their experiences onto our linear understanding of the world. 
This allows us to discuss ideas and learn from the experience of others without 
ever seeing what they know (Gair, 2012:137). Stories are, therefore, able to 
construct an abstract amphitheatre for individuals to experience an empathetic 
alternative reality or perspective.  
Empathy, by definition, is an altruistic and spontaneous impulse to experience 
what another individual is emotionally feeling. This should not be confused with 
sympathy, which is an individual’s emotional response towards another when 
seeing them in exacerbated emotion circumstances (Keen, 2006:209).  Empathy 
is different because it can be viscerally experienced as if the individual is 
personally feeling another person’s emotions. Neurosurgeons can detect 
empathetic responses with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans. What is 
interesting, though, is that MRIs detect higher levels of empathy when an 
individual is following a story (Keen, 2006:207).  
According to the theory of narrative empathy, individuals develop empathetic 
attachments to story characters. The level of empathy expressed varies depending 
on an individual’s capacity to feel empathy, how much they can identify with 
depicted characters, and the story teller’s ability to produce an emotional story 
(Keen, 2006:214; Gair, 2012:141). Story derived empathy is not the same as 
person-to-person acquired empathy though, as story derived empathy can be 
impactful enough to change that individual’s understanding of the world. 
In person-to-person interactions, individuals typically must develop trust between 
each another before they can have such an empathetic impact. When individuals 
immerse themselves into a story, they automatically immerse themselves into its 
characters.24 This allows stories to circumnavigate the need for trust to develop, 
even if the characters in that story are fictional. A story’s shared emotional journey 
allows individuals to consider alternative perspectives which they might never 
have before had attempted to perceive or accept (Keen, 2006:215).   
Stories can therefore be used to develop empathetic connections for different 
communities and their real-life character’s (Tosh and Lang, 2006:274). Without a 
story, most people are unlikely to develop empathy for individuals who they never 
 
24 The only exception appears to be when an individual has an unusually low ability to feel empathy, which in 
extreme cases can lead to them having a lowered interest in stories (Keen, 2006:215). 
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meet in person. This is further limited by any rivalries that might exist between 
those individuals, as deep-set alternative perspectives hinder empathy. However, 
stories still can overcome this; as anyone who allows themselves to experience a 
story will be unknowingly forced to consider another person’s perspectives through 
the process of character assimilation (The Power of Storytelling: The Annual 
International Conference, Bucharest, 2018).  
This use of narrative empathy can be further utilised to tell historical stories about 
significant challenges. Individuals often judge communities with different social or 
infrastructural development without understanding why that community has such 
limitations or advantages. Without understanding that community’s heritage, 
people can develop negative assumptions to explain why a community appears 
impoverished or privileged. This often results in unjustified feelings like superiority 
or resentment that perpetuate negative beliefs such as racism. Such narratives 
rise in the absence of stories about different communities and can create 
dangerous myths that justify violence instead of understanding. Although these 
types of myths are still considered stories, they do not inspire empathy between 
different groups of people (Haidt, 2019). In order to understand why specific 
communities have different problems, individuals from society and in particular, 
that community, need to know what its historical challenges have been. Unlike 
national statistics and news agency reports, stories are ideal for positively bringing 
marginalised communities into the consciousness of broader society. Merely 
knowing about present problems is not good enough, as neither party will fully 
understand why they exist. When this shared understanding is accomplished, both 
the local community and external society are less likely to judge adverse 
circumstances ignorantly and can focus on productively reversing them (Carano 
and Clabough, 2016:24). Stories are, therefore, an ideal tool through which to 
communicate a community’s history and heritage because of their ability to inspire 
empathy between people who have never met.  
 
3.4 A process of narrative inquiry: archives and interviews 
The complication with history and recorded history is that it is not a linear 
sequence of events. Instead, it is an assemblage of facts and opinions about 
various circumstances clumped around points in time. This results in a fractured 
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timeline where there is where there is either an excess of absence of historical 
data at any given point in time (Aucoin, 2001:1). This makes it challenging to 
communicate historical information in a story. To make up for unrecorded data, 
authors working with historical narratives need to have a keen understanding of 
that history’s social and physical environment. Once the author knows these 
details, they can creatively “fill-in” the narrative gaps between recorded events 
based on how characters are likely to have behaved in these environments. This 
produces a story which is easier to follow and characters who are more 
comfortable to identify with based on their domestic concerns (Aucoin, 2001:6; 
Harvey, 2015:539). 
In order to acquire this environmental information, a  process called narrative-
inquiry can be used. It is a qualitative research technique which requires the 
author to gather stories from the community through interviews and local 
archives. It is also particularly useful for gathering emotional memories and poorly 
recorded information (Boje, 2001:1). The process is unstructured though, as the 
author has a limited control over the information found. Thus, the final narrative 
does not develop linearly, but rather through sporadic jumps that need to be 
‘knitted’ together by the author into a linear story. It can be a complicated task, 
but narrative inquiry does provide two advantages over other forms of data 
collection.    
The first advantage is that as narrative inquiry requires community members to 
tell their own stories instead of following standard interview questions and 
answers, the community becomes the source of that story’s themes; allowing 
narratives to surface that the researcher would never have thought to ask. This 
prevents the researcher’s historical ignorance and personal life experiences from 
limiting what information is gleaned. The second advantage is that community 
knowledge holders are empowered when elevated from interviewee to storyteller 
because they determine how the story of their heritage is told. Although 
community empowerment does not determine the story’s quality, it has far-
reaching social effects and determines how well that community receives the story 
(Boje, 2001:40; Clandinin and Huber, 2010:3).  
If an author tells a community’s story without consulting their interests and 
concerns, it can negatively complicate their relationship. Communities do not want 
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their history, experiences and problems to be dissected by academics unknown to 
them. It places them in a precarious position of powerlessness which feeds fears 
of being negatively judged; alienating them from their representation (Flinn and 
Sexton, 2013:4). With regards to Westbury, a lack of consideration for community 
interests has caused a level of animosity towards researchers (Turton, 2017). To 
limit this, the author needs to become the community’s messenger by conveying 
what they want and how they want it, as opposed to telling them what they want 
(Flinn, 2007:167). This has the added benefit of focusing on themes which are 
more relevant to the people being represented (Mills, 2003:77; Flinn and Sexton, 
2013:10). However, the most significant advantage of constructing a story based 
on the community’s narratives and interests is that it can potentially empowering 
them. How a community’s story is told determines how that community is 
understood by themselves and others, for better or for worse (Ivan, Daba-
Buzoianu and Gray, 2014:76). Through narrative inquiry, the community can 
determine that representation, instead of apathetically accepting the foreign 
perspective assigned to them (Mills, 2003:35). 
However, producing a story through narrative inquiry is not a simple process. A 
coherent story needs to be excavated from layers of interviews, archives, and 
relevant published documents. Fortunately, this study allowed for access to Florrie 
Daniels’ archive. The Florrie Daniels Community Archive is a collection of WRAC 
meeting minutes, photographs, newspaper articles, home videos, and an 
amalgamation of assorted print media collected between the late 1960s and 2015. 
Most of what can be called the archive’s “documents” either no longer exist outside 
of it or would be near impossible to find. Thus, making it an irreplaceable local 
heritage25 (Halim, 2018:5).  
As an object of historiography, archives are intriguing sources of information. 
Unlike final published works or memorials, they are not produced after a series of 
events, but during them. While it does not liberate their contents from 
misinformation, it does remove the manipulations of over-justified victors, and the 
simplifications of foresight. The information and opinions expressed in archives 
can be trusted not to evolve with changing sentiments (Ricoer, 2006:68). All too 
 
25 The Florrie Daniels Community Archive is currently being organised and duplicated for the University of 
Johannesburg Special Collections and Westbury’s community. It will be the central piece to a number of other 
smaller community archives which are further reinforcing it (Halim, 2018).  
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often, the information found in archives can reveal that the past actions and beliefs 
of some communities can be very different when compared to how those 
communities remembered them (Green, 2006:116). What Westbury's archive 
revealed was that the community was historically far more active and organised 
in standing up for equality and freedom than it is today.  
The difficulty with archives, though is that they are open to interpretation. The 
documents they hold, while diverse and from multiple origins, can often appear 
irrelevant or difficult to understand without additional context (Ricoer, 2006:66). 
In order to functionally collect and construct the narrative and further include the 
community’s voice, the archive’s information needs to be supplemented with 
interviews with the community. Interviews can be used to fill in narrative gaps 
and bring about a level of linearity between the documented events. The 
conversation that interviews provide also allows researchers to discover future 
interviewees and alternative documents from the public domain. Furthermore, it 
is through interviews that the community’s contemporary ideas and ideals are 
revealed. By discussing and comparing archived documents with interviewees, the 
author has a more precise understanding about which narratives the community 
wants to tell, and, more importantly, how they want to tell them.  
It is at this crucial point of discussion that the author cannot be sentimental over 
what they deemed to be the ‘better’ story. The community needs to have control 
over what information is added or removed for the story to be representational 
and locally accepted. Thus, the story turns into a commission of sort. This does, 
obviously, allow biases to exist within the historical narrative (Hartsock, 
2007:227). Communities are unlikely to blatantly self-criticise their past actions.  
However, with regards to historically impoverished and marginalised communities 
like Westbury, this is not necessarily a problem. Westbury already has an 
abundance of hyper-critical narratives which, at the time of this research, still 
dominate its general societal image (Halim, 2017; Westbury community 
knowledge holders, 2018). Positive historical narratives could reverse this already 
negative image into a more realistic middle ground. On the opposite extreme, 
though, authors need to avoid contributing to the development of a dishonest 
story. This can be avoided by distancing the story from binary oppositions, by 
using diverse sources, and by including opposing perspectives where possible 
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(Eisenberg, 2013:9). Displaying multiple perspectives of conflict also makes for a 
more exciting story (The Power of Storytelling: The Annual International 
Conference, Bucharest, 2018) 
If done thoroughly and with an open mind, narrative inquiry can produce a 
representational, exciting, and community-centred historical story. This allows the 
community to use the author in much the same way an individual might use a 
graphic designer or plumber and empowers them to determine and control the 
publication of their heritage. Thus, they can grow their self-efficacy by actively 
combating as opposed to suffering its negative media perception and developing 
a narrative that increases its self-efficacy. It must also be noted that this study 
and the distribution of its resulting narrative would not have been possible without 
the support of enthusiastic interviewees.  
 
3.5 The accessibility of comics  
There is, however, still a problem with communicating micro-histories through 
stories. After collecting the necessary narratives required to build the community’s 
desired and fulfilling story, what is the point if that story is never seen or 
appreciated? This question addresses my struggle with traditional academia, and 
begs the question; will all the painstakingly acquired theory and information be 
accessible to public audiences?  
This is problematic for both the conservation of SA’s heritage and the legitimacy 
of the academic community. There is an opinion that too many accomplished 
academic works are sadly inaccessible outside isolated university faculties 
(Nieftagodien, 2010:21). This leaves them unable to educate broader scopes of 
the public and estranges them from informing government policies. Such 
information needs to be democratised so that society outside of specialised fields 
can view and understand it. This is why the goal behind my research project was 
to take Westbury’s positive heritage about WRAC and Florrie Daniels and make it 
as widely accessible to the local community and broader society as possible. I felt 
that if I believed the research and the art that I was producing needed to be 
communicated on a national level, it would be a shameful waste of potential if only 
a select academic community were ever to see it. Not to mention the effort put 
into my project by local community knowledge holders, which might otherwise 
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never have benefited them or their communities if the research and art were not 
accessible.  
With regards to the conservation and communication of memorialised heritages, 
several points need to be addressed. They need to be accessible, aesthetic, 
economically sustainable, representative, encourage local participation, tell 
stories, be intergenerational, and address various current and past needs (Naidu, 
2004:6). This may appear to be a steep series of requirements, but if a memorial 
is lacking any of these points, it risks becoming exclusive and redundant.  
One narrative medium that can be adopted to achieve these goals is the comic. 
Comics are a series of sequential images, juxtaposed to each other to represent 
the illusion of time.26 Words may accompany them, but this is not always 
necessary (McCloud, 1993:8; Meskin and Cook, 2012:6). The most significant 
advantage possessed by comics, though is their incredible accessibility.  
Comics are physically accessible because they can be produced using many 
different mediums. These include, but are not limited to; paperback books, 
magazine and newspaper sections, compilations of comics in graphic novels, 
digital and online comics, original exhibition artworks, posters, and wall murals. 
This enables them to be distributed through large sections of society for a 
relatively low budget (Cope and Kalantzis, 2000:183; Chute, 2008:462). Other 
than more tradition media, comics can be distributed into the digital realm. As 
society becomes ever more digitally literate, comics can creatively integrate into 
this ever-evolving platform (McCloud, 2006:247; Carter, 2011:192).  
Separate from their physical accessibility, the real value of comics is their 
intellectually accessibility. Their multi-modality separates them from purely 
textual mediums, as both the explicit and implicit communication of text and 
images work in unison to disperse a message. This increases how much 
information an individual can interpret and allows that individual to interpret and 
enjoyed the medium at various speeds and analytical intensity.  
 
26 Comics should not be confused with single frame cartoons, such as those popularly used for political satire. 
These are not comics in much the same way that a single image taken from a film is not a film (McCloud, 
1993:20).  
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To understand how this is achieved, the comic’s languages of a text and image 
need to be dissected. Comics incorporate both forms of language; namely verbal 
and sensory. Text is a form of verbal language that consciously constructs 
symbols. Images are sensory and are interpreted based on the audience’s 
recognition of the depicted image, and their emotional associations attributed to 
that recognition (Ormay, 2000:380). Purley text-based narratives do not enjoy 
this relationship. Comics are, therefore, capable of communicating more 
information with more efficiency through a mixture of verbal and sensual language 
(Ormay, 1990:383).  
Compared to images, the text is better suited for describing detailed messages. 
However, individuals must rely on their own experience to construct the imagined 
interpretation of any text-based message (Mitchell, W, J, 1994:112). However, 
imagery is faster to interpret because its audience does not rely on a time frame 
for the message to be completed. Text also requires its audience to be literate, 
which can estrange its message from undereducated and very young audiences 
(Connors, 2012:34).  
Images do have a weakness, though. Their openness to interpretation can make 
their meanings vague (Cornford, 1991:332). Imagery can give detail, but it cannot 
give a name (Mitchell, W, J, 1994:65). This is where the relationship between 
words and images forms a symbiosis in comics (Mitchell, W, J, 1994:89; Chisholm, 
Shelton and Sheffield, 2017:2; Sundberg, 2017:3). By layering information 
between text and image, the media it is expressed through can be understood 
according to distinct connotative and denotative levels (Frascara, 2004:69). This 
makes comics intellectually accessible.   
To explain why this makes them intellectually accessible, we need to understand 
how denotative and connotative information is alternatively understood in comics. 
On a denotative level, comics are easy to understand because their underlying 
narrative is literal (Chute, 2008:459). Sequential images provide a descriptive 
scenario that enables the narrative’s interacting characters and environments to 
be interpreted immediately. Text can add additional denotative information by 
naming places, people and by establishing dialogue, which in turn can be 
reinforced by denotative visual references (Cope and Kalantzis, 2000:183). This 
literal and illustrative level in comics has often led to the assumption that they are 
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simple-minded and lack depth. However, the same could be said of any 
underutilised or under analysed art form.  
Upon close inspection, more information can be garnered by individuals with more 
experience in visual and textual interpretation. This allows them to interpret a 
comic’s connotative, or hidden messages. As with literature and visual art, comics 
can use text and image to create subtle symbols and metaphors. However, unlike 
literature or visual art, comics can apply the combined advantages of both text 
and image; significantly increasing their interpretive content (Meskin and Cook, 
2012:6). An individual’s familiarity with the comic medium, and personal 
knowledge of referenced history, popular culture and mythology allow them to 
notice these subtle messages (Meskin and Cook, 2012:109). As a visual art form, 
comics can also use visual communication abstract and expressive stylisations 
which manipulate a viewer's emotional experience of the medium (McCloud, 
1993:199). 
Furthermore, as an individual can read a comic at varying speeds, their 
understanding of that comic can increase depending on their focus and available 
time. However, if this extra information is missed, it does not decrease their 
personal experience, and the underlying narrative can still be understood. Thus, 
comics allow separate individuals to similarly enjoy the same comic according to 
their level of understanding and knowledge, whether they are a professor or a 
child. At the very least, its imagery can still be enjoyable (Harvey, 2015:537). The 
media’s only limitation is its artist’s capacity to successfully load the comic with 
sufficient connotative information while producing a compelling underlying 
narrative in an artfully crafted format (Christensen, 2006:227).  
Comics do, however, share many of these advantages with other visual mediums; 
namely film and fine art. The problem with these is that their associated costs 
either makes them exclusive or extremely expensive to produce when compared 
to comics. Fine art often excludes poorer communities due to the need for 
individual artists to charge high prices for their art in order to sustain themselves 
economically (Meskin and Cook, 2012:33). Fine art is also capable of producing 
artefacts with extended life spans. This allows famous artists and artworks to 
become valuable financial investments, further entwining fine art’s relationship 
with wealthier minorities (Lawlor, 2019). This can be lessened by placing fine art 
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in public spaces. However, this still does not divorce it from its public association 
and sponsorship by wealthy minorities. Fine art also often requires a high level of 
interpretive skill to enjoy. As fine art is almost always dominated by its visual 
content, it often takes advantage of its imagery’s ability to communicate complex 
symbols and metaphors that are open to interpretation. As a result, more 
interpretively complex art is often more valuable. This is because it reflects the 
artist’s ability to structure complex ideas in addition to aesthetically impressive 
products. Whilst this may make fine art particularly valuable for in the promotion 
of cultural development and the expression of ideas, it also often means that fine 
art requires an arts based education or experience in the industry to enjoy or even 
understand it  (Bell, 2017:75). This intellectual and financial elitism alienates  
large swathes of society. As a result, many do not value fine art as much as those 
who produce and purchase it, regardless of its cultural contributions to a 
civilisation (Leigh, 2013). This significantly decreases how many people fine art 
can communicate to.   
On the other hand, film is currently the most popular form of contemporary visual 
art. Successful films can bring a massive amount of international and local 
attention to marginalised community narratives. This is because the medium can 
be expressed across a diverse range of audio and visual aspects (Why movies are 
popular?, 2017; History of Film, 2019). One limitation behind the production of 
film, is that to produce a high-quality product, the artists requires access to an 
high level of expertise, equipment and recourses. However, since online viewing 
platforms such as YouTube have grown exponentially in popularity, low budget 
film media can have massive and international audiences (Zhou et al., 
2016:6037). The problem with this though, is that it requires that audience to 
have reliable internet access. Internet access is often determined by one’s 
proximity to internet hosting infrastructure and whether they can financially afford 
to use large amounts of internet data. This, once again, alienates low-income 
individuals (Gillwald, 2017:4). In comparison, comics can be produced with a 
relatively low budget and distributed to individuals with no or limited internet 
access (Blades, 2017:4; Donofrio, 2018) (Donofrio, 2018).  
There is also no reason as to why a comic’s narrative cannot be converted into the 
more popular medium of film at a later stage though, as they shared the same 
text and image-based foundations. This similarity between comics and films has 
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often resulted in many comics being converted into live action or animated films. 
Thus, the same narrative can be distributed initially in the more accessible comic 
medium, and later in the more popular film medium, greatly increasing its impact 
and audience size (Zecca, 2015:37).    
There is one question remaining though; if comics are so accessible and potentially 
effective, then why have they not been used for social change on a larger scale in 
the past? In the late 1940s and the 1950s, an American-German psychiatrist 
called Fredric Wertham demonised comics. He believed that their ability to subtly 
communicate denotative and connotative information encouraged youth violence 
and sexuality. This was based on his observations that American juvenile prisoners 
enjoyed violent comic books. Thus, he assumed that comic books were responsible 
for their violent behaviour, instead of assuming that juveniles enjoy comics. As a 
result, conservative opinions devastated their appreciation and sales in America 
and Britain. They were reduced to primarily tell children’s stories and light-hearted 
humour (Levay, 2013:114). Access to contemporary mass media has mostly 
delegitimised Wertham’s argument against comics today (Levay, 2013:114). 
However, it did limit the medium’s acceptance and growth in English speaking 
cultures (McCloud, 1993:18). That the name “comic” is so similar to the words 
“comical” and “comedy” has further perpetuated this trivial opinion of them 
(Schack, 2014:110).27 In comparison, comics are a highly respected art form in 
France, Japan, and South Korea, where the medium never received political or 
societal scrutiny (McCloud, 2006:34). If more comics were produced to address 
serious and difficult topics, they might become as influential as they are in French-
speaking and far Eastern cultures.  
It can, therefore, be deducted that comics have incredible potential to 
communicate micro, or community histories acquired through narrative inquiry. 
The medium is also additionally advantageous when combined with narrative 
inquiry, as the research style can provide the author-come-artist with a plethora 
of visual information to be additionally included in the comic. The medium’s 
intellectual accessibility also means that very few audiences are incapable of 
 
27 In 1978, the famous comic artist and Disney studio character designer, Will Eisner, called his comic book A 
contract with God a graphic novel to capture the attention of audience members who viewed comics as trivial. 
It worked so well that many subsequent publishers re-labeled longer comics as graphic novels to boost sales 
(Kan, 2010:5). 
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understating the medium. Furthermore, the medium’s advantages make it an ideal 
tool for education and instigating social change.  
 
3.6 Comic for education and social change 
The first advantage that comics have to offer when providing educational material 
that encourages social change is found in their imagery. A comic’s visual arts 
qualities allow the medium to manipulate emotions. When telling a story about a 
specific history or community, imagery consolidates the empathetic link 
established between the story’s characters and the viewer. When an individual 
hears or reads a story about the lives of another community or time, they 
superimpose their own experiences into their imagined environment of that 
community. If they are unfamiliar with that community, their imagined characters 
and environment do not match that of the real community.28 Pictorial mediums 
such as comics avoid this complication. Thus, comics can successfully connect the 
empathy developed in their audiences for the story’s characters to real 
communities through visually recognisable links. (Chute, 2008:453; Chaney, 
2013:86). In Westbury’s case, this allows foreign audiences to empathise with the 
community outside of the comic and generate a platform for Westbury’s heritage 
to be positively discussed, thus increasing the community’s pride and by 
extension, self-efficacy.   
Imagery can do this because it uses a combination of realistic, abstract, and 
symbolic imagery. Comic artists can use these visual combinations to produce 
scenarios that stimulate specific emotional responses (Maughan, 2016:31). 
Realistic representations trigger an individual viewer’s emotional associations for 
recognisable imagery. This is where comics can excel in the representation of body 
language, actions and environments; as viewers can empathise with depicted 
communities based on this recognition (mediamouse, 2011). Abstract imagery 
such as stylisations and abstract expressionism reveals more sub-conscious 
thoughts though. How a character or their environment is visually manipulated 
away from its realistic representation causes viewers to automatically asses and 
react to depicted scenarios (McCloud, 1993:121; Walker Art Center, 2009). Of all 
 
28 Whilst many audiences enjoy the imaginative experience of co-authoring their experience of an author’s 
fictional environment, this serves little functionality when telling non-fiction narratives.  
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the emotionally manipulative abilities, symbolism is the most significant. By using 
metaphor and visual referencing to alternative visual messages, a multi-layered 
message can be produced to create startling alternative messages within a single 
image. This makes use of both realistic and abstract imagery, however, instead of 
referencing recognisable things, it references recognisable ideas. These can 
trigger separate emotional responses within an individual. Like abstract imagery, 
symbolism can also create specific emotional moods (Frascara, 2004:69; Walker 
Art Center, 2009). The images of comics are therefore an incredible arsenal which 
can be used not just to represent marginalised communities, but also to represent 
them in a manner which inspires more emotional and empathetic associations than 
just a story can provide (Thompson and Laubscher, 2006:826).   
The accessibility of comics also makes them uniquely political because they can 
potentially reach vast audiences (Worcester, 2017:619). However, their medium 
can also be more convincing than dialogue. Purely verbal dialogue states an 
opinion that can be disagreed with; however, it is harder to dismiss imagery. Many 
audiences are more likely to disagree with what someone says or writes, because 
of how easily one can lie in dialogue. However, because visuals are often 
assumedly based off of real imagery, and take longer to produce than words, they 
are more likely to be believed29(Schack, 2014:113; Harvey, 2015:539). When this 
is applied to non-fiction comics, it can educate large numbers of people about past 
or recent events. 
Given that comics can be particularly good at layering substantial amounts of 
information into a relatively small amount of media for an affordable price, and in 
a format that is easier to interpret when compared to strictly textual and or visual 
media, they are becoming popular in education. The medium’s advantages appear 
to be particularly beneficial when used for historical and cultural education, and in 
teaching visual and textual literacy (Kan, 2010:60). The multi-layered 
interpretations prevalent in comics enable struggling learners to more efficiently 
understand the basic concepts, while more advanced students can focus on the 
comic’s more subversive information30(Carter, 2007:4). This appears to be 
particularly beneficial for learners who face language barriers or have 
 
29 Especially in the case of photographs (Schack, 2014:113). 
30 Teachers just need to be aware about what those subversive messages are, as certain comics have 
subversive content that is inappropriate for younger learners (Kan, 2010:80). 
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underdeveloped literacy skills. This has been found to improve the confidence of 
otherwise struggling learners and offers an avenue for them to engage with 
educational media, which they might otherwise have ignored (Christensen, 
2006:228; Carter, 2007:34). I would also like to add that although this has been 
observed in school children, it could potentially be observed in adults who might 
be interested in expanding their knowledge but, for whatever reasons, lack the 
confidence or level of education to interpret academic literature.   
Another and overarching advantage behind the inclusion of comics in education is 
the fact that the medium is enjoyable. Its use of story-telling and visual imagery 
allows it to be more engaging when compared to purely textual education material 
(Maughan, 2016:28). If the teaching material’s goal is to impart specific cultural 
or historical information, it is counterproductive to use less engaging material. By 
using comics, learners are more likely to be interested in and thus remember the 
material discussed (Thomas, 2011:189; Carano and Clabough, 2016:14; The 
Power of Storytelling: The Annual International Conference, Bucharest, 2018). On 
a more socially note, historical comics have also been shown to establish higher 
levels of empathy from high school students for human rights abuse victims. 
Learners are more likely to understand what different communities have 
experienced if they are simultaneously told a personal story about it and see a 
representation of it (Carano and Clabough, 2016:17). This reinforces the concept 
that comics have a joint education and entertainment-based role in the 
development of social awareness. As comics are becoming increasingly popular, 
they are particularly well suited for education, and as a tool to instigate positive 
social and historical awareness (Carter, 2007:1). 
 
3.7 Conclusion 
Producing a comic about Florrie Daniels, one of Westbury’s most significant and 
positive role models, and using it to cover a particularly difficult period in the 
community’s history has the potential to grow the community’s pride, and by 
extension their self-efficacy. It achieves this by suggesting a reversal of the area’s 
historical marginalisation, which resulted in a disproportionately negative 
representation of the community and disregard for many of its accomplishments. 
Through the medium’s physical and intellectual accessibility, the narrative can 
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potentially reach a broad and diverse audience both within and outside of 
Westbury. This is possible because comics can provide multiple connotative and 
denotative messages through their symbiosis of sequential images and supporting 
text. The resulting narrative can be reproduced across numerous forms of media, 
where it can remind the local community of their positive achievements and 
establish broader empathy for that community through visual storytelling. It can 
also create positive awareness of a given community from society through the 
potential of visual storytelling to establish interest and empathy.  
However, such a task cannot be achieved without prioritising the knowledge and 
opinions of multiple community knowledge holders. For the narrative and message 
to accurately represent a community’s interests, members of that community 
need to be involved in the co-authoring of the study. If this does not take place, 
the artist’s unavoidable ignorance and bias – as an outsider – threaten to distort 
the narrative. It then no longer represents the community’s interests, ultimately 
undermining the artist’s attempt to improve their self-efficacy.  
By creating a locally representational comic for and about this community, the 
narrative can become both a form of entertainment and education. This has the 
potential to sustainably increases Westbury’s self-efficacy by establishing a 
popular and accessible narrative which clarifies that the community has overcome 
overwhelming challenges in the past.  Such a new and accurate narrative would 
serve the community in terms of equipping it with the confidence and self-belief 
to build a better future.  
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CHAPTER 4: NARRATIVES OF OPPRESSION AND MARGINALISATION; 
MARCH AND PALESTINE   
During the early stages of Ma Florrie, Part One’s (Bollweg, 2019) production, I 
looked for similar comics. The goal was to identify how their presumably successful 
messages had been produced and received so that I could learn from, or at least 
consider, their research methodologies. The chosen comics were John Lewis, 
Andrew Aydin, and Nate Powell’s March (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016) and Joe 
Sacco’s Palestine (Sacco, 2007). They were chosen because their non-fiction 
narratives focused on personal stories from marginalised communities who fought 
against overwhelming oppression. Although the narratives covered different 
historical contexts and had varyingly different target audiences to mine, they did 
have several contextual similarities; making these comics useful methodological 
comparisons. There was also an attempt to look for South African title. However, 
I was only able to locate such narrative towards the end of this study as they were 
not well known. It must be noted though, although these comics have some visual 
similarities to mine, they were not analysed for this reason.  
March is an autobiography of Lewis’ political activism in America’s Civil Rights 
Movement (CRM). As Lewis was working with a team of authors and based the 
narrative on his memories, March followed a different research method to Ma 
Florrie part one. However, it has a uniquely similar narrative style, target audience 
and message. March’s goal was to educate younger generations about what the 
authors saw as an increasingly marginalised history of the CRM. The comic series 
happened to be published at a time when the United States of America’s (USA) 
race-based and identity politics was resurging, making its appearance particularly 
relevant.  
Palestine is the autoethnography of Sacco’s comic artist come journalistic tours 
through Israel’s apartheid-style state of Palestine. Its similarities with my works 
centre on the fact that both Ma Florrie part one and Palestine were written about 
communities which the authors were initially unfamiliar with but were intent on 
learning about. This provided me with a wealth of narrative inquiry techniques and 
allowed me to compare how Sacco and I deal with similar scenarios. There are 
some notable differences, though. I suggest that the extent of Sacco’s lack of 
cultural familiarity with Palestinians and the extent of suffering experienced by 
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Palestinians were notably more than my experience in and exposure to Westbury. 
Sacco also made a limited attempt to empower Palestinians through his narrative, 
while increased efficacy was the central goal behind my project’s narrative. Our 
stories are also structured entirely differently. Ma Florrie part one was consciously 
constructed as a story based on the activism of Florrie Daniels. Palestine is not 
based on a story. Instead, it reads like a private journal and does not follow any 
discernible plot or narrative. Regardless of these differences, Palestine provided a 
useful comparison between similar research challenges.  
 
4.1 The context behind John Lewis, Andrew Aydin and Nate Powell’s comic March 
March (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016) follows the story of John Lewis’ 
involvement in the USA’s CRM in the 1950s and 1960s. He was a non-violent 
protester and later led aspects of the CRM’s principled dissent against their 
government. The CRM’s goal was to use non-violent protests to enforce localised 
economic sanctions and create moral awareness which pressurised their 
government to abolish all racist laws that discriminated against African-Americans 
(Lucas, 2016:2). When comparing Ma Florrie part one to March, it becomes clear 
that they follow a similar narrative structure. Both are about civil resistance 
leaders who fought against racial oppression and both attempted to represent the 
communities that they worked in. They also tell their narratives from a historical 
point of view. The difference is that March was written by its main character and 
is, thus a first-hand account of its history. This implies that its primary research 
methodology was autobiographic.  
Lewis started working on the March series in 2009 and completed it in 2016. At 
the time, he was a Democratic Party Congressman for the American state of 
Georgia and was struggling to communicate his involvement in the CRM and its 
national significance to younger generations (Hunt, 2013:1). This was problematic 
because race was becoming an increasingly politicised topic at the time. 
Furthermore, Lewis believed that a poor understanding of America’s racist history 
was dramatically polarising opinions surrounding race in that country.  He believed 
that it was necessary to remind the USA about how the CRM positively changed 
their society. To do this, he needed to make that history publicly accessible. Given 
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that many of the movement’s leaders were passing away from old age, Lewis was 
one of the last living individuals still capable of relaying this story (Prose and 
Politics, 2013; Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016:245).  
In this sense, Lewis’s motivations were like that of mine. Both he and I were 
working with marginalised histories that we felt needed to be made accessible to 
broad sections of society. We also felt that such histories needed to become more 
widely understood because ignorance of that history was beginning to cause socio-
political consequences that needed to be addressed. While the politics of 
contemporary USA and SA are very different for several reasons, both Ma Florrie 
part one and March were attempts to defuse ignorance and conflict through 
historical awareness. However, Lewis and I did start the production of our stories 
under very different circumstances.   
Lewis’s idea to tell this story in a comic format was not originally his idea. Andrew 
Aydin was Lewis’ communications director during his 2008 and 2010 re-election 
campaigns. In 2009 he motivated Lewis to consider producing his memoirs as a 
comic. Aydin had grown up reading comics and understood how they could make 
Lewis’ narrative accessible to numerous communities (Hunt, 2013:1). Aydin also 
understood that stories are capable of bridging social ignorance around 
marginalised histories. They are, according to Aydin, one of the best methods with 
which to bring about shared understanding between people from different 
backgrounds. He had personally experienced alienation for being foreign because 
he was born of an Arabic father to a single American mother. He believed that 
stories are one of the only things capable of inspiring shared understanding 
(UWTV, 2017). 
It was not hard to convince Lewis about the potential behind the comic format, as 
a comic about non-violent protest was what motivated him to initially join the 
CRM. During his college education in the American Baptist Seminary, Lewis came 
across a comic called Martin Luther King and the Montgomery story (Fellowship of 
Reconciliation, 1957).31 It had a significant impact on Lewis and taught him about 
the CRM in the USA and how the South African and Indian revolutionary leader, 
Gandhi, had influenced it through his non-violent protest actions. This comic had 
 
31 Martin Luther King and the Montgomery story (FOR 1957) was banned in apartheid South Africa because of 
its message and international impact (Prose and Politics, 2013).  
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a profound impact on Lewis’ understanding of social activism (Lewis, Aydin and 
Powell, 2013:76; Prose and Politics, 2013).   
Once Lewis agreed to the comic format Aydin found a comic artist named Nate 
Powell (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016:246). At the time, Powell was already an 
established New York best-selling comic artist before working on March. He was 
particularly interested in the project because he had grown up in the state of 
Arkansas, where much of Lewis’ protest actions had taken place. Although he was 
born many years after those protests and their eventual success, he was not 
wholly familiar with their history and wanted to learn more (Blades, 2017:3). 
Based on Lewis’ memory and Aydin’s research, Lewis and Aydin wrote the comic 
together. Powell, in turn, edited their writing for a comic format and drew the 
images. For ethical reasons, the authors stated that their main priority was 
ensuring that the comic was historically accurate. The events depicted included 
several violent conflicts over controversial opinions. Therefore, the comic could 
not contain research errors as that would have delegitimised its message (UWTV, 
2017). Given that SA’s social memory is still scarred by a history of racism and its 
contemporary consequences, this was also a central concern when producing Ma 
Florrie part one.   
March’s narrative placed the reader in the late 1940s when the USA’s African-
American population suffered under the yoke of government-endorsed 
segregation and discrimination. This segregation limited financial investment into 
African-American areas, and African-American access to public transport, 
facilities, and businesses (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2015:48). It also allowed the 
blatant intimidation of any African-American’s attempt to democratically vote 
(Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016:32). Unlike SA’s apartheid, these laws did not 
overtly limit the movement and opportunities of African-Americans on a national 
level. However, there were no national laws in place that prohibited America’s 
different states and businesses from enforcing their racial by-laws and service 
limitations. This was aggravated by a high population of white-supremacists 
prevalent in the USA’s more southern states, where many did not believe that 
African-Americans should even be recognised as full citizens (Lewis, Aydin and 
Powell, 2013:41).  
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Racial segregation in the USA was often compared to apartheid in SA, especially 
in the southern states (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016:44). Many CRM leaders 
often referred to the fact that their movement shared a common goal with African 
liberation movements in their fight against racial discrimination (Lewis, Aydin and 
Powell, 2016:135; South African History Online, 2017). However, they also 
admitted that compared to apartheid SA and other examples of colonial 
oppression, Americans were fortunate because at least they could legally obtain 
media coverage and political support. This is believed to be why relatively few 
African-Americans were desperate enough to abandon the use of non-violent 
protest (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016:133; South African History Online, 2017).  
March’s authors published the comics over three volumes; March book one in 
2013, March book two in 2015, and March book three in 2016. The 550-page 
series took nearly eight years to finish (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016:246; 
Blades, 2017:1).32 The first comic tells the story of Lewis’ childhood and how that 
set the foundations that led him to become involved in the CRM from a young age. 
The narrative focuses on the student protest actions which Lewis took part in to 
desegregate lunch counters in Nashville, Tennessee (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 
2013:83). It concludes when the state legally banned segregation at lunch 
counters in 1960. Although the narrative does mention the influence of other 
activist groups which were associated with the Civil Right Movement, it focuses on 
the student led group which Lewis was in (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2013:119).  
March book two (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2015), continues the narrative with 
Lewis’ student group’s attempt to peacefully protest for the desegregation of all 
businesses in Nashville, Tennessee. The plot changes when Lewis gets involved in 
the trans-American Freedom Rides. These included buses of pro-Civil Right 
Movement students who travelled across the southern states of the USA in order 
to test the implementation of a new national law which outlawed segregation on 
buses and at bus stops (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2015:30). The implementation 
of this law and the participation of Freedom Riders coincided with a massive 
increase in mob violence and police brutality against African-Americans and CRM 
supporters. This part of the narrative concludes with Lewis’ involvement in the 
 
32Ma Florrie will most likely be produced in a similar format upon completion.  
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famous 1963 March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom (Lewis, Aydin and 
Powell, 201:175). 
The last comic of the narrative, March book three (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016), 
covers the final wave of national protests. The historical narrative ends in 1965 
when a national law is passed, which prohibits the obstruction of anyone of voting 
age from voting (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016:240). After this was achieved, the 
CRM disbanded. They had, by this point, motivated their government to remove 
all racialised laws and put new laws in place that prohibited discrimination against 
any alternative groups of people. At this point in the narrative, Lewis was in a 
more influential leadership position, and the CRM had grown significantly. 
Therefore, there is a greater focus on macro-historical events based on the 
decisions made by influential individuals in the USA’s government. It ultimately 
concludes the shift between Lewis as an insignificant boy from rural Alabama to 
becoming one of the many influential leaders of a national movement that changed 
their nation for the better. The comic ends with a flashback to a closer point in 
history which shows Lewis’ decision to start producing the comic in 2009 (Lewis, 
Aydin and Powell, 2016:246).  
The comic’s purpose was primarily to tell America’s youth what happened during 
the CRM, and how the country’s youth led it (Hunt, 2013:1). Lewis did not just 
want the book to become an accessible and entertaining history lesson. He wanted 
to inspire America’s disempowered youth by giving them a story which explained 
how historical youths were able to positively change the nation’s laws (UWTV, 
2017).  
March communicates how the CRM instigated change by telling stories about 
ordinary people from the CRM. Much like Ma Florrie part one is not about SA’s 
better known political activists, March’s narrative avoids basing the plot around 
the Movement’s more famous leaders and supportive politicians (Cavna, 2018). 
Instead, it focuses on how Lewis, a young boy from a poor farming family, was 
able to join the movement alongside many other ordinary men and women (UWTV, 
2017). The narrative also focuses on that fact that they succeeded not because of 
the strength, charisma, or actions of their leaders. Instead, it stated repeatedly 
that their success was because thousands of ordinary people participated in 
regular protest action according to a specific and disciplined strategy which 
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exposed them to considerable personal risk (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2015:138; 
Lucas, 2016:2).  
 
4.2 Comparing the motivations behind March and Ma Florrie 
The main reason for March’s success was that it made the CRM’s history accessible 
when Americans needed to be reminded of it. It achieved this by making CRM 
leaders and their struggle visually recognisable in an emotive and identifiable 
format. It was also able to make issues such as racism visible in a cultural time 
period when many people in the USA simultaneously exaggerated or denied the 
existence and impact of racism in their society. There appeared to be a severe 
lack of understanding of what the CRM achieved, why it needed to exist, and why 
it is still relevant (UWTV, 2017). This was often due to high levels of ignorance. 
By making the legacy of racism visible in a comic, such ignorance was challenged 
by the medium’s accessibility and emotive impact.  
However, Ma Florrie part one exhibits a few significant differences when compared 
to March. Other than the occasional variations in their visual communication, their 
intended messages are slightly different. Ma Florrie part one’s goal was focused 
on legitimising the positive heritage of Westbury in order to challenge the negative 
stereotypes imposed on the area. This, by extension, applies to all Coloured and 
other marginalised communities in SA whose contribution to the positive 
establishment of democracy through popular uprisings have been sidelined for 
convenient political narratives instead of accurate historical ones. It also highlights 
how Westbury was able to historically improve housing, municipal service delivery, 
and health and safety concerns. These are still severe problems in many 
marginalised and poverty-stricken communities throughout SA today (Halim, 
2017). The difference between the narratives behind March and Ma Florrie part 
one are that even if they both focused on memorialising historical strategies for 
community led social redevelopment, March’s did not focus on a geographically 
specific community with contemporary social problems to overcome. 
Both Ma Florrie part one and March have very similar target audiences. Their only 
differences are that where March appealed to all social and ethnic classes in the 
USA, Ma Florrie part one’s primary audience was the residents in or from Westbury 
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and its secondary audience is all of SA’s other social and ethnic classes. Ma Florrie 
part one told a story about fewer people to address a broader social problem. 
With regards to the creative motivations behind March and Ma Florrie part one, 
there are some further similarities and differences that should be noted. Ma Florrie 
part one was originally started in order to inform SA’s public about an aspect of 
their unknown history in order to counter politically biased rhetoric. March was 
started in order to remind the USA’s public about a significant yet increasingly 
forgotten aspect of their history. These are once again similar yet not identical 
motivations. However, there was something said by March’s authors that stuck 
with me. They explained that if someone privileged with artistic skill and education 
is concerned about social conflict, it is their responsibility to produce creative 
works about it. These creative productions can be used to generate awareness 
and conversations, which lead to positive solutions (Blades, 2017:4).   
 
4.3 The context behind Joe Sacco’s comic Palestine 
Palestine (Sacco, 2007) is an auto-ethnographic comic based on Joe Sacco’s 
journalistic journey through Israel and Israeli-occupied Palestine between 1991 
and 1992. Its nine chapters were initially published as separate comics between 
1993 and 2001 before being compiled into a single 285-page long graphic novel 
(Sacco, 2007: ix). It was initially an obscure comic lying outside any recognised 
genre. However, it is this originality which eventually led to a delayed success 
(Schack, 2014:110). 
Ma Florrie part one (Bollweg, 2019) had more in common with Palestine’s content 
and research methodology than it did with March (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016). 
There is also more published information available on Sacco and Palestine than 
March. This is understandable as the comic was written several years earlier. 
Furthermore, the geopolitical narrative of apartheid in SA has, I believe, more in 
common with the Israel/Palestine condition than SA and had with the American 
CRM. That said, the stories and narrative structure of Ma Florrie part one and 
Palestine could not be more different. 
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Palestine was initially produced as a curious tourist’s travel blog in an undesirable 
tourist destination (mediamouse, 2011). Its macabre theme is probably due to 
being written with that in mind. To be clear, Palestine does not depict Palestine as 
a desirable tourist destination. Instead, it is a rather bizarre commentary on the 
excessive violence which defines the Israel-Palestine conflict.  
Sacco also decided to focus on the average Palestinian’s perspective regarding the 
conflict. He felt that it had been poorly reported in Western news media because 
he had only ever seen the Israeli perspective explained pre-1991. As a result, 
Palestinian narratives of the conflict were marginalised and made insignificant. 
This has further resulted in a global ignorance about the conflict which has 
significantly restricted the amount of international pressure and interest required 
to force a real peace in the region (Sacco, 2007: viii; Brister, 2014:105).  
The other original aspect of this narrative was Sacco’s choice to make it an auto-
ethnography. Sacco admitted that he only did this because he was familiar with 
the format. Its unexpected advantage was that the narrative was perceived as 
undeniably honest. Sacco broke away from traditional journalism by avoiding 
objectivity. He believes that objectivity is impossible and instead prefers to state 
his own biases and those of his interviewees. By making his own thoughts central 
to the narrative, he could not remove his emotions and opinions from its content. 
This also included many of his insecurities and thoughts about events that had 
changed his own perspective. The result is a point of view that makes its position 
clear. This disarms a reviewer's pre-determined mistrust of journalists out of the 
fear that they are only explaining a limited perspective of the truth and presenting 
it as the whole truth. Sacco removes any grand illusions that a journalist can 
portray the most exact truth and replaces it with a collection of perspectives which 
requires the readers to reach their own opinions (mediamouse, 2011).  
Sacco’s next original choice for the narrative was his decision to make a comic. 
This was initially mocked because no one had ever made a serious and successful 
comic about Palestine’s geopolitics before (Barker, 2012:66). The reason why he 
wanted to make a comic was that it provided him with a chance to produce a 
visual narrative that gave the people of Palestine a face. Sacco explained that 
when non-Israelis were harmed in the conflict, they were often only represented 
as statistics. This made it difficult to empathise with them because most people 
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removed from conflict cannot imagine what it is like to be politically oppressed, to 
see loved ones shot in protests, or to have their homes methodically demolished. 
By giving them images and faces alongside intimate and emotional stories about 
everyday life, Sacco hoped that international viewers might develop a sense of 
empathy for the Palestinians (Sacco, 2007:8; Walker Art Center, 2009).  
In order to produce Palestine, Sacco travelled through Israel and Israeli-occupied 
Palestine between November of 1991 and January of 1992 (Brister, 2014:104). 
His research method was based on his experience as a journalist. Through his 
media contacts in the region, he was able to find and approach individuals who 
were willing to tell him personal stories about the conflict (Sacco, 2007:4). If he 
was lucky, they led him to other individuals who had more stories. Those who 
were able to lead him to more stories were what Sacco called ‘fixers.’ For Sacco’s 
sake, they only needed to speak discernible English and take him to relevant 
knowledge holders, events, and spaces. These fixers were the only way for Sacco 
to navigate his incredible naivety around local politics, cultures, and language 
barriers (Sacco, 2007:xiii). This style of narrative inquiry, although disorganised, 
provided him with a series of unexpected and spontaneous interviews (Sacco, 
2007:59). Sacco was aware though, that no matter how useful a fixer is they 
always have an agenda and will direct you to stories and perspectives which they 
view as more important (Walker Art Center, 2009; Worden, 2015:231). 
Although I was not influenced by Sacco’s method of research, as I only became 
familiar with his work after my initial interviews, I will admit that I followed a 
similar research method. The only differences were that Sacco did not work 
through an archive, and was arguably far more ignorant about the region’s culture 
and history compared to my knowledge of apartheid-era Johannesburg. This last 
point is because I at least grew up and live in the same city as Westbury.  
Sacco’s ignorance did prove to be a benefit in some circumstances, though. As he 
was a foreigner, Sacco was fortunate enough to be viewed as relatively neutral. I 
experienced this to a limited degree when interviewing Westbury’s community 
knowledge holders. Sacco is a Maltese born, American man who was living in 
Berlin, Germany at the time. This made him a peculiar minority which disarmed 
much of the bias that might have been held against him by his interviewees. If he 
had a closer heritage to Eurocentric or American Jews, or to Arabs, this would not 
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have been the case. Therefore, there was a limited amount of predetermined 
judgment of him by his interviewees based on which side of the conflict they might 
have expected him to support. Instead, they were eager to tell him their stories 
and convince him to support their perspective. This diversity of opinions enriched 
Sacco’s narrative (Sacco, 2007:29). 
As Sacco was collecting Palestinian perspectives of the conflict, he was often 
openly welcomed and assisted (Sacco, 2007:176). However, not all his receptions 
were that positive. There were a few occasions outlined in Palestine where Sacco 
was often told that his project, whilst appreciated, was a waste of time. This was 
since many Palestinians had been talking to journalists since the conflict produced 
its first Arabic refugees in 1948, and their situation had still not improved (Sacco, 
2007:242). I also feel that the apparent lack of direct relevance Sacco’s work had 
for Palestinians undermines its overall impact. Even if the comic appears to have 
successfully appealed to international audiences, it failed to empower Palestinians.  
These mixed feelings of appreciation were only encountered once when conducting 
interviews for Ma Florrie part one. The interviewee in particular interrogated me 
on what the community would receive from my research. Fortunately, my work 
revolved around the interests of Westbury’s community knowledge holders, so this 
did not unsettle me. My friendship with Mudney Halim and the interviewee’s 
knowledge of his activism in and around the area also enabled the interview to 
continue.33 Such a mindset is understandable in oppressed and marginalised 
communities, and it is as a result of external researchers and journalists 
completing projects that do not have the impact desired by a given community. It 
is challenging to convince such an individual in a single interview that one’s project 
can make any positive impact. This is because they do not believe anything will 
change if other people know about the struggles of a stranger. I discovered that 
the only way to change such mentalities is to actively involve oneself in the 
community over an extended period, not driven exclusively by the research behind 
a single project. This allows the community to learn that your intentions are 
neither selfish nor ignorant and that you genuinely want to understand their 
narratives, heritage and the challenges they face. It also allows individual 
 
33 In recompense, this highlighted the importance behind local community leadership for efficient and 
sustainable development.   
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community members to work with you, as opposed to fearing your potential 
representation of them based on a shorter and less engaged encounter. As an 
additional benefit, this allows the researcher to represent the community’s 
concerns more accurately.  
Other than Sacco’s interviews, he also initially investigated a large amount of 
secondary and historical research. He often referred to this throughout Palestine 
in order to give contextual information that contributed to the significance of his 
documented interviews and narrative. Sacco’s secondary and historical research 
is what initially motivated him to visit Palestine for himself. Without this 
background information, Sacco would have limited his capacity to contextualise 
what he learnt during his interviews (Sacco, 2007:30).  
In order to record the information he came across during his travels, Sacco took 
numerous photographs and kept a diary which detailed visual information (Sacco, 
2007:x). This was done in order to gather as much visual and contextual content 
as possible to create a more detailed comic (Walker Art Center, 2009). There were 
several circumstances in which Sacco took socially invasive photographs, which I 
personally would not have been to take in Westbury. Sacco was able to do this 
because as a journalist he was perceived as someone who was both recoding 
contemporary events and the stories that led up to those events. Therefore, the 
community encouraged him to take photographs to show the world what was 
happening to them. Since my narrative inquiry into Westbury was focused on 
events which had taken place decades beforehand it would have been an 
unnecessary invasion of privacy to photograph people. However, I had access to 
old photos form Florrie Daniels’ archive instead. After Sacco returned from 
Palestine, he compiled his notes and photographs into a narrative and proceeded 
to draw the comics over several years (Walker Art Center, 2009).  
The largest similarity between Palestine and Ma Florrie part one lies in their 
historical context. The history and power structures of occupied Palestine and 
apartheid SA are eerily similar. The first thing that needs to be clarified for this 
comparison is what apartheid means. There are two common interpretations of 
this word. There is the political and emotional interpretation that translates as the 
inhumane control and oppression of one population group by another more 
powerful population group. This happens when a nation’s most powerful 
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population group exploits and limits the freedoms of a weaker population group 
and justifies it based on differences between the population groups that the 
dominant one views as important (Cornford, 1991; Xinhua Online Dictionary, 
2018). Then there is the more specific and historical interpretation that translates 
as the 1948-1994 hierarchical control and oppression of different population 
groups as stipulated by the sociological philosophies followed by SA’s Nationalist 
Party (NP) (Quigley, 1991:222; ESCWA, 2017:12). It is this later South African 
definition that the name apartheid, or as it translates in Afrikaans to separateness, 
originated from. The South African version separated groups of people based on 
physical features such as skin colour and exploited them for cheap and politically 
weak industrial labour. This was justified by their beliefs in North-Western 
European, or white, racial superiority (Quigley, 1991:222; ESCWA, 2017:12).  
Zionist34 Israel can only compare to apartheid SA according to the political and 
emotional definition of apartheid. Israel is not a racist state and does not 
economically benefit from cheap and politically weak labour (Quigley, 1991:221; 
ESCWA, 2017:49). However, it arguably is more oppressive than SA was 
(Qafisheh, 2012:4; ESCWA, 2017:13). 
The main difference between Zionist Israel and apartheid SA is that Israel was 
divided along ethnic-nationalist and religious lines instead of racial ones 
(Greenstein, 2019:13). Israel describes itself as a Jewish state, and thus only 
gives full political rights and citizenship to Jews (Quigley, 1991:227; Sacco, 
2007:12; ESCWA, 2017:30). This has resulted in the marginalisation of ethnically 
Arabic Palestinians who historically lived in Israel’s contemporary territory.  
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict started during the Israeli War of Independence, 
which saw Palestinian families being forcibly evicted from Israel. This was done in 
retaliation to the Arab coalition invasion that started this war and threatened to 
wipe out Israel’s attempt to establish a Jewish state in the region. This was further 
aggravated after the 1967 Six-Day War, which saw Israel’s pre-emptive invasions 
of Syria, Jordan, and the then United Arab Republic (Egypt) in reaction to a 
 
34 Zionism is a political ideology theorised in the 1897 that stated that a Jewish state governed by and for Jews 
should be established inside the region of Palestine. This is justified by the fact that contemporary Jewish 
culture and religion originated from the region, and the belief that no other cultures should be allowed to 
freely exist there (Mark 2018, Sacco 2007:42, Westwood 1984:8). 
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growing military threat to Israel from those regions.  Israel captured large swaths 
of Arab territory in this war. However, much of that territory was filled with 
unfortunate and unwanted civilians, many of whom were still refugees from the 
1948 war. These wars were initially caused by the anti-Israeli warmongering 
rhetoric used by totalitarian Arab nationalists to control their populations. Israel 
used this as reason enough to justify their own territorial ambitions under the 
facade of self-defence (Sacco, 2007).  
The post-1967 captured territory is now often referred to as Palestine and has 
regularly been compared to apartheid SA’s illegal military occupation of Namibia 
between 1945 and 1989 (Qafisheh, 2012:4; ESCWA, 2017:31). Numerous other 
violent clashes of varying extremes between Israeli and Arab interests have only 
aggravated the mistrust and fear between Israelis and Palestinians. This is ironic 
when considering that the Palestinian people have only played minor roles in the 
region’s contemporary wars (Westwood, 1984:152). The main combatants have 
been European colonial powers, Cold War superpowers, Arab nationalist dictators, 
and religious fundamentalists; all of whom regularly change allegiances 
(Westwood, 1984:8; Quigley, 1991:224; Sacco, 2007).   
Considering the origins of this conflict, SA and Israel are not similar at all. 
However, the apartheid styled oppression between these two states is 
comparable. The most visible similarities are the forced removals and the limited 
freedom of movement inflicted on both apartheid SA’s and Israel’s subjugated 
populations (Sacco, 2007; Qafisheh, 2012:8; ESCWA, 2017:49). The reasons for 
these actions might have been different, but they have had the same results as 
SA’s Group Areas Act, which destroyed livelihoods by limiting access to places of 
employment and economic opportunity. Much like the apartheid SA’s Eurocentric 
population, Israeli Jews also live in economically more advantageous spaces. This 
phenomenon expresses itself in both rural and urban settings. Palestinians are not 
allowed to enter or live near Jewish urban centres, and Israeli Jews are encouraged 
to establish settlements in Palestine’s fertile agricultural regions. As a result, 
Palestinians often have their homes and livelihoods torn down and are subjected 
to squalid poverty with little to no state support (Sacco, 2007; ESCWA, 2017:32; 
Greenstein, 2019:10).  
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The more subversive similarities are the comparisons between Palestinian and 
apartheid SA’s black political rights. Israel is technically a democracy. However, it 
has several systems in place that prevent Palestinian representation. Since 1958, 
no political party may run for elections if it opposes Zionism or any existing policy 
that directly benefits the prosperity of Jews in Israel. This combined with Israel’s 
Right of the Return policy, which allows anyone of Jewish ancestry to gain full 
citizenship, and the repeated evictions of Palestinians from their homes means 
that Palestinians are now a minority with even less political influence (Quigley, 
1991:221; ESCWA, 2017:39). In this sense, the Palestinian political problem 
resembles the dilemma faced by Coloured and Indian minorities in apartheid SA 
during the final decade of apartheid. As mentioned in Chapter Two: The origins of 
Westbury and its problems, Coloureds and Indians could vote in SA after the 1981 
Tricameral parliament was established. However, any political party which directly 
opposed apartheid was banned until 1990 (Seekings, 2000:2). Thus, both 
‘apartheid’ states only gave unwanted minority populations a facade of 
democracy. 
It is also not purely a South African technique to give one oppressed minority 
more power over other oppressed groups, as was the case between Coloureds and 
Indians over Bantus. Israel has divided its Palestinian populations based on which 
part of Israel’s territory they live in. This prevents political alliances by 
encouraging jealousy between different oppressed populations (Sacco, 2007:197; 
ESCWA, 2017:38). SA is still suffering from similar jealousies twenty-five years 
after the fall of their apartheid. Israel’s Shin Bet and SA’s Special Branch also 
actively disrupted the ability for individual political and civil resistance groups to 
organise themselves with bribes, manipulation, arrests, and in extreme cases, 
assassinations (Quigley, 1991:240; Sacco, 2007; Westbury community 
knowledge holders, 2018).35    
As one might assume the political inequality of apartheid-like states tends to result 
in uncooperative oppressed populations. This resulted in thousands of people 
being arrested in both apartheid SA and Israel. So much so that during Sacco’s 
travels through Palestine, he was hard-pressed to find men who had not been 
arrested as political prisoners at some point in their lives. In order to control these 
 
35 Neither of these police branches shied away from torture and espionage.  
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frustrated populations, both states needed to place their residential areas under 
military occupation. This resulted in the deaths of numerous unarmed civilians in 
both states (Sacco, 2007; Qafisheh:10, 2012; ESCWA, 2017:38). In SA, the 
combination of these circumstances and incidents made the peaceful dismantling 
of the apartheid system extremely difficult due to its legacy of trauma (Potgieter, 
2017:25). This same trauma has, in turn, made Israel’s peace negotiations almost 
impossible (Sacco, 2007:278; Greenstein, 2019:18). 
Other than the fact that apartheid SA’s and Israel’s styles of oppression were 
similar, these states were closely linked. There is evidence to suggest they shared 
policy-making strategies, and economic and military recourses (Qafisheh, 
2012:4).36 However, SA’s apartheid ended, and Israel’s version of it has not 
(ESCWA, 2017:53). There are two reasons for this. Firstly, Israel still enjoys a 
level of diplomatic immunity in the eyes of the world. During the Cold War between 
the USA and United Sovereign Soviet Republics (USSR), SA and Israel enjoyed 
the USA’s diplomatic support considering their military support against the USSR. 
The Soviet Union’s gradual downfall along with their support for armed communist 
uprisings saw American diplomatic support wane in the 1980s and end in 1989 
following the USSR’s collapse. Following the USSR’s collapse, SA could no longer 
justify the threat of Soviet support for armed military revolutions in South or 
southern Africa. Those democratic nations who initially felt threatened by the 
USSR ostracised apartheid SA after it was no longer a necessary military ally 
(Sacco, 2007; Qafisheh, 2012:3; Greenstein, 2019:15). Israel, however, still 
enjoys American support because of the USA’s continued military co-operation 
and joint interests in the Middle East. This is happening regardless of the United 
Nations (UN) declaring all forms of apartheid, including Israel’s, a crime against 
humanity (ESCWA, 2017:52). They also have been far shrewder than apartheid 
SA was by defending their actions as survival necessities in the face of hostile 
nationalists and dictators. As a Jewish state, they also enjoy international 
sympathy gathered over literally thousands of years of anti-Semitic oppression, 
including several genocides (Sacco, 2007; Qafisheh, 2012:5). In return, Israel’s 
government has not yet received the same level of international pressure and 
sanctions as apartheid SA did (Qafisheh, 2012:3).  
 
36 Ironically, both political regimes were also founded in May 1948. 
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The second and foremost reason for why Israel is still an apartheid state is that it 
has not yet become necessary for the Jewish population to end it. Apartheid SA 
was starting to face severe economic consequences resulting from its policies. Its 
disgruntled population had the power to deny labour in an economic environment 
that needed it, so strikes could be used with devastating effect. Their apartheid 
had also designed a system that relied upon unskilled labour in a time when skilled 
labour was becoming increasingly important. Apartheid policy had prevented the 
development of skilled labour, and as a result, millions of people were becoming 
unemployable expenses, and still are to this day. SA’s apartheid had become 
economically illogical (Greenstein, 2019:14). The final advantage was that unlike 
Israel, the majority of SA’s population was oppressed and thus was harder to 
control. Apartheid in SA was going to end with either the destruction of its state 
or the destruction its apartheid policies. Israel has not yet reached that precipice 
(Qafisheh, 2012:17; ESCWA, 2017:53; Greenstein, 2019:17).  
When comparing the forms of apartheid, we observe in Sacco’s Palestine and my 
Ma Florrie part one, these should be viewed as stories made at separate points in 
their own historical narratives. Palestine is a story about a marginalised 
community struggling with the realities of an apartheid-style system, whilst Ma 
Florrie part one is about the overcoming of apartheid by a similarly marginalised 
community. Palestine was made to bring awareness to the trauma of Israel’s form 
of apartheid. Ma Florrie is being made to address Westbury’s marginalised heritage 
of struggle against SA’s apartheid.  
 
4.4 Comparing Palestine’s and Ma Florrie’s motivations 
Palestine was able to successfully depict a controversial political conflict in a 
manner that created a sense of empathy and understanding for Palestinians. This 
is due to the narrative being a compilation of images. The problem with creating 
a narrative based entirely on text or dialogue is that regardless of its accuracy, it 
can still be discredited as an arguably biased opinion. In contrast, images do not 
overtly tell a viewer anything. Instead, the viewer must make up their own mind 
about the circumstances presented in front of them. It becomes harder to deny 
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their own interpretations of a scene, as opposed to that of someone whom they 
fundamentally disagree with (Schack, 2014:113; Worcester, 2017:697). 
Sacco used this to convey two key messages in the comic. The first message 
shows that there are multiple perspectives to the conflict on both a literal and 
literary level. The literal perspectives in Palestine depict narratives told from 
multiple points of view along both sides of the conflict. Literarily it attempts to 
show not just the actions of different people but also their thought processes. It 
depicts how Sacco’s own thoughts change based on the dialogues he has with the 
comic’s numerous interviewed characters. Palestine explains that the entire 
conflict is based on controversial and contradictory opinions resulting from 
numerous incidents which either harmed or threatened both sides enough to 
justify retaliation (Brister, 2014:107).  
The second message was to depict how much the conflict has emotionally torn 
from the lives of ordinary people. It depicts the ethical side effects of political and 
military actions that were made for seemingly the right reasons, regardless of the 
catastrophic subjugation of those caught up on the losing side. In the 
communication of this second message, some aspects of the first message are 
sacrificed. Sacco purposely chose to focus on the often-marginalised Palestinian 
perspective because he believed that the Israeli perspective was already 
overstated (Barker, 2012:65; Worcester, 2017:697). 
That Sacco’s format was in a comic book also benefitted how the narrative was 
perceived. There are other methods with which to communicate narratives with 
images. The difference with full-length comics though is that they are not 
stereotypically perceived as being overtly political, or when they are, they are 
satirical. Film media, photography, and fine art are some of the traditionally 
image-based mediums associated with weighty political topics. Those visual 
avenues are, at times, oversaturated with political messages. Comics, on the other 
hand, are often associated with light-hearted narratives which stereotypically only 
ever subversively refer to political conflicts. Sacco employed the medium to 
overtly tell the story of a political calamity and subversively included numerous 
perspectives about the politics (Sacco, 2007:iii; Schack, 2014:113).  
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Comics also have a second contextual advantage that implies that even if the 
medium is highly accessible, it is not currently a popularised mainstream medium. 
Thus, it is not criticised as harshly when compared to published videos, for 
example. Therefore, comic narratives are not as negatively judged for 
commenting on controversial matters (Sacco, 2007:iii).  
There is one influential aspect about Palestine that is decidedly different when 
compared to Ma Florrie part one but still must be mentioned. That is the decision 
to make the narrative an autobiography. There was a point in the early stages of 
Ma Florrie part one’s storyboarding process when I considered including my 
research process in the narrative, but I decided against this. Ma Florrie part one 
is primarily told to increase the self-efficacy of Westbury’s community. I believe it 
would not have benefited the narrative to physically include and depict my 
attempted contribution to the community’s self-improvement. To expand on the 
above, I do not believe that I could have produced a narrative about Westbury 
that included myself as a character without losing the comic’s conceptual goal. Ma 
Florrie part one was fundamentally about creating awareness for the community 
of Westbury and the broader society of SA to inspire communal pride that 
encourages self-upliftment.  
Palestine also has a different goal and target audience. Unlike Ma Florrie part one, 
Palestine was not made for Palestinians. It was made for Western viewers in order 
to provide an alternative narrative to the better documented yet biased Israeli 
perspective of the Israel-Palestine conflict. The comic’s optimistic hope was that 
it would influence the awareness of and support for future policies which positively 
affect Palestinian civilians (Worden, 2015:137). Palestinians, on the other hand, 
do not need to learn about what they experience every day. If anything, the only 
direct benefit it gives them is an acknowledgement of their suffering. It is therefore 
not narcissistic of Sacco to have included himself as a character in Palestine 
because its purpose is to explain what he learnt whilst in Palestine and Israel.  
Central to the narrative of Palestine is the author’s depiction of himself. Sacco 
depicts himself as a self-seeking journalist with a wanderlust for human misery 
(Sacco, 2007:27). His depicted mission is convoluted; being simultaneously about 
defending the marginalised and oppressed Palestinians against oppressive policies 
and his desire to become a well-respected journalist (Sacco, 2007:58). 
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Throughout the narrative, Sacco makes it clear that he is not proud of his 
inconsistent moral stance for being there. He does not even fully commit to being 
an adventurous wartime journalist either, and flees very violently escalating 
moments he stumbles into (Sacco, 2007:121). Furthermore, there is no attempt 
from his side to be a hero. This depiction of his inconsistency between self-criticism 
and heroic ambitions is admirable for its honesty but is trivial when surrounded 
by genuine human suffering. It is useful for trying to demonstrate the fallacies in 
objectivity but comes across as unknowingly disconnected from the need to 
elevate Palestinian concerns. It seems to me that producing the narrative left 
Sacco particularly despondent about Palestine’s ability to improve. Perhaps he 
found it easier to limit how much he believed his story could improve it, lest he 
inevitably failed. Ultimately, Sacco’s only consistent goal was to personally 
understand what is happening in the Israel-Palestine conflict, irrespective of any 
moralistic intentions (Barker, 2012:68; Worden, 2015:234).37  
After Palestine grew in popularity, Sacco was often invited to speak at international 
peace talks and conferences due to Palestine’s impact as an artwork. Whether 
Palestine has ever directly improved the lives of Palestinians cannot be known. 
However, it did change what many foreigners think about the conflict. This might 
have an indirect positive effect on Palestine, but it did not empower them as their 
contributions to the narrative are too removed. The comic initially sold poorly for 
many years before winning the American Book Award in 2003 (Barker, 2012:58). 
Admittedly, the series was only completed in 2001, but the reason it sold poorly 
was that there is a problem with its narrative.  
Palestine is a difficult comic to read. It follows the random wanderings of Sacco 
through a miserable setting. Sacco is the only significant character and the only 
individual demonstrating any real character development. And finally, the 
narrative’s premature ending sees Sacco’s journey cut short when his bus driver 
turns around to avoid stone-throwing youth. While this is a perfect ending for the 
comic, it is an anti-climactic story (Sacco, 2007:285). There is no change, plans, 
or hope for the Palestinian struggle other than an incurably miserable grinding 
away at their humanity. This might reflect the honesty in his process of narrative 
 
37 There is enough content and thoughts about how Sacco depicts himself in Palestine (Sacco 2007) to constitute 
an entire chapter. However, as this was not applied to Ma Florrie part one (Bollweg, 2019) process, it shall not 
be discussed.  
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inquiry, but it is also a miserable story (Barker, 2012:67). Because of this misery, 
I do not want Ma Florrie part one’s story to be comparable to Palestine.  
However, Palestine’s message is a success. Sacco admits that drawing Palestine 
was traumatic and took longer to produce than expected, not just because his 
drawings style is very detailed, but because he was not enthusiastic about working 
on the painfully sad imagery and story. At the end of the day, Palestine has made 
hearts and minds aware of the human suffering in the absurd and callously political 
Israel-Palestine conflict (Schack, 2014:111). It changed my opinions, and even if 
the narrative is not exciting, the personal stories it communicates can be very 
emotional. However, Ma Florrie ultimately has a very different message to that of 
Palestine. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
Both March (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016) and Palestine provided an interesting 
comparison for Ma Florrie part one’s research method and narrative. It was 
reassuring to see how similar some of their goals and research methods were to 
that of mine. Given that these are award-winning comics with a large international 
following, this was both encouraging and inspired me to push the quality of my 
work. This was particularly useful as Ma Florrie part one is the first publishable 
comic I have produced. Coming from a fine arts background, I was unfamiliar with 
what is required to produce a historically accurate comic narrative based on a 
marginalised community. It was also rewarding to see that projects with similar 
elements and goals to mine managed to motivate a broader social impact. If 
anything, these comics demonstrate that the medium has already played 
significant roles in accessorising the history of marginalised communities.   
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CHAPTER 5: MAKING A COMIC ABOUT FLORRIE DANIELS 
5.1 Initial research complications 
I started working on this dissertation with only a vague idea. My goal from the 
beginning was to make a visually appealing and educational narrative about 
Johannesburg’s history. I have a personal belief that many contemporary 
politicised conflicts are as a result of insufficient or biased historical knowledge. 
Johannesburg, the city I grew up in, contains numerous narratives of conflict, 
struggle, oppression, revolution, retribution and reconciliation. Not only has this 
significantly complicated the political climate inherited by all South Africans, but 
it also makes for good stories.  
This begs the question: if my interests lie in telling historical narratives that disarm 
negative political confrontation, why am I doing a master’s in Fine Art? The reason 
for this is that I believe art is the one the best and subtlest methods to change 
minds and start conversations. After all, most people enjoy experiencing art as a 
form of entertainment, and relatively fewer people enjoy learning history unless 
they want to know a specific piece of information. People do not usually enjoy 
getting lost in delicately cured letters as the role over an academic article’s 
exquisitely textured paper, reciting the sweet soliloquies that detail a researcher’s 
adventure through newly compiled theories. No, those types of article’s appeal lie 
in their information, and if it is not intellectually stimulating its reader faces the 
potential of getting distracted by some form of arts-based entertainment. I wanted 
to produce art that contained interesting historical information for those who 
wished to see it. However, I wanted it to remain aesthetic and enjoyable even if 
none of its content was appreciated.  
Considering this, I decided that such a story needed to be produced in a comic 
format. This was founded on the idea that comics could reach a larger and more 
diverse audience. The next step was to select a narrative that addressed my 
primary concern: to communicate a lesser or unknown history, to lessen societal 
conflict by distributing perspectives that might aid in dismantling negative 
stereotypes.   
In 2017, I was introduced to the now late Mudney Halim. He told me about 
Westbury’s history, and how a local grandmother by the name of Florrie Daniels 
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had contributed to the area’s dramatic infrastructural and political transformation. 
He also explained that this narrative was mostly unknown outside of Westbury 
and was at risk of being forgotten by the area’s younger generations. Halim also 
explained that members of the community suffered from a low self-efficacy. This 
was due to the area’s negative news coverage and a lack of societal awareness 
about its substantial contribution to anti-apartheid resistance in the region. Halim 
and I agreed that one of the best ways to develop Westbury’s self-efficacy and 
lessen society’s subtle discrimination of the area was to tell and widely distribute 
its positive story. This would allow the community to develop a sense of pride for 
past accomplishments, and hopefully motivate it to pursue the same level of 
positive change accomplished historically. This would not only empower the 
community to self-improve but perhaps also offer an antidote to a brewing political 
dispute over the position and identity of Coloureds in South Africa (SA).  
Around roughly the same time, I was also able to join an undergraduate class tour 
of Westbury. It was here that I was shown Florrie Daniels’ privately collected 
archive. I would return to this archive a few months later. A brief conversation 
with several women who knew Florrie Daniels only reinforced my belief that her 
story needed to be told. I also learnt that they were personally distraught by a 
previous attempt to create social awareness about Westbury by focusing on the 
community’s crime and poverty. They explained that what they needed was a 
story about Westbury’s positive achievements. It was then that I realised if I was 
to produce a narrative about Westbury, it had to be determined by the community. 
If this did not dictate the direction of my study, I faced the potential of not just 
producing useless material but also misrepresenting the community’s concerns. 
At this junction, I decided that my historical comic would centre on the activities 
and lifework of Westbury’s late anti-apartheid activist and community leader, 
Florrie Daniels.  
After having decided on a suitable narrative, I became thoroughly committed to 
the project. It appeared to be an exciting story and allowed me to compile newly 
recorded historical information. However, there was a problem. It turns out, and 
this should have been obvious to me, that producing a comic about a marginalised 
and previously minimally recorded history means that there was very little publicly 
accessible information about it.  
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I was able to prove this when conducting a preliminary search into Westbury and 
Florrie Daniels’ history. Internet searches at the time revealed that almost all of 
Westbury’s online presence was about drug and gang-related crimes. There was 
no useful information in the Johannesburg City Library, Museum Africa, Apartheid 
Museum, or the University of Johannesburg Special Collections Archive. I was also 
unable to find any academic articles on the topic.38 The Wits William Cullen library 
provided one useful report by Roddy Payne from 1987, and the Johannesburg 
Heritage Foundation provided me with a contact for Florrie Daniels’ daughter, 
Sharon Daniels, and an archived email conversation that loosely referenced 
Westbury’s 1985 violent protests. Admittedly, my initial ignorance of Westbury’s 
heritage and Florrie Daniels’ activities limited my ability to search for peripheral 
information. This does not change the fact that there was a severely limited 
amount of publicly accessible information on Westbury’s positive heritage.  
It became clear that the only way to gather my chosen story’s narrative was 
through Florrie Daniels’ privately collected archive, and through interviews with 
community knowledge holders. This led me to adopt narrative inquiry as my 
dominant research method. Therefore, I would assemble the comic’s story and 
the study’s content over an investigative journey through numerous collected 
narratives. I would only be able to construct a comprehensive story once I had 
acquired a sufficient number of narratives to personally understand the area’s 
history. This research method allowed me to be flexible and responsive to new 
information, even if such information sometimes derailed my preconceived 
interpretations and intentions.  
 
5.2 Working through Florrie Daniels’ Community Archive 
Through Sharon Daniels, I was directed to Venetia Sithole, Florrie Daniels’ 
granddaughter and owner of the house where the archive was stored. Fortunately, 
Sithole and her daughter Micaela Daniels, who lived in the house at the time, were 
supportive of my interests and opened their home to me. When I got the 
opportunity to meet Sithole, I discovered that she was one of the women whom I 
spoke to on my initial visit to Westbury. I also learnt that it might have been 
 
38 The first relevant academic journal articles I found about Westbury were only published in 2018.  
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simpler for me to get her contact details through Mudney Halim, who was working 
on incorporating the archive concerned into the University of Johannesburg’s (UJ) 
Special Collections library. However, as initially stated, narrative inquiry is not a 
linear method. UJ’s Special Collections library was also unable to complete the 
organisation and duplication of this archive before the conclusion of this study.   
From this point on, I started to work my way through the archive. Spatially, it 
consisted of a back room of sorts, where collected documents covering a wide 
range of topics had been assembled into files or stacked into piles. The archive 
was loosely organised, and I was not sure about what information I was looking 
for. Much of this archival ‘palimpsest’ was made of seemingly redundant 
information. Time was also a limitation as the house was only open to me for a 
few short hours during each scheduled visit.   
In order to make the most of these, I photographed every document mentioning 
Florrie Daniels, Westbury, or the Westbury Residents Action Committee (WRAC). 
I would later read and digitally arrange the information based on degrees of 
relevance. I prised any material that ‘told’ or ‘showed’ me a story. The most useful 
information included photographs, the politically informative comics that WRAC 
distributed, dated newsletters, WRAC meeting minutes, and relevant newspaper 
articles. Of all the material, the most useful were newspaper clippings and 
photographs. Newspapers provided easy to interpret stories with dialogue. Many 
of the photographs would later be directly traced, by drawing, into the comic and 
provided the visual information I needed to reconstruct characters and 
environments (Walker Art Center, 2009). 
However, the archive exhibited discrepancies. Firstly, it is obvious to assume that 
an archive will be hard-pressed to contain every scrap of media detail on an area, 
especially when a single person collected it. Secondly, certain events are never 
physically recorded. For example, when the South Africa National Defence Force 
(SANDF) occupied Westbury at the height of its violent protests, the only written 
reference to this was found in a small newspaper clipping. It stated that on a few 
occasions in the latter half of 1986, police had broken up some minor protests and 
that there was no need for concern. There was also a notable absence of WRAC 
meeting minutes over this period, assumedly because the State of Emergency and 
number of WRAC leaders in prison at the time impeded their ability to meet or 
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take minutes. I only realised that this period marked the most climatic series of 
conflicts and negotiations for Florrie Daniels and Westbury when I held interviews 
with community knowledge holders. Thirdly, this archive was kept in a family 
home, and as a result, some of the archive’s contents were scattered. For 
example, most of the photographs were discovered under an angle grinder and a 
bag of cement, and many others were in that care of other family members for 
much of the study’s research progress.  
Eventually, I sifted through the archive in three stages. The first stage took place 
before my initial interviews and made up the bulk of my initial findings. After the 
interviews, I returned to the archive to look through several meetings minutes 
and newsletters, which I had previously dismissed as unimportant. The last trip 
took place once I was in the final stages of the comic’s digital drafts. At this point, 
I was mostly looking for visual information and was fortunate enough to have the 
family find further photographs and several home videos.39  
 
5.3 Community knowledge holders 
The archive was able to provide a series of significant visual and written sources. 
But, these were not substantial enough as an information base for my project. The 
problem with the archive was that it left many gaps in the narrative. If I wanted 
to use narrative inquiry to my full advantage, I needed to collect not just 
photographs and documents, but visually descriptive personal stories (Walker Art 
Center, 2009). To achieve this, I organised interviews with community knowledge 
holders who either knew Florrie Daniels well or actively participated in Westbury’s 
anti-apartheid resistance. It must be noted though, that this study would not have 
been possible without both the archive and enthusiastic interviewees. Both of 
these information sources were combined to provide me with a series of recorded 
events and fact coupled with personal experiences of those same events and facts. 
This made the archive’s information emotionally identifiable and allowed its 
fragmented structure to be placed into the correct sequence of events.   
 
39 All of the seemingly useful videos had been recorded over.   
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Interviewees signed a consent form in which they determined whether they 
wanted me to keep their contact details for future updates on the project, or 
whether they wanted their names to be recorded for the research. The interviews 
were unstructured, as my intentions were rather to have a friendly conversation 
than a formal meeting. I started by explaining what the project was about and 
proceeded to ask interviewees for stories about their parts in this phase of the 
community’s history, and specifically about Florrie Daniels. I received a range of 
results. Some people supplied particularly fascinating stories which I included 
directly into the comic; many other stories were less relevant. This lack of 
structured questions may had resulted in many hours on irrelevant narratives, but 
those hours were not wasted. Instead, they provided me with a broader 
understanding of the region’s past and current social context. It is possible that 
this lent me a better understanding of the people and environment present in Ma 
Florrie part one’s story, but, it more importantly allowed me to develop friendships 
with those I interviewed. These friendships would hugely benefit the study in its 
final stages.  
I soon discovered that having gone through the archive’s material gave me an 
advantage when conducting the interviews. The information I had found there 
enabled me to ask more informed questions. It also meant that interviewees did 
not have to continually supply me with a generalised story of Westbury’s past as 
I had already made myself familiar with the underlying narrative. Instead, they 
were able to supply me with the more specific and visually descriptive details I 
needed to fill in the gaps I had discovered. Many interviewees were also able to 
provide book titles and other literature that I was previously unaware of.  
My first official interview took place with Venetia Sithole. As she was familiar with 
my study, she was already supportive. So much so, that she arranged for several 
of my interviews with other community knowledge holders. On one occasion, 
Sithole was able to take me on a personalised tour of Westbury and showed me 
where Westbury’s different sections differed, depending on when they were built 
during the area’s redevelopment. On this tour, she also introduced me to several 
people, whom all enthusiastically wanted to tell me about their experience of 
Westbury's 1980s housing crisis.  
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In journalistic terms, she was what one calls a “fixer,” because of the sheer 
number of other contacts she introduced me to. I was, however, fully aware that 
I could not rely solely upon her for all of my contacts as this would have limited 
my perspective of the narrative (Worden, 2015:231). To prevent this from 
happening, I asked each interviewee if they were able to re-direct me to more 
people with stories. Without knowing it at this time, this enabled me to interview 
individuals with contradictory views about aspects of the Westbury community.  
Once I had acquired enough personal narratives with which to start constructing 
the story, I concluded this phase of the process. I was also starting to run out of 
individuals who were interested in or available for interviews. The next phase 
involved the production of the comic’s first draft.  
In this, I encountered another problem. I might have become more familiar with 
Florrie Daniels and Westbury’s history, but I was still not familiar enough to 
produce a story without holes. This is not to say that I did not rely upon fictional 
elements to fill gaps in my story, but there is a difference between creatively filling 
in gaps with scenarios and getting the history completely wrong. Thus, I needed 
to organise a second set of interviews in which community knowledge holders 
could productively criticise the comic’s representation of their collective heritage 
(Carter, 2011:193).  
This second interview stage culminated in a focus group held on the  5th of May 
2018. It consisted of everyone I had previously interviewed who was able to attend 
and anyone whom they thought might be able to contribute to the discussion. At 
this gathering, I presented digital print outs of the comic’s rough storyline and 
expanded on how the study at large was progressing. I then asked them to point 
out where I had inaccurately represented people, events, and environment and 
how I might correct these mistakes and add additional information. It was then 
that I noticed that the community’s interest in the study had increased.  
Not only did this focus group demonstrate that they could determine how their 
story was told, but it also gave them a more concrete understanding of what I was 
trying to achieve in the project. This clarity resulted in participants becoming 
noticeably more enthusiastic about the study’s success. They also enjoyed the 
idea of artworks being made about them (Walker Art Center, 2009). Furthermore, 
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the feedback I received was invaluable. It allowed me to correct factual errors and 
ascertain how the overall message was being interpreted by a sample of my target 
audience.  
The only unfavourable result from this focus group was that much of my historical 
information was deemed inaccurate. Significantly more narrative material also 
needed to be included. This was good to hear. It meant that the community was 
actively expressing itself through the process of the comic’s production, and that 
the story was significantly improved by its contribution. If anything, the focus 
group confirmed many of the story’s more unexpected events, and notably 
increase my workload.  
As the comic’s production continued, a second focus group was supposed to take 
place to allow community knowledge holders the opportunity to suggest narrative 
improvements. A number of the comic’s finalised images were also increasing, and 
I wanted to create an opportunity through which I could receive critical feedback 
on my depiction of recognisable environments and individuals. However, a 
lessening necessity for this, combined with scheduling complications prevented it 
from happening. The first scheduled date for this second focus group was meant 
to be held on 8th December 2018. This had to be rescheduled to an unspecified 
date in 2019 after I was invited to present this study and the comic’s rough draft 
on that date alongside UJ’s Centre for Education Rights and Transformation’s 
(CERT)s representatives. This was held at a conference hosted by the Foundation 
for Human Rights at Constitutional Hill. Following further scheduling complications 
that saw key community knowledge holders being unable to attend my proposed 
2019 dates, I decided to postpone further and eventually  cancelled the second 
focus group. 
This, however, this was not a problem. In 2019 I became increasingly involved 
with an organisation known as The Legacy Project. This provided me with a pool 
of enthusiastic community knowledge holders who often advised my narrative and 
image making outside of formal gathering. The Legacy Project was established by 
Mudney Halim through CERT to highlight and memorialise the activities of 
influential individuals and organisations from diverse fields through publications, 
discussions, social activities, or any other relevant social events (University of 
Johannesburg, 2017). It is difficult to say when I first became involved with The 
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Legacy Project, as for a time, I did not know I was involved with it. It appears that 
from the beginning, Mudney Halim intended for my research to be an extension 
of The Legacy Project.40 
The first time I was involved in one of The Legacy Project’s events was during a 
Celebratory Remembrance Day for Florrie Daniels on the 24th of June, 2018, where 
I displayed elements of the comic’s digital rough draft. This was held in the 
Westbury Recreation Centre and accommodated a few hundred people. The 
second time I was involved in a Legacy Project event was at the Human Rights 
Conference at Constitutional Hill on the 8th of December, 2018, where I discovered 
that my research was representing The Legacy Project on behalf of CERT.41  
Following that conference, The Legacy Project was silent for a time. Then on the 
5th of May, 2019, I was asked to assist with the media design and marketing for 
The Legacy Project’s Celebratory Day for Mudney Halim. I jumped at this 
opportunity for two reasons. Firstly, I saw it as an opportunity to contact 
individuals who were passionate about heritage, and I felt that having those 
contacts might benefit Ma Florrie part one’s release potential. Secondly, I was 
more than happy to get involved in a project that celebrated Mudney Halim, whose 
inspirational company I had come to enjoy. Sadly, this would be the last time I 
saw Mudney Halim though, as he passed away on the 28th of May, 2019.42  
Following Mudney Halim’s passing, I found myself once again involved with The 
Legacy Project, but this time as one of the temporary board members. First, I was 
involved to a limited extent with Elvis Daniels’ memorial on the 24th of April, 2019, 
after his passing on the 13th of April, 2019. Afterwards, our next goal was to 
organise Mudney Halim’s memorial service to be held at the UJ’s Bunting Road 
Campus on the 22nd of June 2019. I displayed my first public display of some of 
the comic’s final draft drawings at this memorial.  
By July of 2019, I had become increasingly involved in assisting and networking 
with The Legacy Project committee. It so happened that several of Westbury’s 
 
40 After Mudney Halim’s passing I was told by other Legacy Project members that apparently Florrie Daniels 
gave Mudney Halim the idea to establish The Legacy Project around the late 2000s before her passing.  
41 The whole conference was a pleasant surprise. I only discovered they wanted me to present a week in 
advance, and only discovered that I was representing The Legacy Project three days in advance.  
42 This was a tragic loss for Westbury’s community, community-led upliftment, and the numerous academic 
projects he had initiated. 
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community knowledge holders whom I had previously interviewed were also 
involved in the Legacy Project. This allowed me to remain in constant contact and 
conversation with them. The Legacy Project also gave me an impromptu stage to 
display and receive feedback on the comic’s drafts and final drawings as well. 
Therefore, in the final analysis, organising a second focus group had become 
unnecessary. In time, I would work closely with The Legacy Project to organise 
the Ma Florrie part one book launch in Westbury and Constitutional Hill. In 
recompense, the only element of Westbury and its surrounding communities which 
I was unfortunately unable to establish firm relations with was its youth. Had I 
established stronger connections into the Westbury Youth Centre, and the area’s 
Readers are Leaders organisation and local schools I might have been able to 
better design the comic for youthful audiences. However, this is admittedly 
conjecture, as at the time I attempted to contact every socially orientated 
organisation in and around Westbury. I was also only able to establish close 
relations with those most enthusiastic to work with me.  
 
5.4 The drawing process 
The drawings required for this study represent the single most time consuming 
and unpredictable aspect of the project. From a technical point of view, I needed 
to substantially develop my skills in terms of figure and spatial drawing. The most 
significant challenge was developing sequential images that could represent the 
narrative, while subtly layering denotative messages into the story through 
symbolism and abstraction. To achieve this, I applied suggested techniques from 
comic art theory and combined this with how I imagined my preferred visual 
communication techniques would shape the messages. However, the appearance 
of and messages in these images were inevitably dictated by the extent of my 
skills and the limitations present in my visual preferences and mark-making 
techniques. External opinions from Westbury’s community knowledge holders, 
University lecturers, and friends and family also motivated several alterations. 
This has resulted in a final product that was more often determined by an organic 
process than structured planning.  
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In order to produce a successful and creative comic, I pursued several goals for 
every image. Each needed to contain symbolism using cross-reference, and this 
required them to be produced with close attention to detail. Either the image’s 
content or message needed to be flexible, in case changes were required. The 
content of every image needed to be well researched to ensure that historical and 
representational details were as near to correct as possible, and that there were 
as many logical cross-references as possible. Lastly, I needed to be aware that 
this would not be a quick or straightforward task (Frascara, 2004:10). To achieve 
these goals, my imagery was developed using numerous layers, with each layer 
being produced to improve the image’s specific message.   
The first drawings produced were no more than a handful of character sketches 
based on photographs and some basic initial ideas for graphic representations. 
Similar character sketches were produced across the backs of scrap paper or in 
temporary digital files throughout the comic’s production. They were what I used 
to become familiar with photographed characters and would later be used to 
generate new characters. One of my earliest character sketches can be seen in 
Figure 11. What is significant about this sketch is that it exhibits my initial intention 
to use colour. This desire was based on the fact that colourful imagery is typically 
preferred by comic readers as it depicts a greater variety of representational 
emotional manipulations (McCloud, 1993:187). However, the comic remained 
monochromatic.  
To expand on this point: Colour was initially discouraged via several external 
opinions. There was a fear that it could make the comic appear childish and overly 
illustrative. I disagree with this sentiment and believe that had I chosen to produce 
the comic in full colour it would have been visually successful. Nonetheless, my 
choice not to use colour was based on two sad realities. Effectively colourising 
each image would have taken a disproportionately long time, and I was already 
grappling with how to produce my first historical comic on time. Colour is also 
expensive to print, massively limiting the comic’s financial accessibility. However, 
I do not believe that the comic lost any visual appeal for being monochromatic. 
Given that it was referencing a historical narrative, its black and white imagery 
lent the story an aged appeal that benefited its theme. Once I had become more 
familiar with the historical narrative behind Ma Florrie part one, I started to write 
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a visually descriptive script, accompanied by my first rough sequential images. 
These images were either based on climatic visual moments I had imagined for 
the story or were taken from photographs found Florrie Daniels’ archive. I adapted 
these rough scripts into a digital format shortly after conducting my first series of 
interviews with Westbury’s community knowledge holders. This allowed me to pair 
the script with digital drawings. 
Figure 11 – Character sketch of Florrie Daniels and Elvis Daniels. 
Bollweg 2017 (unpublished) 
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I had decided from an early stage of the project that the comic’s drafts needed to 
be digital, but its final draft would be in pen and ink on paper. The reason for this 
was simply that it is easier to manipulate the compositions of digital drawings, but 
I personally prefer the visual quality of paper-based drawings. I also believed that 
if I preferred the aesthetic qualities of paper-based drawings over digital mediums, 
it was likely to assume that the comic’s audience might hold similar sentiments. 
Each image would be reproduced over a series of layers until I was content with 
its quality and contribution to the comic’s narrative (Spiegelman, 2013:42). Figure 
12, Figure 13, Figure 14, Figure 15, and Figure 16 depict how a series of moments 
evolved through my process of reproduction and reanalysis. 
 
Figure 12 – 1st draft of Ma Florrie part one, page 27. Bollweg. 2018 
(unpublished) 
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Figure 13 – 2nd draft of Ma Florrie part one, page 31. Bollweg. 2018 
(unpublished) 
 
Figure 14 – Tracing layer of Ma Florrie part one, page 33. Bollweg. 
2019 (unpublished) 
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Figure 15 – Fine-liner layer of Ma Florrie part one, page 33. Bollweg. 
2019 (unpublished) 
 
Figure 16 – Ma Florrie part one. Bollweg. 2019. (Bollweg, 2019:33) 
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Figure 12 is from the comic’s first digital draft and was displayed as part of the 
focus group held for Westbury’s community knowledge holders. Although there 
was no external criticism of this page, I felt that its panels showed an uneventful 
series of compositions that did not flow properly. Figure 13 shows those same 
moments in their second draft. When I started the final drawings, I was still happy 
with this page and started a process of first tracing the digital image, then re-
drawing it in pencil and fine-liner, and eventually completing it with a ballpoint 
pen. This layering in the final drawing allowed me to develop a higher quality 
image with fewer technical errors.  
With regards to the visual communication prevalent in Ma Florrie part one, I 
attempted to develop an effective style that I could produce and enjoyed. Initially, 
I looked through several comics, including but not limited to Palestine (Sacco, 
2007) and March (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016), for a style worth adapting. 
However, I eventually abandoned the idea of using another artist’s style and  
developed my own. This was mostly determined by what I was capable of, and by 
the technical method, mediums and visual qualities which I preferred over the 
work of other artists. These included how I preferred to produce realistic 
representations, the emotionally suggestive abstract imagery I felt were the most 
effective, and my interpretation of realism and abstraction to produce symbolic 
language (McCloud, 1993:57).  
The most notable characteristics of Ma Florrie part one is the medium used to 
make its imagery. I have always enjoyed working with pen and ink for its visually 
sharp contrast between black ink and white paper. Given that pen drawing is not 
well suited for establishing tonal values, I developed a hatching technique to 
create an illusion of tonal value. This pen hatching technique also gives the paper 
surface a high level of detailed texture, which I enjoy. The technique and medium 
are both time-consuming and unforgiving of drawing errors. However, this is an 
element of unavoidable inconsistency that I find makes the drawings more 
interesting. I also personally enjoy the visual intensity of art which clearly took 
many hours to make and assumed that if I as the artist enjoyed what I was 
producing, then it is probable that my audience will also appreciate it. Whilst I 
admit that such an unquantified assumption is risky, especially considering its 
weight on my time management, it lent Ma Florrie part one a distinct visual 
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signature that separated it from other comic drawing styles. Thus, making it eye 
catching and memorable. My choice of medium was also largely appreciated by 
the community members I was increasingly working with.  
Given that Ma Florrie part one was set in the 1980s, I felt that choosing a digital 
medium would make the comic appear conveniently produced with the easiest 
material at hand. I felt that a digital medium could only conceptually work if I was 
producing a contemporary, fantasy or science fiction story. If I wanted to convey 
a message through the medium other than ‘this is convenient,’ I needed to use a 
paper or surface-based medium. Ma Florrie part one is fundamentally about the 
tough, gloomy and complicated experiences of blacks under of apartheid; 
something that is well suited to the harsh tonal and textured imagery produced 
by my pen and ink style.  
In addition to my choice of a mark-making medium, I also developed a particular 
stylisation when drawing forms. Stylisations are inevitable when hand-drawing 
mobile characters in imagined environments. As a result, my stylisations were 
partially conscious manipulations, and partially sub-conscious expressions that 
revealed themselves when my ability or interest for realistic representations ran 
out. I find that analysing my sub-conscious stylisation is challenging. Many of 
them were likely due to my medium’s technical limits, and a skill-based failure to 
draw more challenging features, like faces from a particular perspective, or my 
ultimate dread: hands. On some occasions, a lapse in concentration or an 
attention-demanding cat caused mistakes that are near impossible to fix in pen 
and ink. However, in many more cases, my imagery was primarily determined by 
a series of subconscious visual prioritisations. What has been noticed, are my use 
of straight or industrial lines over organic or natural shapes, and how this 
determined my architectural and interior designs throughout the comic. It has also 
been noted that many of the physical features prevalent in my narrative’s drawn 
characters look very similar to that of my family’s. I am sure there are many more 
sub-conscious aspects to my art-making; however, these reveal more about me 
than they do the comic.    
Fortunately, I can be more specific about my conscious stylisations. These are my 
alternative styles for moments that were either being told in the present or past 
tense; my focus on producing realistic imagery; my use of perspective and 
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composition to symbolise social hierarchies; my use of framing to capture 
emotional tension; my attention to detail when recreating environments; my 
visual highlighting of symbolic objects; my use of abstraction to emotionally 
manipulate particularly symbolic moments; and finally, my choice to use bold 
illustrative outlines. I shall discuss each of these conscious stylisations in greater 
detail now.  
 
Figure 17 – Ma Florrie part one. Bollweg. 2019. (Bollweg, 2019:26) 
After the May 5th 2018 focus group, I decided that there needed to be a visual 
separation between the comic’s past and present narrative tense. One of the 
problems I identified after speaking to the focus group was that many of the 
events that took place in the story’s historical narrative referenced chronologically 
earlier events. The community identified that several of these events needed to 
be included in the story. However, that proved difficult to do whilst maintaining a 
logical sequence of events. In order to avoid this issue, I had the story’s characters 
talking about these earlier events in the past tense, with imagery of these events 
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lying behind depictions of those present-tense conversations. An example of this 
can be seen in Figure 17. To differentiate between these two-time lines, I drew 
past tense imagery in a harsher, less detailed and more illustrative style by 
excluding the use of my use of ballpoint pen. Other than just establishing a 
variation in the style that marks a difference between past and present, the past 
is also depicted as vaguer and less detailed, as if distorted by memory.  
One of my more difficult desires for the comic was to have objects, spaces, and 
people’s body language appear realistic. As mentioned before, my stylisation 
method limited this somewhat, but I nevertheless pursued it. There were two 
reasons for this time-consuming desire. The first was that I wanted the comic to 
clearly depict recognisable body language. This allowed me to describe the 
character’s reactions and dialogue with more clarity (McCloud, 2006:26). 
However, it must be noted that facial features, gestures and body posture only 
need a minimal level of representational realism to be understood (McCloud, 
2006:115). If this was my only goal, realistic rendering would have been 
unnecessary. I attempted to apply the same level of representational accuracy to 
all aspects of the comic’s imagery to make it appear serious.  
Initial perceptions of my consideration for representational imagery may be to 
think that it is unnecessary, and that the story’s content and topic automatically 
allowed it to be perceived as serious. However, I faced two barriers. The first 
obstacle was that several of the comic’s potential audiences might perceive it to 
be a children’s picture book. As the story was about a marginalised history, it 
meant that the narrative could not afford to be perceived as trivial or made up. 
Its visual theme needed to appear well researched through its link to 
photographed events and details, even if this also meant that the amount of visual 
communication I could have shown through abstraction was lessened. It also 
needed to appear as if it was the result of hard work and not the result of  a rushed 
process. I intended to achieve this with realistic and intensely detailed imagery.  
One of the advantages that the use of representational imagery offered me was 
the ability to produce alternative visual perspectives. Through this, I could 
establish hierarchical symbolism. An example of this can be seen in Figure 18. I 
believed that these visual priorities benefited the story, which was centred around 
the impact and resistance of power structures and their moral consequences. 
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These were visually adapted into a variation of interpretable perspectives. On 
some occasions, when the perspective looked down on a depicted character, it 
was because their actions represented the moral low ground. On other occasions, 
looking down over a larger group of people enabled the viewer to perceive the 
broader environment and context. In the same sense, if the perspective looked 
up at an object or character, these would either be read as intimidating or heroic. 
The messages behind symbolic perspectives are supposed to be subtle and 
potentially open to interpretation. They also serve a dual purpose of making the 
comic’s imagery more interesting from moment to moment.  
 
Figure 18 – Ma Florrie part one. Bollweg. 2019. (Bollweg, 2019:16) 
Visual framing is also used to communicate symbolism in similar ways as 
perspective. An example of this can be seen in Figure 19. In Ma Florrie part one it 
was used to manipulate images to express a feeling of disorder, anxiety or tension. 
This is achieved by constricting or loosening the image’s borders around its visual 
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subject or making those borders crooked (McCloud, 2006:20; Walker Art Center, 
2009).  
 
Figure 19 – Ma Florrie part one. Bollweg. 2019. (Bollweg, 2019:36) 
The use of symbolism through representation in Ma Florrie part one occurs through 
the depiction of objects. This is used both for showing environments and specific 
objects. Figure 20 is an example of symbolism being used in the representation of 
an environment, and Figure 21 is an example of a symbolic object. The first thing 
that needs to be noted is that the when creating environment, I moved between 
realistic representation and symbolism. Through this, I was trying to re-create the 
various environments visible throughout the comic. The differences between home 
environments and geography were central to Ma Florrie part one’s theme, so they 
had to be precise. Other than working with community knowledge holders to assit 
with the reconstruction of these environments, , I also drew objects that 
symbolised rather than imitated those spaces. Through this approach, I subtly 
communicated themes and problems that existed in each environment. For 
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example, government spaces were depicted as surgically clean and organised, 
except for irregular documents. This is an attempt to symbolise such spaces as 
totalitarian, cold, and controlling of the lives of others through collections of 
records. That the records not in neat piles communicate that the National Party 
(NP) government was starting to lose control. Representations of this decline 
designed to be subtle and are sometimes expressed through additional objects, 
such as dying pot plants.  
 
Figure 20 – Ma Florrie part one. Bollweg. 2019. (Bollweg, 2019:8) 
The comic’s representation of Westbury was designed to make the streets appear 
littered and weather-worn, with each house different to the next, with discarded 
bottles littering the curbs and idle smoking youths lingering in the background. 
This symbolised the suburb’s municipal mismanagement, and demonstrated that 
individual households each participated in an attempt to improve their immediate 
surroundings in different ways. The littered bottles and idle youths were an 
attempt to represent that in the background of WRAC’s positive work, Westbury 
still experienced severe problems with gangs and substance abuse. That these 
objects could have been descriptive was an advantage. It is an inaccurate 
assumption to believe that all government offices were clinically neat, or that 
Westbury streets were lined with beer bottles. However, those representations are 
meant to be symbolic rather than realistic.  
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Such environments, although loaded with symbolic objects, were also designed to 
show viewers what those spaces looked like and whom they belonged to. A few 
descriptive objects were also included. Like NP political posters or the black pepper 
trees that once covered Westbury’s skyline before its redevelopment. Such subtle 
symbolic and descriptive objects were placed in every environment. 
 
Figure 21 – Ma Florrie part one. Bollweg. 2019. (Bollweg, 2019:41) 
Figure 21 is however not an example of the comic’s environment. It is just the 
representation of symbolic objects. It is the last image in this comic’s story and 
marks the beginning of the planned Ma Florrie Part Two (yet unpublished). It 
shows a little girl’s shoe lying amongst a pile of discarded bricks after Westbury’s 
first violent clash with police. The discarded shoe represents loss. The mark of 
Westbury’s lost innocence for violently partaking in the violent anti-apartheid 
struggle; lost innocence at the hands of police brutality; Westbury’s loss as the 
NP apartheid government violently took the labour, land, and lives they desired. 
It also shows Westbury’s more hopeful interpretation of loss, as this conflict 
marked their abandonment of childish political indifference and the beginning of 
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mature self-determination. Additionally, the viewer is encouraged to imagine what 
violent moments forced the shoe’s owner to abandon it amongst the rubble.   
The bricks symbolise both growth and destruction. On the surface, it represents 
bricks taken from Westbury’s destroyed construction site. This symbolises 
apartheid’s destruction of homes and livelihoods. In turn, it also symbolises that 
Westbury had begun to dismantle the control apartheid had over them. This 
demonstrated that the community was contributing to the construction of a new 
and more progressive SA. The bricks  can also be seen as the people’s weapons: 
an urban stone to be thrown at police oppressors and mark of bravery by which 
unarmed protestors express their defiance of armed police. This resurrects the 
archetypal image of David and Goliath, and of people democratically united 
against the authoritarian state. It also becomes a Hellenic voting stone, by which 
the world’s first democracy cast their votes in ancient Athens. And furthermore, it 
is an impotent weapon when thrown by a single person, but a storm to feared 
when cast by many (Doll, 2011; MacFarlane, 2018).  
Such symbolism was scattered throughout the comic. In examples such as Figure 
21, it is obvious. However, I mostly prefer such imagery to be subtle. This way, it 
did not make the comic’s narrative vague. There is also the added fact that the 
amount of symbolism portrayed was determined by the limits of my knowledge of 
the medium and narrative. This was lessened as I became familiar with the 
process, but it could always have been subtler, more and better done.  
Ma Florrie part one’s also made use of limited abstract imagery, but as mentioned, 
representational imagery was preferred. The most obvious example of this can be 
seen in the story’s introduction, where Figure 22 is taken from. This part of the 
story is quoted from Florrie Daniels’ diary, where she used metaphorical imagery 
to express what she thought of Westbury’s political and environmental challenges. 
A photograph from this diary extract can be seen in Figure 23. The Orwellian 
metaphors provide a visceral and dark interpretation of Westbury before its 
redevelopment. It also offers an opportunity for the story to break away from its 
rigid representational theme, into a more metaphorical and abstract one. This 
provides an interesting visual variation. It also does not disrupt the comic’s serious 
message, as this style is only used for the comic’s introduction. As a pleasant 
addition, the inclusion of Florrie Daniels’ personal metaphors and creative writing 
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in the introduction was particularly appreciated by those who know her well 
(Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018).    
In Figure 22, the comic’s typical environmental representation was replaced with 
an abstract layer of gloom. To maintain the comic’s black and white colour scheme, 
a black ink wash was used. This slightly unpredictable medium gave the imagery 
a somewhat nightmarish theme. Such ink washes were considered for the comic’s 
main storyline; however, it was ultimately decided to use them sparingly. This 
would have produced an overwhelmingly depressing atmosphere for the comic. 
Other than the introduction, it was only ever used in a purely representational 
way, to indicate dark nights and smoke.  
Figure 22 – Ma Florrie part one. Bollweg. 2019. (Bollweg, 2019:3) 
 
Figure 23 – Extract from a diary belonging to Florrie Daniels. The 
Florrie Daniels Community Archive. (The Legacy Project and University 
of Johannesburg Special Collections, no date) 
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Apart from Figure 22’s style of imagery, abstraction was used in a more subtle 
way throughout much of the comic’s figure drawing stylisations. Facial features 
were often slightly distorted to evoke emotional reactions to their characters 
(McCloud, 1993:121). This can be seen, for example, in Figure 24. This was 
avoided in the comic’s main characters, as I did not want to render them 
unrecognisable. I employed the above representational strategy mostly when 
depicting the protagonists’ opponents, as well as unnamed or imagined 
characters. Their features were exaggerated along archetypal lines to reflect their 
character’s role. In Figure 24, Mr Wilsnatcht has an exaggerated brow and nose, 
and a small chin. This makes him appear brutish and unempathetic to the suffering 
of Westbury’s residents, and like a liar. At the same time, challenging his 
ostensible strength, the small chin is used to make him appear weak. 
Figure 24 – Ma Florrie part one. Bollweg. 2019. (Bollweg, 2019:17) 
Throughout the comic, there is a constant emphasis on creating intense imagery. 
My goal was to make images that were worth lingering over, whether it was in 
search of hidden meaning or pure amusement (McCloud, 2006:47). To achieve 
this, I designed my images to be relevant, interpreted as intended, communicate 
a particular theme and concept, technically well finished to the maximum potential 
of their medium, and to be well researched (Frascara, 2004:62). My application 
of similar approaches to those expounded by McCloud and Frascara result in the 
production of images I enjoyed making. It also increased their accessibility by 
making textual literacy less necessary, whilst layering messages into my pictures 
so that each spoke a thousand words.  
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5.5 The text 
The comic’s written dialogue required less effort compared to its visual imagery. 
Most of the dialogue was planned alongside the project’s digital rough drafts. 
Initially, the comic’s text-only consisted of dialogue between different characters. 
After the Westbury focus group was held, a few alterations were made to the 
written content, but there were no stylistic changes.  
The largest changes only took place after the second rough draft had been 
produced. These various drafts were problematic for two reasons (visible in Figure 
25 and resolved in Figure 26). The first problem was that the comic’s character 
dialogue was not enough to inform the narrative. Too much information was being 
burdened on the comic’s images to be understood. As a result, contextual 
information was being left out. I assume that the reason why this problem went 
previously unnoticed was that both myself and Westbury’s community knowledge 
holders were familiar with the area’s heritage. Thus, we did not notice when the 
information we took for granted was being omitted.   
 
Figure 25 – 2nd draft Ma Florrie part one, page 8. Bollweg. 2018. 
(unpublished) 
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This type of problem is easy to solve. An example of the solution existed in both 
March (Lewis, Aydin and Powell, 2016) and Palestine (Sacco, 2007), via the 
inclusion of a narrator’s voice. This increased the amount of contextual information 
and limited how much of the comic’s images were obscured by dialogue text.  
 
Figure 26 – Ma Florrie part one. Bollweg. 2019. (Bollweg, 2019:8) 
The second problem is that my writing is Anglophonic. This is harder to solve. I 
had initially considered attempting to write in a localised Coloured dialect when 
depicting the dialogue between Westbury’s residents. However, these initial 
attempts read poorly and felt derogatory. I lacked knowledge of Westbury’s 
cultural, regional, and historical dialect to be able to represent the it accurately. 
To address this gap in my knowledge, I approached Mudney Halim to edit the 
dialogue and any additional errors that might have existed in the comic’s second 
draft. As mentioned earlier in this report, he was intimately familiar with the 
community’s heritage and was actively involved in its anti-apartheid activism 
during his youth. Sadly, this editing exercise did not manifest. Halim’s health 
rapidly deteriorated, and he passed away before this could take place. Fortunately, 
I was subsequently able to approach The Legacy Project committee which 
enthusiastically took up the challenge. In a single sitting, we were able to edit the 
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comic’s entire script. However, I admit that in recompense any second draft of the 
comic needs to include Afrikaans phrases in the dialogue, with English translations 
in the narration. I do feel that having written the entire dialogue in English, an 
element of the community’s language was lost - even if local community 
knowledge holders assisted in the writing process.  
The final part of this process was how to embed the text into the comic. During 
the initial digital drafts, this was easily accomplished by using a software called 
Comic Draw. It was simple to use, but its design capabilities were limited. When I 
started drawing the comic’s final draft in pen and ink, I tried to hand-draw the 
text. This was intended to give the comic an organic feeling capable of adding to 
the its overall theme. However, even though I write neatly, the text bubbles that 
encompassed the dialogue were a challenge to design neatly. The major problem, 
though, was that my spelling was more creative than accurate. Eventually, I 
capitulated and decided that the text and dialogue needed be designed in Adobe 
Photoshop. This also allowed me to keep my original drawings free of text.  
 
5.6 The finished product 
Producing the comic was one of the more predictable parts of this process. 
Distributing it was a different challenge (Bell, 2013:68). After the comic was 
produced, it still needed to be distributed through physically accessible routes. 
These include the comic’s printed formats as well as its fine art exhibition aspects.  
How the Ma Florrie part one was going to be distributed was of the utmost 
importance. It needed to fully utilise its goal of physical and intellectual 
accessibility and represent Westbury’s community’s concerns above all others. The 
final plan was to officially launch the comic on the 28th of September, 2019, in 
Westbury’s Recreation Centre and hall. The second launch took place on the 3rd of 
October in the Constitutional Hill’s women’s prison museum. These plans were 
intended to show Johannesburg’s broader society a positive version of Westbury, 
and then take Westbury’s community to Johannesburg. This was intended to 
reflect Westbury in a positive narrative and to demonstrate to Westbury’s 
community that their heritage was also valuable on a national level.  
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The Westbury Recreation Centre was chosen as the ideal location in Westbury 
because it is a popular location for significant public events in the area and is a 
short walk from Florrie Daniels' old house at 2011 Roberts Circle. The venue had 
also been previously used by The Legacy Project for the Florrie Daniels’ 
Celebratory Remembrance Day on the 24th of June, 2018. It was convenient and 
historically relevant.  
Inside of the Westbury launch, I intended to showcase a posterised version of the 
comic so that viewers could view the narrative like an art gallery. The posters 
were hung across the hall in a linear sequence so that viewers could read through 
the narrative chronologically. This was supposed to enable more people to view 
the narrative faster while giving community members and visitors the opportunity 
to enjoy an aesthetic typically reserved for gallery spaces. Not only did this make 
the event aesthetically appealing, and thus memorable, but it converted the 
community hall from a functional venue into a space that celebrated culture. The 
effect was intended to demonstrate that Westbury could showcase its heritage in 
an artistic format on its own territory. This was designed to increase the 
community’s pride by demonstrating that the area could host an event that was 
aesthetically desirable to view, thus challenging the stereotype that low-income 
areas like Westbury are unsightly and undesirable to visit (Westbury community 
knowledge holders, 2018). Affordable copies of the comic were also available for 
purchase so that the story could be spread outside of the book launch and 
exhibition.  
Additionally, several community upliftment organisations associated with 
Westbury set up stands inside of the hall or performed outside of it; enabling the 
book launch’s audience to view their positive contributions in and around 
Westbury. The organisations present were the Westbury Library, the Westbury 
Youth Centre, the Together Action Group (TAG), Readers are Leaders, the Riverlea 
Brigade, and the Bernard Issacs primary school majorettes, Little Sunshines 
Nursery School, the Hamilton Memorial Creche’, the Saint John’s Eye Clinic 
Westbury branch, the South African National Council Against Alcoholism and Drug 
Dependence (SANCA), and Speak Community News. All these organisations were 
selected for their contribution to education, youth development and health, as 
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these best represented Florrie Daniels’ past actions and priorities in and around 
Westbury.  
It is also a valid statement to claim that many of these organisations were directly 
influenced or set up by Florrie Daniels prior to their establishment (Halim, 2017; 
Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018). Florrie Daniels was always 
insistent that Westbury establishes its own library. The Westbury Youth Centre, 
TAG, and Readers are Leaders were all influenced by Florrie Daniels’ pro-active 
stance on education and keeping children out of gangs. The Riverlea Brigade and 
the Bernard Issacs primary school majorettes are both spin-offs from Florrie 
Daniels’ leadership of Westbury’s Boys and Girls Church Brigade. Little Sunshines 
Nursery School, the Hamilton Memorial Creche’, and the Saint John’s Eye Clinic 
Westbury branch were all set up by Florrie Daniels. She was also involved in 
alcohol and drug abuse support programs for Westbury’s community that predated 
and influenced the establishment of SANCA. And finally, the decision to establish 
Speak Community News was Mudney Halim’s attempt to revive a contemporary 
equivalent of WRAC’s newsletter. Therefore, the presence of these organisations 
at the Westbury launch was not just a celebration of the area’s community-led 
upliftment. It also demonstrated Florrie Daniels’ and WRAC’s legacy. This was once 
again designed to encourage pride in what ordinary people from Westbury can 
accomplish when organised.  
The Legacy Project also set up several informative posters that celebrated the 
contribution of Florrie Daniels and Mudney Halim. These were supposed to be 
supplemented by photographs and documents from the Florrie Daniels Community 
Archive, but seeing that these were being duplicated by UJ’s Special Collections 
archive at the time, this was not possible. Additionally, the Westbury launch was 
opened by a marching band performance by the Riverlea Brigade and the Bernard 
Issacs primary school majorettes. This made the launch particularly festive and 
memorable.  
A week after the Westbury book launch, the exhibit was moved to the 
Constitutional Hill women’s prison museum. This venue was chosen because of 
what the venue once was, and what it is now, and the symbolism that this 
embodied. The venue was initially built as Johannesburg’s first prison in 1893, 
before being upgraded into a fort in 1896 in the prelude to the 2nd Boer War. 
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During apartheid, the prison and antiquated fort were repeatedly associated with 
apartheid policies and authoritarian control. This included the incarceration of 
several famous anti-apartheid activists. The prison was eventually closed in 1983. 
However, in 2004, it was reopened as the Constitutional Court and as a museum  
(Flow Communications, 2019). Given the space’s history and symbolic 
representation of democracy in SA, I thought it ideal for an exhibition that 
commemorated Florrie Daniels’ story, and to symbolically officialise the inclusion 
of Westbury’s positive history into accessibility. The venue also happened to share 
a relationship with UJ, allowing me to organise its use with relative ease. 
The exhibit remained up between the 3rd and 25th of October. The Constitutional 
Hill launch was like that of the Westbury launch, with the only difference being 
that Westbury’s various community organisations were only invited to attend, as 
opposed to setting up their own exhibit or performing. This second launch also 
had a higher quality and more expensive copy of the comic for sale. This higher 
quality version of the comic was supposed to be available during the Westbury 
launch, but was still being printed at the time.   
Additional to these two main book launches, elements of Ma Florrie part one was 
exhibited in the Johannesburg Art Gallery’s The Art of Comics between the 19th of 
September and 17th of November (Friends of JAG, 2019). I also had the 
opportunity to be interviewed by Westbury’s Kofifi FM radio station on the 25th of 
September, and a walkabout was organised at the Constitutional Hill exhibit on 
the 19th of October, which allowed for a higher level of discussion with a smaller 
group of people to take place. The comic was also discussed and made available 
for sale at the renaming of a UJ lecture hall after Florrie Daniels on the 13th of 
November. There are also plans to make the comic available online, and in several 
bookstores in Johannesburg. However, the full extent of the distribution stage is 
unclear and remains to be analysed.  
It is essential to note that none of this was achieved by myself. The Westbury and 
Constitutional launches were organised in close collaboration with The Legacy 
Project and its assorted members. In this way, the project was genuinely 
organised by Westbury’s community. The launching of these events, particularly 
the Westbury event, was only possible through the utilisation of several contacts 
in the community, which I would not have been able to secure by myself. These 
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included the Westbury Recreational Centre and every one of the community 
organisations present. Contacts through The Legacy Project also significantly 
increased the number and value of attendants. Furthermore, the various 
community knowledge holders they brought into the launches substantially 
legitimised the project’s ethos and level of community representation. If anything, 
this reflects the potential of narrative inquiry as a research method. The contacts 
and person to person connections established through the communication of 
community stories gave this project a substantial pool of committed and 
empowered local community members. This pool of people was able to directly 
influence and improve this project’s quality, and community representation 
demonstrated that successful visual communication requires a team of individuals 
(Frascara, 2004:3).  
The overall success of the Westbury and Constitutional Hill launches are still being 
determined, as feedback from these events is ongoing. The process of organising 
these events and the distribution of the comic’s narrative was an intense learning 
curve for both myself and The Legacy Project. The Legacy Project’s temporary 
board members also gained a new level of respect for Mundney Halim’s 
organisational experience and contacts, as these book launches were the first 
event that was not organised by him or in his honour. What has been 
acknowledged so far, is that most individuals who were aware of the comic and 
its launches were connected through social media. Had more attention been 
diverted to the production and distribution of flyers and posters throughout 
Westbury and local public transport platforms, it is believed that local attendance 
would have been far larger.43It is also believed that had the event been on a 
Sunday, instead of a Saturday, we would have had a larger attendance. 
Furthermore, we were unable to organise enough catering for anyone other than 
the marching band and did not advertise that there would be catering. Much still 
stands to be analysed and quantified to determine the overall impact of these 
events to ensure that future events are even better attended and received.   
 
43 Had the Westbury launch been more successful, The Legacy Project would had faced potential legal 
consequences. Roughly 48 hours before the Westbury launch, we discovered that organised gatherings of over 
200 people require safety clearance certificates, which need to be booked a month in advance. That our guests 
did not exceed 200 left us with mixed feelings.  
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Given that this project’s primary goal was the production and distribution of an 
accessible sequential narrative that could theoretical increase pride and by 
extension, self-efficacy, a limited emphasis was placed on measuring how 
successful this was and what it achieved. In the meantime, the next challenge for 
The Legacy Project and I is the completion of Ma Florrie part two and the 
organisation a further-reaching release of this historical narrative. The production 
and release of Ma Florrie part one has created an excellent marketing platform for 
The Legacy Project’s future plans and events, and for the full comic’s final and 
potentially national launch.  
 
5.7 Westbury’s changes: Then and now 
At the beginning of this study, Westbury as a community did not seem to be 
progressing. Chapter One, Westbury in Context, paints a depressing picture of the 
suburb’s various inherent and contemporary problems. However, over the two and 
a half years it has taken to complete this master’s study, there were some notable 
changes in Westbury.  
Firstly, it needs to be noted that this study was only supposed to investigate how 
a comic about a community’s positive heritage could be made to improve their 
pride, and by extension, their self-efficacy. It was not designed to measure the 
comic’s impact. I also did not anticipate any changes taking place prior to the 
comic’s completion and release. On this assumption, I was pleasantly proven 
wrong.  
The first small changes were noticed when I started to collaborate with Westbury’s 
community knowledge holders. During my initial interviews and the May 5 
Westbury focus group sessions, many of the interviewees were surprised that their 
heritage was perceived as interesting to anyone outside of Westbury. However, 
they were fully aware of how necessary knowledge of their heritage was to their 
community and were frustrated that such information was not readily available to 
their youth. As more research was conducted, less informed community members 
were further surprised by the national impact of Westbury’s anti-apartheid 
resistance (Westbury community knowledge holders, 2018). Upon realising that 
there was an outside interest in their heritage and that the comic could 
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communicate this, they became increasingly interested in its progress. There also 
appeared to be a notable increase in how much more they valued their heritage, 
or at least how much they voiced the value of their heritage to me.  
I also noted other changes. On the 24th of June, 2018, Westbury’s community 
organised an extraordinary open invite event in the Westbury Recreation Centre 
in honour of Florrie Daniels. Over two-thousand people attended, accompanied by 
a marching band (with assistance from the traffic police). The Legacy Project’s 
temporary committee, myself included, attempted to recreate this level of interest 
for the Ma Florrie part one Westbury launch, but for the reasons outlined above 
and the lack of Mudney Halim’s leadership, we did not achieve this. By 2019 the 
legacy of WRAC in Westbury was in the process of being resurrected. Youth 
upliftment organisations Together Action Group (TAG), Westbury youth centre, 
and Readers are Leaders were becoming increasingly organised and influential. 
The Legacy Project, with which this project and the Florrie Daniels community 
archive is associated, also dramatically increased how many heritage events they 
organised. These only represent the organisations which I was already networking 
with and does not include several other community-led initiatives. The above 
seems to suggest that Westbury’s self-efficacy is improving.  
That the community is starting to believe that they were unfairly marginalised and 
that they have individual value is, to a certain extent, evident in Westbury’s 2018 
riots. Riots broke out in Westbury between September and November of 2018 in 
frustration over the community’s ongoing marginalisation, and in reaction to police 
apathy and corruption over severe gang-related crimes (Khoza, 2018; Madia, 
2018; Modise, 2018). The last time Westbury residents rioted for their rights was 
in 1994 (Marinovich and Silva, 2000:225).  
However, I do not believe that much of the above can be attributed to the comic. 
Instead, I would argue, it is as a result of a similar motivation that started this 
comic. Over the past few years, Westbury’s community members have been 
increasingly networking with academic institutions. This was initially motivated by 
an awareness of Westbury’s historical co-operation with academic institutions 
dating back to the Black Consciousness Movement’s (BCM) associated South 
African Students Association (SASO) in the 1970s, and Westbury’s mass health 
screening and vaccination drive in 1984 (Halim, 2017). It came to the attention 
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of The Legacy Project that such networking would not have taken place had it not 
been for the work of Mudney Halim. His work introduced Westbury’s community 
knowledge holders to academics and instigated the involvement of academics in 
Westbury.  
The comic resulting from this study has the potential to further and sustainably 
increase Westbury’s pride, and by extension, its self-efficacy and ability to self-
improve. However, it would not have been made possible had it not been initially 
invited into Westbury. I do not believe that this study could have been possible 
without the already existent network established between Westbury’s community 
and UJ, or without the level of community leadership that motivated this study’s 
directions. I might have been responsible for most of the research, labour and 
ideas behind this study. However, it was community knowledge holders who 
provided the thoughts and awareness of what needed to be done.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
This study was designed and completed with the intention to make Westbury’s 
stories and heritage accessible to its local community and to SA’s society at large. 
The intention behind this was to activate historical memory for social change, 
highlighting the importance of such change for the broader community. It was 
theorised that if Westbury’s positive heritage was properly acknowledged and 
broadly accessible, that the community could potentially feel proud about their 
heritage. This could increase their self-efficacy, and thus their ability to set goals 
and overcome challenges, knowing that they have done so in the past (Bandura, 
1977; Tosh and Lang, 2006; Hook et al., 2016; Halim, 2017).  
The study pursued this by researching the community’s heritage through a 
collaborative and locally empowering process of narrative inquiry (Estrella and 
Forinash, 2007; Clandinin and Huber, 2010). This comprised of interviews with 
community knowledge holders, an in-depth search through the Florrie Daniels 
Community archive, and discursive research into alternative published material 
base on and around Westbury’s historical activities. The study’s resulting narrative 
was then compiled into a comic format. Additionally, the manner of this study’s 
research style ensured that its accuracy and direction were determined by 
community knowledge holders (Marschall, 2004; Tosh and Lang, 2006; Zeilig, 
2014). This was done to ensure that it represented their interests above all others.  
The intention behind producing this narrative in a comic format was to maximize 
its accessibility, as the medium can produce emotionally stories through its 
multimodal combination of text and images. This allows Ma Florrie part one to be 
physically accessible through a diversity of ergonomic and financially viable 
distributive platforms (Cope and Kalantzis, 2000; Chute, 2008). Additionally, the 
medium’s unique ability to communicate through a combination of text and image 
allows it to be intellectually accessible. Thus, individuals with vastly different 
educational backgrounds and intellectual abilities can equally enjoy and learn 
through the medium’s layers of interpretable information (Mitchell, W, J, 1994; 
Frascara, 2004; Connors, 2012; Harvey, 2015; Chisholm, Shelton and Sheffield, 
2017; Sundberg, 2017). Furthermore, by placing the medium in a story format it 
is capable of inspiring empathy for the community and individuals it depicts (Keen, 
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2006; Gair, 2012; Chisholm, Shelton and Sheffield, 2017; The Power of 
Storytelling: The Annual International Conference, Bucharest, 2018). 
To ensure that the comic communicate this level of subjective and objective 
information, the comic was designed according to Scott McCloud’s comic theory 
(McCloud, 1993; McCloud, 2006). This motivated my conscious decisions to draw 
the comic’s original images in my own style of laborious, but highly detailed, pen 
and ink style to produce multiple frames of perspective, accompanied by both 
narrative and dialogue text. The intention was to theoretically ensure that the 
narrative’s combination of text and image could be understood according to what 
I imagined. Additionally, a method of narrative inquiry was applied to the image 
design and choice of dialogue. Advice from focus groups and additional meetings 
with community knowledge holders who grew up in Westbury and knew the 
activists present in Ma Florrie part one was used to improve my imitation of the 
people, environments, and dialogue (Boje, 2001; Clandinin and Huber, 2010; 
Flinn, 2007; Flinn and Sexton, 2013; Mills, 2003).   
This study only intended to demonstrate how a comic could be made to 
disseminate a marginalised community’s historical narrative. However, through 
the study’s progression and interaction, it was noted that there was an increase 
in the personal pride held by Westbury’s community knowledge holders. It is 
difficult to determine whether the community’s commitment and interest in the 
production of such an artwork resulted in this increase of their pride or was the 
result of it. It is reasonable to assume that this was due to the culmination of both 
phenomena. However, more research is necessary before this can be claimed. 
What does appear to be clear though, is that an increase in community-led 
problem solving appears to be revealing itself through the extent to which 
community leaders and knowledge holders have been networking with academic 
institutions. They appear to have approached them to solve local problems with 
the support of potentially informed academic assistance and consultation. The 
comic is, in many ways, is the result of such initiatives.  
The accessibility of Ma Florrie part one has also allowed it to reach many local and 
external individuals over an extended period. This greatly increases the narrative’s 
positive impact and potential to inspire local community pride and theoretically 
resulting self-efficacy. An additional advantage of this increased accessibility is 
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that the study itself can potentially inspire similar future studies to become aware 
of and adopt its methodology. Given that the project’s life span is still ongoing, 
and that the accessible nature of comics means that they can communicate their 
information to several people over an extended period of time, this study will 
continue to spread its message and potential impact long after this study has been 
concluded.  
It is yet to be seen to what extent this study’s resulting comic may or may not 
improve Westbury’s pride, and if this has any impact on its level of self-efficacy 
and eventually motivation for self-improvement. However, given the amount of 
enthusiasm the community has for this comic, and how they are involved in its 
production and distribution, I believe that it is likely to achieve its intended results. 
In turn, I propose that future studies should be considered to identify if, and to 
what extent this study has helped Westbury, and how. Furthermore, I propose 
that the approach used in this study – The production of an accessible sequential 
graphic narrative through the use of narrative inquiry; based on the life of anti-
apartheid activist Florrie Daniels – be adapted as an approach for enabling the 
telling of the stories of other marginalised communities in South Africa.  
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